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FINAL ENDORSEMENT on RDML ChristopherJ. Cavanaugh, USN lic 5830 of 14 Jan 22
From: ViceChiefof Naval Operations
To: File

Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE6MAY 2021 AND20 NOVEMBER 2021INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY
Encl: (1) RADM James Waters, USN, lc 5830 of 14 Apr 22(2) Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet Task Orderof26221SZAPR22
1. reviewed the subject investigation (Cavanaugh report)a supplemented by Enclosure (1)along with the frst endorsement and related comments. The contamination of drinking waterfrom the Red Hill Shaft was the resultofthe Navy's ineffective immediate responses to the6 Mayand20 November 2021 fuel releases at the Red Hill Bulk Fuel StorageFacility (Red Hill),and failure to resolve with urgency deficiencies in system design and constnution, sysiemknowledge, and incident response taining. These deficiencics endured due (0 seams inaccountability and failure 0 Jearn from prior incidents that falls unacceptably short of Navystandards for leadership, ownership, and the safeguarding of our communities

2. This investigation characterizes the primary and proximate factors that caused the 2021events, providing the foundation for a comprehensive approach to safeguarding the environmentand executing the Secretary of Defense's decision to defuel Red Hill | approve the findings offact, opinions, and recommendations of both investigating officers as maxified by the firstendorsement and the following:

a. Opinion 18 is modified to delete the phrase “as a formal release notice” from the secondsentence ofthe opinion.

b. Recommendations 35, 43and 49 of the Cavanaugh report are modified to read: “Reviewthe expired DLA-NAVSUP, NAVSUP-CNIC, NAVSUP-NAVFAC, and DLA-NAVFAC MOAsand establish a comprehensive five-party MOA between DLA-Energy, NAVSUP, NAVFAC.CNIC and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regarding roles and responsibilities, including theassignment of Engineering Agents and appropriate Programmatic Authority informed by theDeputy Chief of Naval Operations for Fleet Readiness and Logistics" review of Shore commandand control.”

. The following Cavanaugh report enclosures are updated:
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

(1) Enclosure (39) is updated to OPNAVINST 5450.348A, Mission, Functions, and
Tasksof Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command, did 23 Jun 2021.

(2) Enclosure (268) is updated to OPNAVINST 5450.339, Mission. Functions, and Tasks
of Commander, Navy Installations Command, did 21 Apr 2011.

3. This report and endorsementaeprovided to the Navy Learning to Action Board (L2AB) towack implementation of, and continuing adherence (0, he key recommendations from this
investigation. The L2AB will also track the ongoing immediate actions highlighted below.

4. The immediate actions directed by the first endorsement and elsewhere provide interim risk
controlsolutions while decper assessments are conducted. These include:

a. Commander, U.S. PacificFleet's Task Order on Red Hill Command and Control
(Enclosure (2)) provides interim C2 structure. In addition to clarifying Red Hill command and
controlfaccountability, the Task Order directs units responsible for specific aspects of Red Hill to
implement corrective actions within specified time frames across the scope of recommendations.contained in the Cavanaugh Report and Enclosure (1),

b. Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Fleet Readiness and Logistics (OPNAV N4)
reviewofall Navy Shore Command and Control to probe for other instancesofthe overly
‘complex command and control structure identified in this report, This task includes review ofthe interim Red Hill command and control structure established by Commander, U.S. PacificFleet.

c OPNAV Né assessmentof the material, operational and incident response readiness at allNavy Managed Defense Facl Support Points.

d. NAVIG assessment of Echelon I Inspector General offices and development ofa clearstandard for follow-up of non-fully compliant assessments,
e. Environmental Director, Commander Navy Region Hawaii, Site Characterization Planupdate based on the 22 April 2022 notification to DOH,

5. By separate letter, 1 designated Commander, U.S. Fleet Forcesas the ConsolidatedDisposition Authority (CDA) to address any administrative or disciplinary actions as appropriaterelating to military members identified in this investigation. The CDA has independent authorityand discretion to review al relevant information, and, as deemed appropriate, 0 takeadministcutive or disciplinary actions at all echelons. Separately, this report will be forwarded tocommands with cognizance over civilian employees named in the report fo action as appropriaicand shared with the first supervisory Senior Executive Service supervisor in the chain ofcommand.

6. Ongoing assessments of Red Hill include an Inspector General of the Department of Defense.evaluation of the operation, maintenance, review and oversight ofRed Hill, and the Naval
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

Facilities Engineering Systems Command third-party assessment of the fuel transfer system,
condition of the fire suppression system, and preparationof a lifecycle sustainment plan, in
accordance with section 318of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2022. A
Naval Supply Systems Command-contracted Simpson Gurmpenz & Hoger third-party assessment
of Red Hill was completed on 29 April 2022. Expeditious implementationof the
recommendations from these assessments and this command investigation will guide a
‘comprehensive approach to safe defucling operations at Red Hill,

7. Broader lessons spanning the imperative for clear command and control structure o drive
strong Immediate Superior in Command ownership, strengthening the capability and capacity of
installation commanders, and ensuring consistency inassessing and enforcing strong standards in
system knowledge and incident response preparation are current actions,

8. While outside the scope of this invesligation, | commend the strong efforts of the Joint Crisis
Action Team tht, in partnership with the State of Hawaii Departmentof Health and the
Environmental Protection Agency, workedtorestore safe drinking water for the Joint Base Pearl
Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) community. This collaboration post-incident reinforces the critical
importance of the Navy's relationship with the citizens of Hawaii and the imperative to earn their
full faith and trust, We must act on both the specific recommendations and the broader lessons
of this investigation with commitment and urgency.

9. Ao gues

Ww, CHER
1, US. Navy

Copy To:
osD
DLA
DoN 0GC
NR
USFFC
PACFLT
NIC
COMNAVSUP
CCOMNAVFAC
Leaning to Action Board
RDML Cavanaugh
RADM Waters,
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5830
15 Apr 2022

From: RADM James P. Waters Ill, USN
To: Vice ChiefofNaval Operations

Subj: SUPPLEMENT TO COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20
NOVEMBER 2021 INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

Ref: (a) Convening Order Ser N09/22U100519 dtd 4 Mar 21
(b) VCNO Email RE: Red Hill Supplemental Extension Request dtd 30 Mar 22
(6) RDML ChristopherJ. Cavanaugh, USN ltr 5830 of 14 Jan 22

Encl: (1) Final Report

1. Reference (a), as modified by reference (v), directed an investigation to supplement reference (c)

2. The investigation team examined all factors and information related to the specific tasking identified
in reference(a),as wellas additional matters deemed relevant. Enclosure (1) is the directed report.
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1. Preliminary Statement

Pursuant to reference (a), this investigation examined the facts and circumstances surrounding
the immediate response to incidents at the Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility (Red Hill) on 6
May 2021 (the “May spill") and 20 Nov 2021 (the “November spill"). This report is a
supplement to reference (b), the command investigation completed by RDML Christopher J.
Cavanaugh, USN on14 January 2022 as endorsed by Commander, US. Pacific Fleet
(COMPACFLT) in reference (c) (together, referred to herein as the “Cavanaugh Report”).

“This supplement is written as an integralpart of a singalar investigative effort and cannot be read
separately from the Cavanaugh Report. The Cavanaugh Report serves as the foundation upon
which to present additional matters pertaining to the same incidents. To that end, the findings of
fact from the Cavanaugh Report as they relate to the tasking inreference (a) have been adopted
in this supplement. For readability, the findings of factinthis supplement associated with the
Navy's response to both spills are written in the order events occurred with an asterisk next to
those findings and enclosures that were replicated from the Cavanaugh Report.

Notwithstanding the above, and in accordance with reference (s), a reconciliation of findings of
fact between this supplement and the Cavanaugh Reporti provided in section I1. This
investigation reviewed al findings of fact from the Cavanaugh Report that are germane to this
supplement and where necessary, provided clarification, amplification or reconciliation.

In addition to conducting asite visit of Red Hill, the investigation interviewed over 50
individuals and reviewed a significant amountofdocumentary evidence from multiple
organizations to include reports, correspondence, policics, and other materials. All personnel
and organizations cooperated fully and all relevant evidence was collected.

All explicit tasks delineated in reference (a) are addressed herein, and the following additional
matters were identified as relevant and examined in greater detail: (1) Red Hill well
configuration; (2) command and control (C2) of Red Hill; (3) AFFF system design,
implementation, and maintenance; (4) understanding of the roughly 20,000 gallon volume
discrepancy following the initial investigation into the 6 May spill (5) closed circuit television
system unavailability.

Drawing from the Cavanaugh Report and additional findings in ths supplement, this
investigation determined that the Navy's immediate response to both spills contributed to the:
contamination of Navy-provided drinking water in Hawai. While there are several additional
contributing factors described herein, the water system contamination was the resultof human
error primarily derived from insufficient human performance enhancement, assessment and
feedback processes needed to support effective incident response actions and improper incident
response C2. Consolidated exposure to risk existed via multiple avenues associated with Red
Hill, however the C2 as practiced, to include ISIC oversight, was insufficient to identify
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EE
accumulating risk and take actions to mitigate it. Finally, the November spill, which was the
source ofthe contamination that reached the Red Hill well, was the resultof human error
exacerbatedbypoor Red Hill support system design and implementation.

‘Although this supplement runs through 7 December 2021, it is worth noting that during the
courseof this inquiry, the Departmentof Health for the Stateof Hawaii announced on 19 March
2022 that safe drinking water had been restored to all homes. This was the resultofpartnership
‘and significant coordination across multiple stakeholders, working in collaboration with the State
of Hawaii. While this supplement only tells the story up unil 7 December 2021, the work that
continued beyond 7 December 2021 accomplished the immediate missionofrestoring clean
drinking water to all residents and returning them to their homes.

11. Reconciliation of Findings

Pursuant 10 reference (a), the findingsoffact in the Cavanaugh Report were reviewed in order to
reconcile discrepancies with the findingsofthis supplement and to correct any errors that were
discovered during the courseof this inquiry. There were some findings from the Cavanaugh
Report that required elaboration in order to complete the required tasking in reference (a). In
those instances, the supplement incorporated the relevant findings from the Cavanaugh Report
‘and added additional findings. There were also findings from the Cavanaugh Report that
necessitate modification or correction, and those are recommended as follows:

a. Finding ofFact 2 is modified by substituting “oversight” in plac of “oversight and
direction” and “oversight and control” and replacing enclosure [8] with the current MOA
between NAVSUP and NAVFAC effective asof23 August 2017.
b. Finding of Fact 23 is modifiedt include additional CNRH responsibilities: “CNRH, as
the ISICto JBPHH exercises dircet oversight of the installation. The JBPHH CO retains
“Tile 10 responsibilities for safety, security, environmental stewardship, and protection of
personnel and property on the installation, which extends to all fel service and storage,including bulk fuel facilites aboard their installation.”

c. Finding of Fact 25 is modified to include additional DLA responsibilities: “DLA is also
responsible o perform end-to-end analysis of the risk and performance of the bulk petroleum
supply chain.”

Finding of Fact 31 is modified as follows: “An emergency oil pressure door is located at
the end of the tank gallery in the lower access tunnel. The door is designed to automatically
close when ol is detected in its sump (via a high-level float indicating the sump is full) ora
nearby push button is activated. Closingofthe door activates the fire alarm system whichsetsoffaudible and visual alarms throughout the facility and alerts the Federal Fire
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Department. The door provides afuel ight seal once closed and is designed to withhold the
contentsof oneofthe facility's storage tanks.”

e. Finding of Fact 32 is modified to strike the second sentence and should read as follows:
“A fire suppression system is installed to mitigate the riskoffire in the upper and lower
access tunnels.” This correction is duetothe fact hat AFF system maintenance
commenced on different portionsofthe system at different times and is further detailed
within this reports findings of fact.

1. Finding of Fact 44 is modificd to strike a comma in the second sentence which should
read: “Tanks 17 and 18 were out of servicefor CIR maintenance, and tank 19 is permanently
outof service because its capacity is not required.”

Finding of Fact 206 is modified to replace the first sentence and should read as follows:
“During the response, the CDO called the 24.7 watch at the Waiawa pump stationat 2130
and a NAVFAC Utilities and Energy Management employee responded to the scene at 2230
Upon arrival, he opened the door to the Red Hill wel shaft and noted there was no fuel inside
the door. Heclosed the door and left Red Hill shortly thereafter.” This modification corrects
that the NAVFAC employee thet responded was nota supervisor and provides additional
information.

h. Findings of Fact 38, 287 0 292 as well as Appendix C are modified to reflect the 6 April
2022 update to the quantities of fuel spilled, recovered, and potentially released to the
environment. Key updated valies, which are used within ths report are: Total fuel spilled in
the May spill was 20,957 gallons, maximum amount transfered to the AFFF retention
system was 19,377 gallons, and total fuel that remains unrecovered is 5,542 gallons.

i. Findingof Fact 353 is modified as follows: “FLC Pearl Harbor is under the administrative
control of NAVSUP and is assigned official additional duty to CNRH. Prior to 2020, CNRH
submitted concurrent Fitness Reports on the FLC Pearl Harbor CO. The former CNRH
discontinued this practice.”

J. Findingof Fact 357 is modified by striking the last sentence and is modified as follows:
“Per MOA between NAVSUP and NAVFAC, FLC are responsible for providing oversight
ofbulk and aviation fueling operations and work functions. The MOA further establishes
oles and responsibilitiesassociatedwith NAVFAC Regional POL Engineers (RPES) co-
located with FLCs in supportof sustainment, restoration, and modernization (SRM)
programs.”

k. Finding of Fact 358 is modified to substitute *10 subordinate commands” in place of “1
subordinate commands.”

1. Findingof Fact 360 is modified to substitute “[Encls (37), (268)]” in placeof “{Encl 37)"
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m. Finding of Fact 370 is modified to substitute “(Encl 38]" in placeof “(Enc 31].”

n. Finding of Fact 372 is modified to substitute “(Encl 37)" in placeof[Encl 38)."

o. Finding of Fact 373 is modified as follows: “NAVFAC is an echelon 2 command. led by
a Civil Engineer Corps Rear Admiral (0-8), with a headquarters in Washington, DC.
NAVEAC is the immediate superior in command and assigned administrative control of four
subordinate commands; NAVFAC Pacific, NAVFAC Atlantic, Navy Crane Center, and
NAVEAC EXWC. The NAVFAC Commander reports for additional duty to CNIC as the
Deputy Commander for Facilities and Environmental.”

p. Finding of Fact 380 is modified to read: “COMNAVFACSYSOM, Pacific provides direct
support to U.S. Pacific Fleet, and is additional duty t0 the Pacific Fleet Commanderas the
Fleet Civil Engineer. As Fleet Civil Engineer, NAVFACSYSCOM Pacific provides
prioritization, general engineering and resource management advice and support for all
facility and operational engineering matters o the Fleet Commander [Encls (264), (268).

q. Finding of Fact 387 is modified as follows: “NAVFAC EXWC is an echelon 3 major
command, led by a Civil Engincer Corps CAPT (0-6). NAVFAC EXWC is located in Port
Hueneme, Califomia. NAVFAC is the immediate superior in command.”

TIL. Findings of Fact

The Cavanaugh Report establishes a timelineofeventsfrom the May spill through the November
spill and concludes with the decision to secure the Red ill well. This supplement extends into
the decision making and resulting steps following the November spill, hich includes drinking
water contanination.

Red Hill Overview

The Cavanaugh Reportintroduced key personnel and positions in thefirst sectionof thefindings
ofuct. The below personnel are added based on their roles and responsibilities and their
relevance to these events

‘The Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam Commanding Officer (JBPHH CO) is responsible for
safety, security, environmental stewardship, and protection of personnel and property on the
installation. Heorshe enables maximum mission readiness of al tenant commands and
activites by providing installation services, facilities support and quality of life programs. The
‘commanding officer is CAPT Erik Spitzer and has been assigned to the position since July 2020.
[Encl (42), (399), (403)]
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‘The JBPHH Public Works Officer (PWO) is assigned to directly support the installation
commanding officer. He is primary duty to JBPHH and additional duty to Naval Facilities and
Engineering Systems Command Hawail (NAVFAC HI). The PWOis responsible for roughly1,000 employees, allof which are NAVFAC HI employees but is the only NAVFAC position
assigned directly under JBPHH. The PWO has roughly 30 naval officers reporting to him and
the remainder are civilians. The primary responsibilty is facility management, maintenance, and
eal property accountability for the installation. As a PWO supporting NAVFAC HI, he or she
also supports reimbursable projects that are not CNIC owned. The PWO has an environmental
team assigned, but there are other environmental personnel assigned to NAVFAC HL. Finally,
the PWO has a Utilities and Energy Management (UEM) team assigned with responsibility for
the Navy water distribution system, among other dutics. The PWO for JBPHH is CAPTNINN
IN 21d has been in the position since late 2019. [Encl (43)]

The PACFLT Force Surgeon is responsible to support medical readiness in the PACFLT AOR
and with the primary focus on operational support. CAPTEESSSTIGTNE is the PACLFT
Surgeon and has been in the position since January 2020. [Encl (218)]

‘The Commander, Navy Region Hawaii (CNRH) Environmental Director, who also servesas the
NAVFAC HI Environmental Business Line Leader, is responsible for executing the Navy
Region Hawai environmental program which is designed to protect human health and the
environment. The position report to the CNRH N4, who is also the NAVFAC HI CO. The
position provides ground water modciing, developmentofconceptual site models, regulatory
interface with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Hawai Department of Health
(DOH), and environmental sampling. IESE has been serving in the position since
August 2020. [Encls (40), 46), (47)]

‘The JBPHH Environmental Program Director reports to the JBPHH PWO and supervises the
installation environmental team made up ofNAVFAC Hl environmental field technicians. (3
I25 been in the position since 2017. [Encl (44))

‘The NAVFAC HI UEM Branch for Potable Water Commodity Manager falls under NAVFAC
HI slity Management Branch and directly supports the JBPHH PWO. This position is
responsible for all Navy water systems across Oahu. SSSI hasscrvcd in this
position since 2016. [Encls (172), (213)]

The Commander, NAVFAC PAC is RADM Dean VanderLey who relieved RDML John
Adametz as the Commander in August 2021. RADM VanderLey has been in the position since.
(Encl (125))
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The Red Hill Well Overview

In order 10 best appreciate the decisions and chainofevents that resulted in drinking warer
contamination, i is necessary 10 understand theRed Hill well where i is situated inside the Red
Jil Bulk Ful Storage Facility humels. and its iv io te siteofthe Novenber

1. The Red Hill well is described in various documents as the Red Hill Shaft. State well Number
3-2254-001, RHMW2254-01 (when used as a groundwater sampling point). and Navy Well
2254-01. This well feeds into the Navy's JBPHH Water System. [Encls (31(6)]
2. “The Red Hill well isa Maui-type well. also known as a skimming well. This type of well
requires excavation ofa uear-horizontal funnel at a level appropriate to skit a thin freshwater
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lager, known as a lens, iting atop saltwater below it. The perator mustbe careful ot (0
withdrase wate too quickly and draw in salty water from below the freshwater layer, which
would contaminate the well. [Encl (8)]

3. The RedHill wel is locatedSSS
I(Ec(3), O)]
4. The vertical well shafts located within the Red Hill Pump Staton, which saccessed viaJill

|access (0 the pump tation is directly adjacent 1 th train racks hat were channeling spilled ful
10 the groundwater sump during the Novemberspill. [Encls (10)-12)]

Red Hill well entrance with Pump Station sign tothe right. The large pipe was installed to assist
"in flushing and was not presentpricy 0 December 2021.
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Lower Access Tumel with AFFF retention line into right (PVC pipe)
5. The entrance to the pump station is locatedJEEGEGEG—GCCGCT
and 380 feet from the site of the ruptured Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFEF) retention line
low point dain side the Red Hill lower access tunnel. The op of the well shafts
approximatelyGEHRY from the entranceof the pump station. [Encls (7), 9)]

6. Water is pumped from a 110-foot deep vertical well shaft with a bottom elevation ofQUE
evel [Ene (12)

7. The well includes horizontal water tunnel, known alematively as developmen tne or
infiltration gallery, which is connected approximately 100 feet down the vertical well shafi. Thishorizontal developmental tunel tends acros he wate ableEESTIME

(rcs (4), (12)]

8. The bottom of the development tunnel is 3 feet below sea level and is 18 feet high by 6 fect
wide.[Enel (12))
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9. The development tunnel crosses beneath the lower access tunnel, then tums south and passes
under the lower access tunnel again. A lava tube cross cuts the water development tunnel about
300 feet before the end of the tunnel. The lengthofthe lava tube is unknown. There is
continuous water flow at the endofthe water development tunnel. [Encls (9), (12)]

10. DOF has consistently expressed concem regarding the protectionof the Red Hill well. The
Navy regularly monitors Red Hill for contamination based on the Administrative Order on
Consent and in accordance with the NAVFAC Hl Groundwater Protection Plan. (Encls (3), (4)]

Response to the May spill, decision making, and key communications

On 6 May 2021. as established in the Cavanaugh Report, Red Hill operators improperly
executed a uel ransfer procedure, resulting in two pipingjoint ruptures and a subsequent spill
ofJet Propellant-S (JP)fuel inside the RHBESF lower access tunnel in the vicinity of Tanks 18
and 20, The below findingsoffact startfrom the point when the rupture andfulspill initiated,
in order 10 capture additional information within the context ofthe response to ths spill.
Wherever possible, events are presented in the order they occurred. Additionally. relevant
findingsoffactfrom the Cavanaugh Report have been included here for readability within the
flowofevents and are marked with an *** to indicate that they arc. from that report,

11. The Red Hill rover was in the gauger station at the time of the incident. He heard a loud
noise and immediately informed the Control Room Operator (CRO). [Encls (13)15)]*

12. As an emergency response, the operations order directed the watch team to stop the fucl
transfer, contact the chainof command, and align the system to transfer fuel back to the source
tank. [Encl (16))*

13. AUIS12, the CRO began isolating Tank 12. The CRO verified Tank 20 isolation valves
closed, and the level in Tank 20 was not changing. He determined the spill was from the JP-5
pipelineandnotafueltank. [Encls (13), (17)]*

14, AUI813, Tank 12 net volume drops 19,866 gallons (473 bbl) over 50 scconds. The tank is
likely losing volume before this time, but the delayed response is due to the tank gauging’s
precision and the Automated Fucl Handling Equipment (AFHE) system polling frequency. [Encl
(4)

15. After donning personal protective equipment (PPE), the Red Hill rover walked through the
‘gauger station door, near Tank 12, and into the lower access tunnel. He walked through the blast
oor near tank 18, saw fuel spraying in the vicinityof Tank 20, and noted the floorofZone 7
was covered with fuel. (Encl (15))*
16. The Red Hill rover observed the Zone 7 sump and fire suppression system Sump | were
filled to their grates with ful. He heard a pump running, which he assessed was the Zone 7
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sump pump. He had never heard the fire suppression system sump pumps operate, 50 he was not
able to differentiate between different pumps in the area. [Encl (15)}*

17. The Red Hill rover closed the blast door, noting thata small quantity of fuel continued to
leak through the door seal into the lower portionofthe tunnel. After 5-10 minutes, he noticed
fuel was no longer leaking under the door and assessed it was safe to re-enter Zone 7. Upon
reentering Zone 7, the Red Hill rover saw fuel was no longer flowing from the Tank 20 pipe. He
reported this observation to the CRO and evacuated the lower access tunnel via Adit 3. [Encls
(14.315). AT)

18. While not recognized at the timeofthe incident or during post-incident assessments, the fire
suppression system Sump | pumps ran on 6 May 2021 and transferred up (0 19,377 gallons of
IPS fuel into the fire suppression system retention line. Eachof the four sump pumps has a
1,000-gallon per minute capacity, so this transfer could have occurred in less than five minutes
“The elevation profile and capacity of the fire suppression system retention line allowed this
volume of fuel to remain in the line without reaching the fire suppression system retention tank.
[Encls (18)-23)]

19. The AFFE retention line slopes down from an elevation ofENERGY sca level in the
area under the bulk fuel storage tanks to a minimum clevationofINNUNEITN sca level
approximately EEEEGE—CTET rics from there o the retention tank
inlet at an elevation of 147 feet above sea lovel. These clevation changes create a low area in the
AFF retention line capableof holding 30k to 40k gallons of fluid. [Encls (327)-329)]

20. Shortly after the incident, the NAVFAC HI Construction Manager,IUGR v2
informedof the spill by an APTIM contractor who was on-site for Clean, Inspect, Repair (CIR)
maintenance. The NAVFAC HI Construction Manager went to Red Hill and contacted an FLC
PH Facilities Division general engineer,JENN ond the CDRINETNAVEAC
HI Red Hill Program Management Office (NAVFAC HI PMO) Director. [Encls (24), (25)]*

21. AUI819.a Fuels Department Work Lead directed the pump operator to align valves to drain
the JP-S pipeline to surge tank 2, using the ruptured jointas a vent path. [Encls (13), (26)]*

22. At 1905, the pump operator commenced draining the JP-5 pipeline to Surge Tank 2. He
completed thisevolution at 1950. [Encl (13))*

23. “The Fuels Department Work Lead instructed the CRO to continue informing the chain of
command. The CRO then sent the Deputy Fuels Directoratext message. Once he saw the text
message, the Deputy FuelsDirectorcalled the CRO and instructed him to contact the Federal
Fire Department (Fed Fire) the Deputy Fuels Director attempted to call the
Fuels Director, but he was unable {0 leave a voice message. (Encls (26)-28)]*
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24. “The Deputy Fuels Director called the FLC PH CO and notified himofthe spill. The Deputy
Fuels Director’ initial report included his assessment that the spill was contained, and no fl
was released to the environment. (Encls (18), (27)]*

25. At1937, the CRO notified Fed Fireofthe spill. The Fed Fire logged the call as a “gasoline
or other flammable liquidspill” and dispatched a unit at 1940. [Encls (28)-(30)]*

26. That evening, the Fuel Department Bulk Fuel Operations Supervisor called the NOSC
Representative (NOSC-R),SSG informing himofthe spill at Red Hill and
explaining it was contained in the lower access tunnel and sumps. No personnel at FLC PH
requested assistance from the NOSC-R for spill response or cleanup. [Encl (31)]*

27. The responsibilityof the NOSC-R, as delegated by CNRH, is to oversee the response to
actual or potential Navy oil and hazardous substance (OHS) spills or releases within the CNRH
areaofresponsibility. (Encls (31)-(33)]*
28. CNRH first learnedofthe fuel spill from an e-mail from the Hawaii News Now television
station. CNRH Public Affairs Officer (PAO) took the lead for public affairs operations for
response to the spill, per the CNRH Standard Organizations and Regulations Manual (SORM).
CNRH coordinated public affairs actions with PACFLT PublicAffairs (PA) and Commander,
Navy Installations Command (CNIC) PA. A response toquery(RTQ) was coordinated and
chopped by CNRH PAO with the NAVSUP FLC PH CO, NAVFAC HI CO, CNRH COM and
ChiefofStaff (COS), and PACFLT PA. [Encls (34}-37)]
20. Per the CNRH Oil and Hazardous Substance (OHS) Integrated Contingency Plan (ICP), the
spilling activity fills functional roles for incident management in the Incident Command System
‘when the spill is small. However, if cleanup is beyond the activity’s capabilities, the activity is
required 10 request assistance from CNRH. In those cases, the NOSC-R fills the roleof Incident
Commander and oversees a fully staffed CNRH Spill Management Team to manage the
response. (Enel (39)]*

30. The FLC PH CO, in coordination with the NAVFAC HI CO and CNRH COS, determined
the spill was contained and within his command's capabilities to respond. Further, he
determined no fuel was released to environment. Asa result, FLC PH maintained incident
managementresponsibilities. [Enels(12),(31),(40)]*

31. AU 1955, Fed Fire personnel arrived on-scene. {Enel (28), (20)]*

32. A213, Fed Fire rumed the scene over toJEJE and departed the scene. ENN did
not reference being in charge, and Deputy Fuels DirectorandJIE were both on the scene.
Deputy Fuels Director confirmed there was no established incident command that evening.
[Encls 26), (38). (41), (409)]
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33. The JBPHH CO, PWO. and Installation Environmental Program Director (IEPD) were not
presentat Red Hill that evening and did not know the extentofthe release. [Encls (42)-44)]

34. The FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI CO did not respond on site. The FLC PH CO called
CNRH COS and NAVFAC HI CO to report the incident but did not recall notifying anyone at
the installation. (Encl (18)]

35. The NOSC-R was called but did not respond to the site per guidance from the NAVFAC HI
PMO. The NOSC-R called and informed the CNRH Environmental Director. [Encls (18), (31),
(41), (45)-(47), (409)

36. After receivinga phone call from the CNRH PAO at approximately 2000 on 6 May 2021,
CNRH COS contacted the FLC PH CO to ingire abou the response at Red Hill. The FLC PH
CO was aware of an incident but was unable to provide many details. CNRH COS then notified
CNRH COM; the NAVFAC HI CO; and the PACFLT Director of Government Affairs
(PACFLTGA),INSGIEI (Enc! (5)
37. At approximately 2000, the Fuels Director became awareofthe incident when she received
a call from the NOSC-R. The NOSC-R reported that the Deputy FuclsDirectorand NAVFAC
HIPMO Director were both on-scene. [Encls (31), (48)]*
38. The Fuels Director then called the Deputy Fuels Director, who informed her the spill
occurred due 0 over-pressurization, and the Red Hill rover was evacuated. The Fuels Director
did not goo Red Hill on 6 May 2021 based on a discussion with the Deputy Fuels Director. The
Fuels Director was also in contact with the CRO, who was providing information about the
amountoffuel recovered. [Enel (48)]*

39. The FL PH CO initially went to the FLC PH Fuels Department building at JBPHH to
obtain more information about the incident. He later met the FLC PH Excautive Officer (XO) at
the FLC PH headquarters building to discuss reporting requirements. The FLC PH CO, FLC PH
XO, and NAVFAC HI CO did not go to Red Hill on 6 May 2021. [Encls (18), (45)]*
40. Upon arival at Red Hill on 6 May, an FLC PH Engineering Technician,INE
Ichecked and gauged the ful oil reclaimed (FOR) tank (tank 311). At 2030, the level
intank 311 had increased by 722 gallons and was stable. [Encls (20), (48)]*
41. From the tank gallery, the Engincering Technician noted that fire suppression system Sump
1 was filled to the grate with fuel. He checked the associated sump pump controllers for signs
the pumps had activated. He noted they were in automatic mode with no audible indication and
no lights illuminated. He also directed an APTIM contractor to check the fire suppression
sysiem retention tank, which was emp. [Encls (20), (21), (48), (49)]*
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42. Based on these observations, the Engincering Technician assessed the fire suppression
system sump | pumps had not activated. If functioning properly, the pumps should have
activated with a full sump. [Encls (20), (21), (S0)]*

43. On 6 May, the contractor responsible for fire suppression system maintenance, Hawaii
Kinet (Kinet), received a request for support from FLC PH to bypass the fir alarm system
‘and monitor the fire pump to facilitate the cleanup. [Encl (51)]
44. At approximately 2200, the FLC PH CO, Fuels Director, and Deputy Fuels Director
conducted a three-way conference call to coordinate follow-on actions. They agreed reports to
Navy leadership and to regulators were required within 24 hours. [Encls (48), (52)]*

45. The Deputy Fuels Director visually estimated the amountoffuel spilled in the lower access
tunnel was between 1,000 and 1,500 gallons. He recommended delaying cleanup until 7 May
2021, which the FLC PH CO approved. [Encls (48), (52)]*

46. A total of 1,580 gallons of fuel was recovered immediately following the 6 May 2021 spi.
[Encl (S3)]*

47. The FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI CO subsequently informed CNRH and CNRH COS that
the spill was from a ruptured piping joint and that the spill was contained. The FLC PH CO and
NAVFAC HI CO assessed there was no need to immediately contact regulators since there was
no release to the environment. CNRH COS and PACFLT GA agreed that formal notification
could be made the following moming. (Encls (45). (34)]*
48. Early on themorning of 7 May 2021, prior to senior Navy leadership or congressional
delegate notification, local media reported a fucl spill at Red Hill of approximately 1.000
gallons. [Encls (40), (45), (S-5T)}*

49. Atapproximately 0700, the FLC PH CO ordered the Fuels Director to take the lead on
notifications. The Fuels Director prepared a draft OPREP-3 message and a Naval Supply
Systems Command (NAVSUP) Immediate CCIR report with assistance from the NOSC-R; the
FLC PH Fuels Intern, LTISSSEIGI nd the FLC PH XO. (Encls (31), (48). (58), (59)]

50. Between 0830 and 0840, the FLC PH CO made required incident notifications. He left a
voicemail report to COMNAVSUP. He then successfully made voice reports to the NAVSUP
COS, NAVSUP N4, and CNRH COS. [Encl (60)]*
51. At0844, the FLC PH XO made a voice report to the NAVSUP Logistics Operations Center.
[Encl (60)]*
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52. Atapproximately 0900 on 7 May, the NAVFAC HI PMO reached out to DOH to provide a
courtesy notification regarding the activities overnight. He also offered DOH a tour of the site
the following week. [Encls (46), (47), (61)-(64)

53. At 0925 the CNRH Environmental Director directed the Environmental USTstaff to makea
courtesy call o the DOH UST pointof contact for Red Hill as well and the NOSC-R was asked
to call DOH Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response (HEER). During their conversation,
HEER assigned a case number (o the event. (Encl (46)]
54. AU1006, the FLC PH CO emailed COMNAVSUP a link to the local media release and
stated “All released fuel was contained within the tunnel and recovered. No fuel was released
into the environment.” This assessment was based on visual observations alone. NAVFAC Hl
was unable to conduct soil vapor or groundwater monitoring until 10 May 2021, duc to safety
concems. [Encls (65). (66)]*

$5. On 7 May, there was a telephone call at 0900 between NAVFAC HI and both DOH and
EPA. Although contained refeases do not require immediate notification to regulators, contact
was made for transparency. [Encl (61)]

56. On 7 May 2021, the Hawaii DOH On-Scene Coordinator,IESE called the NOSC-
R10 ask why he had not notified herofthe spill. The NOSC-RtoldJSG there was no
release to the environment, so reporting was not required. [Encl (31)]*
57. AU1200 NAVFAC HI CO directed the NOSC to submit the standard form paperwork
required by the HEER office within 24 hoursofan event. [Encls (46), (64)]

$8. At 1323, based on information provided by FLC PH and CNRH, COMPACFLT (Acting).
RADM Stephen Koehler, emailed Commander, United States Indo-Pacific Command
(INDOPACOM) and ChiefofNaval Operations, stating: *...the design of the lower access
tunnel and the piping within prevents release to the environment via a networkof drains and
sumps...there Was NO release to the environment.” He also stated: “EPA reports no concerns
due to no release to the environment... CNRH wil initiate root cause analysisfinvestigation and
facilitate repai of filed piping.” [Encl (57)]*

59. On'7 May 2021, FLC PH Fucls Department reported to Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
hat less than 1,000 gallons of fuel spilled. [Encl (63)]*

60. On 7 May 2021, FLC PH conducted an operational peuse. This event was focused on
damage assessment and cleanup. It was not focused on determining the cause ofthe incident or
conducting training. [Encl (69)}*
61. On 7 or 8 May 2021, a FLC PH Facilities Division Engineering Technician contacted the
fire suppression system contractor, Kine, 0 request an inspection of the fie suppression
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system. Fire suppression system Sump | remained filled with fuel. During the inspection,
Kinetix concluded the pumps had not activated based on checking the Gamewell control panel,
which is designed to record system activity. However, following the 20 November 2021 spill,
Kinet contractors assessed tha the direct digital controller was nol properly communicating
with the Gamenwell control panel. [Encls (20). (21)]*

62. On 7 May 2021, the Deputy Fuels Director directed the Control Division accounting team to
conducta post-spill inventory reconciliation. They noted that the AFHE system recorded a drop.
in tank 12 fuel levelof 19.983 gallons between 1501 and 1818 on 6 May 2021. Additionally,a
loss 0f20,139 gallons was recorded in Fuels Manager Defense (FMD) for all IP-5 evolutions on
6May2021. [Encls (22), (70), (71)]*
63. On 7 May 2021, FLC PH Facilities Division engineers determined the volume of spilled fuel
was equal to the volume of the main pipeline and cross piping above the damaged dresser
coupling at tank 20. They calculated this volume as 1,016gallons. At this point, they did not
know the tank 18 dresser coupling was also damaged, because it was behind a maintenance
partition. (Encl (72)]*

64. CNRH PA issueda press release on 7 May informing that Navy personnel responded 10 a
reported release of fuel from a distribution pipeline inside the Red Hill Bulk Storage Facility on
the evening of§ May. The release stated that preliminary reports indicated approximately 1,000
gallons of fuel released during a fuel transfer and fuel was properly collected by the ful
containment system. “The release also included that there were no leaks from fel tanks and that
the fuel release was detected immediately and the system worked as designed to collect, isolate
and contain fuel safely. [Encls (34), (73)]

65. Following the first press release related to the spill, PACFLT was contacted by staff
members from the Hawaii delegations requesting to review future press releases before they
were sent. Up to that point, the review process for Red Hill elated press releases included
CNRH PAO, PACFLT PA, and PACFLT GA. NAVEAC HI PMO for Red Hill and CNRH
ChiefofStaff(COS) would often send press release information directly to PACFLT GA.
CNRH would not release a Red Hill related message without PACFLT's approval. [Enel (74)]

66. On 7 May, NAVFAC HI CO emailed CNRH COS expressing concems about how the
investigation into the spill should be conducted. NAVFAC HI CO belived the investigation
should not be led by FLC PH. [Encl (75)]

67. As part of the continued cleanup effort, FLC PH requested Kinet to return on 10 May and
repeat the same actions from 7 May in bypassing the fire alarm system and monitor fire pump to
facilitatefutherclean up inthe vicinityofthe lower tunnel. [Encl (51)]
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68. On 12 May 2021, CNRH asked COMNAVSUP to conduct an extemal investigation into the
events of6 May 2021. He noted there was significant damage and bad concerns about FLC PH’
ability 10 conduct an adequate intemal investigation. [Encls (54), (76)]*

69. On 12 May, COMNAVSUP emailed PACFLT COM informing him that he will be initiating
a NAVSUP led investigation in support ofCNRH into the spill at Re Hill, and is aligned with
PACFLT GA, PACFLT N4, CNRH, NAVFAC, and DLA. {Encl (77)]

70. FLC PH requested Kinetix to return a final time on 13 May to retum the fire alarm and fire
suppression system back to normal because clean-up of the spill was complete. (Encl (51)]

71. On 13 May 2021, COMNAVSUP appointed Naval Petroleum Office (NPO) Deputy Officer
in Charge (OIC),IESSUIGINEN '0 conduct a command investigation into the facts and
circumstances surrounding the 6 May 2021 fel spill at Red Hill. The order noted that FLC PH
was conducting its own administrative review and NAVFAC Engineering and Expeditionary
WarfareCenter (EXWC) was conducting a root cause analysis of the incident. The appointing
order further instructed JREENGIIN to conduct a review, validation, and consolidationof the
FLC PH and NAVFAC EXWC cllors, in addition to the NAVSUP Headquarters-level
investigationof the incident. The completed report, including opinions and recommendations,
wesdue by 10 June 2021. Thisdeadline was extended to 30 June 2021. [Encls (78). (79)]*

72. COMNAVSUP appointed the NPO Deputy OIC as the investigating officer, because the
NPOOIC wasconflicted,having already been appointed in March 2021 to investigate an FLC
PH personnel matter. [Encls ($0)-(82))*

73. On 10 May DOH performed a Red Hill ste visit and requested the additionofdaily soil
vapor monitoringtothe ongoing sampling requirementsof the AOC. Daily soil vapor readings
continued through 9 June. (Encl (46)

74. Following the release on 6 May, soil vapor monitoring was delayed in the ports under Tanks
17,18, and 20 unil they were remediated. When these ports were opened for sampling on 10
May, samplers noticed that they had been compromised by fuel. The Navy had to excavate soil,
clean the probes, and change [tings to reduce the potential for fac positives. [Encls (46). (83)]
75. On 12 May 2021, the FLC PH CO emailed COMNAVSUP, reporting the total quantity of
fuel recovered was 557 gallons. He stated: “Levels in the sump tank have been holding steady
to confidently state 557 as the quantityofthe release.” This was the lat total reported to him by
the Deputy Fuels Director. [Encls (57), (34). (83)]
76. NAVFAC Hl increased the sampling oftheir sol vapor monitoring ports from quarterly to
daily for the week following 6 May 2021, and then weekly for the following four weeks. [Encls
(86), 670%
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77. The following week, an FLC PH Facilities Division general engineer.SUE
discovered the dresser coupling for tank 18 had also been damaged during the 6 May 2021
incident. This discovery prompted a recalculationofthe spilled fuel based on the volumeofthe
main pipeline and cross piping above the damaged dresser coupling. They calculated this
volume as 1.618 gallons. [Encls (88), (89)1*
78. On 26 May 2021, the FLC PH Control Division Supervisory Management Analyst,IGEN
Icreated a memorandum for the record (MFR) documenting total inventory 10ss of
20,139 gallons in the FMD accountable property system of record. The MER stated, “Per
Operation Controller...this evolution was cancelled and did not occur. The 19,983 gallons was
put into the pipeline and not accounted for inside any tank.” [Encl (71)]*

79. Basedonthe Facilities Division engineering assessment on 17 May 2021, a volume of 1,618
gallons was accounted for as spilled, and a volume of 18,521 gallons was accounted for as
having remained in the pipeline. The inventory discrepancy was reported to the Deputy Fuels
Director, who reported this to the FLC PH CO. However, the FLC PH CO did not recall this
report. (Encls(18), (53). (70), (71), (90))*

80. Although not involved in the volume assessmenta the time, when interviewed in March
2022 the DLA Energy East Pacific Commanding Officer assessed that tis impossible for fuel to
be put or “packed” into the pipeline and subsequently not accounted for because the pipeline is
assumed full in the FMDaccountableproperty system. [Encls (91), (92)]
81. FLC PH's final determination from 6 May 2021 was 1,618 gallons spilled, with 1,580
gallons recovered. The FLC PH CO was not involvedinanydiscussions regarding the final
amount of fuel spilled. [Encls (18), (53). (71)}*
82. DOH held a Fuel Tank Advisory Committee (FTAC) meeting on 20 May to brief members
on updates regarding the AOC and FTAC activities. NAVFAC HI CO provided abriefon the 6
May release and technical updates that had been completed since the last meting. [Enel (93)]

83. On 21 May DOH conducted a site visit at Red Hill. They observed sampling and the
pipeline rupture at Tank 18. DOH indicated they would be providing improvements to the
monitoring plan the next week. [Encl (94)]

84. On 28 May 2021, the FLC PH Business Department Director issued a memorandum to the
NPO Deputy OIC providing the findingsof his Managemen Inquiry. The synopsisof the
findings stated, based on the evidence collected from employee interviews and analysis of
documents and records, tha the Fucls Department received a ating of SATISFACTORY (with
minor concerns) in the inquiry’s three focus areas: (1 records management. (2) training and
qualifications, and (3) inspections and preventive maintenance. The FLC PH Business
Department Director noted the inquiry was not meant to be a roo cause or technicalanalysisof
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the fuel release, The inquiry’s focus was to ensure personnel are properly trained and to
document whether inspections and preventive maintenance were conducted. [Enel (17)]*
85. During the investigation that followed the6 May 2021 spill the NAVFAC Hl CO directed
the NAVFAC HIChief Engineer,ISSSCHGNEN 10 validate the amount of fuel lost. He
shared concernswithSERIE that the calculations were based on an incorrect assumption that
the pipeline was not pressurized, and therefore the loss calculation was too low. However, he
did not revisit this concer until October. after the NPO Deputy OIC amended his investigation.
(Encls (43), (78), 95), (96)}*

86. Although known to the NPO DeputyOIC at the time, he did not provide NAVFAC HI
documents indicating the approximately 20,000 gallon lossof inventory reported in FMD on 6
May, when he requested assistance in validating the FLC PH calculationsoffel lost. [Encl (70]

87. Between 4 and § June 2021, total petroleun hydrocarbons oil and grease for Red Hill
‘ground water monitoring well 03 increased above the Environmental Action Level. All follow-
on samples wer below the Environmental Action Level. [Encls (98), (99)]*

$8. Between 3 and 4 June 2021, the NPO Deputy OIC provided an update to members of the
PACELTstaffon the statusofhis investigation as well as his coordination with NAVFAC
EXWC and FLC PH. [Enel (100)]

89. On4June 2021, CNRH COS requested additional input from the NPO Deputy OIC
regarding the expected timeline to complete the command investigation. [Encl (101)]
90. Following coordination with the NPO Deputy OIC and members of the PACFLT staff,
PACFLT COM provided a satus update on the command investigation to Commander, U.S
INDOPACOM. (Enel (102)]

91. On 8 June 2021, the NPO Deputy OIC provided membersofthe PACFLT staffwith an
initial estimate on how much JP-5 was released to the environment and not recovered as well as
a preliminary assessment on the potential impact it had on the environment. [Encl (103)]
92. On 9 June 2021, following further engagement with the PACFLT N40 tearm, the NPO
Deputy OIC provided clarification on the estimated number of gallons released. PACFLT Nd0
acknowledged receiving the estimate and requested an update on when the NAVFAC HI chief
engineer would be done validating the estimates. [Encl (104)]

93. On 9June 2021, CNRH received a Release Confirmation and Request for Information from
DOH, which changed the sampling requirements to soil vapor monitoring every two days and
monitoring well sampling three times per week within the tunnel. [Encls (46), (47), (105)]
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94. On 10 June 2021, the NAVFAC HI Chief Engineer reviewed the inital estimatesof the spill
calculations and communicated his review to the NPO Deputy OIC and the NAVEAC HI PMO
Director. [Encl (106))

95. On 10 June 2021, the NAVFAC HI Chief Engineer validated the calculationsof the FLC PH
Facilities Division engineers. He concluded that the calculations were reasonable for a static
system; however, he said these would not have been correct ifthe plant was pressurized. The
NAVFAC HI PMO Director informed the NAVFAC HIChief Engincer the pumps wereoffand
the plant was not pressurized. This was confirmed by the FLC PH Facilities Division engineers.
[Encl (79)

96. In his 10 June 21 validationof the calculations, the NAVFAC HIChief Engineer states that
“No information regarding post break pressure has been provided and therefore impossible to
determine any additional lost fuel.” Although the data was available in the AFHE system, the
NAVFAC HIChief Engincer was unaware,a the time, thatthe Tank 12 isolation valves were
open for approximately 2 minutes following the pressure transient that damaged the pipeline.
“This applied pressure (0 the damaged pipeline based on the weightoffuel in Tank 12. (Encl
8). (14)]
97. On 11 June, the NPO Deputy OIC informed the PACFLTstaff and the CNRH COS that the
preliminary estimates on the numberofgallons released from the May spill were validated by the
NAVFAC HIChief Engincer. [Encl (107)]

98. PACFLT GA stated that the PACFLTstaff maintained a strong interest in the NPO Deputy
OIC investigation from a goverment afTrs perspective 0 stay informed and enable information
flow to key government officials. [Encls (108)-(110)]

99. On 11 June 2021, NAVFAC HI CO, PACELT N4, CNRH COS, and the NPO Deputy OIC
discussed validating the spill numbers. [Encls (97). (101). (124), (177), (178)]

100. On 25 June 2021, the NPO Deputy OIC submitted his investigation report. The
investigation focused on determining the causeof the 6 May 2021 fuel spill, how much was
released, and the impact ofthe release on the environment. I noted each objectiveof the
appointing order was met with the exceptionof validating the work of the engineering root cause
analysis contracted by NAVEAC EXWC, which was not complete at that time. As partof the
NAVSUP investigation, he interviewed a number of FLC PH personnel. including CROs. Red
Hill rovers, and supervisory staff. (Encl (111)]*

101. Although known at the time, the NPO Deputy OIC did not include in his report the fact that
the FMD inventory ledger from May 6 indicated a fuel loss of approximately 20,000 gallons
because he did not deem it relevant. (Encl (97)]
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102. Following the 6 May incident, CNRH signed COMNAVREGHINST 3440.18,
“COMNAVREG Hawaii Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility Emergency Response Notification
Coordination Plan” as a supplemental guide for emergency response notification and
coordination actions to take during a fuel, oil, or hazardous substance release as well as any other
non-release related emergencysituations within the Red Hill Storage Facility. [Encl (112)]
103. The NAVSUP investigation did not reveala directly atributable cause for the 6 May 2021
fuel spill. The report stated that additional engineering analysis was needed. [Encl (78)]*

104. The NAVSUP investigation concurred with FLC PH’ assessmentof the quantity of fuel
spilled on 6 May 2021. The NPO Deputy OIC, working with FLC PH Facilites Division
engineers, determined 1,618 gallons spilled and 1,580 gallons were recovered. He concluded
37.9 gallons were released to the environment. The FLC PH CO was not awareof the 37.9
gallons released to the environment until after his changeof command in August. On 1 October,
NAVFAC HI Environmental Business LineLeader, INSNUIGENN orvrded a memorandum
0 the Hawaii DOH reporting 1.618 gallons spilled and 1.580 gallons recovered. (Encls(13),
ON,AI, (113), (114)]*
105. A contested case hearing was held on 8 July to hear testimony on soil vapor monitoring
following the 6 May pipeline discharge. [Encls (115, (116)

106. Resultsof samples taken from the Red Hill well on 8 and 15 July as partof the ongoing
monitoring program showed detection of total petroleum hydrocarbons, oil (TPH-O) below the
Environmental Action Level (EAL). When the samples were analyzed using the silica gel
cleanup method, there were no detections. The sample taken on 29 July showed an estimated
detection of TPH-O. Thisdetection remained estimated following use of th silica gel cleanup
procedure. These were reported to DOH on or around 24 September. [Encls (94), (98)]

107. Silica gel cleanup is intended to exclude naturally occurring organics from quantitative
extractable petroleum hydrocarbon results. The process is based on the premise that most
naturally occurring hydrocarbons are polar and will be captured by the activated silica gel.
Examplesofthese organics include lipids, plant oils, humic acids. and faty acids. However,
silica gel will remove any polar organic compound, not just naturally occurring ones. This could
include breakdown products from the weathering ofpetroleum hydrocarbons. DOH does not
recognize the useof silica gel cleanup. [Encls (117), (118))

108. On 13 July, the contested case post hearing briefs were submitted. The Navy requested
that the permit move forward. [Encl (115)]

109. Samples taken from the Red Hil well on 5 and 26 August showed results for TPH. that
excecded the EAL. TPH-O was also detected on 12 and 19 August but below the EAL. When
the samples were analyzed using the silica gel cleanup method, there were no detections. These
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results were reported to DOHanddiscussed prior to | November. The EAL is nota health-based
level and was not considered an immediate concern. (Encls (94), (98). (188)]

110. In August 2021, the new FLC PH CO and FuelsDirector questioned the 6 May 2021 fuel
spill calculations. Based on a discussion with the FLC PH Lead Regional Fuel Engineer,Jl
IS they accepted his explanation that the drop in Tank 12 was consistent with fuel
being repacked into the main pipeline. (Encls (121), (22)]*

111. Tn August the Navy submitted the Supplemental Tank Upgrade Altematives document to
the State as part of the continuing permitting process. [Encl (119)]

112. A sample taken from the Red Hill well on | September resulted ina detection below the
EAL for TPH-O. When analyzed using the silica gel cleanup step, the detection decreased and
became estimated. (Encl (98)]
113. On 7 September 2021, NAVFAC EXWC TechnicalDirector,ISSUE issued a
‘memorandum to the NPO DeputyOIC providing the results of roo cause analysisofdamage
during the 6 May 2021 event conducted by Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC, a
private engineering and consulting firm. Per NAVSUP guidance, the FLC PH CO was unable to
release the root cause analysis report o the Fuels Department. FLC PH Fuels Department
operators and engineers did not know the root causeofthe 6 May 2021 spill unil training
conducted during an operational pause following a pressure transient event on 29 September
2021. The training consisted of one slide that focused on the operatorerrorand mitigations
implementedbythecommand. (Encls(14), (123)}*

114. As part of the root cause analysis, the written report produced atimelineof eventsof the
entire incident. Within the timeline, the report identified a nt volume drop of 473 barrels within
approximately 50 seconds, which equates to 19,866 gallons. While this information was
contained in the root cause analysis, noneofthe technical personnel that reviewed the report
identified this a an issue worth exploring. (Encls (14), (124)-(129)]
115. EXWC stated that personnel from Austin Brockenbrough that were involved in drafting the
root cause analysis did not highlight the 473 barrels beyond notating it in the timeline of the
report. Personnel from Austin Brockenbrough had intemal discussions about the 473 barrel
drop, but did not communicate anything on the matter beyond what was in the report. Because
the purposeoftheir report wasto determine the engineering failures associated with the May
spill, the 473 barrel drop was only important o them because it was the final time stamp of
vents where the analysis in the report terminated. [Encls (14), (124)-(129)]

116. On or about 10 September, the Hearing Officer recommended approvalof the Red Hill
Fuel Storage Facility operating permit. (Encl (130)]
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117. On 15 September 2021, the NPO Deputy OIC issued an amendment to his investigation to
incorporate the engineering root cause analysis. The analysis concluded the double block and
bleed valveofTank 12 was opened, anda rapid inflowoffuel resulted in the collapse ofa
vacuum created by operator error. The resuling pressure wavedisplaced the piping, damaged
the dresser couplings, and resulted in a level decreaseof 473 barrels (19.866 gallons) in Tank 12.
Theonly recommended corrtive action was to reinforce training on operations orders. The
investigation did not evaluate the effectivenessof the operations orders, training, and
qualifications. Additionally. the investigation did not address the 19,866-gallon discrepancy or
recommend accountability actions. [Encl (111), (131)-(133))

118. Although contained within a single line item within an attachment to the root cause
analysis, which is itselfan atiachment to the NPO Deputy OIC led investigation, the 19,366
gallon discrepancy was not called out in the main bodyofthe report. Additionally, the
investigation did not review or address the response to the May spill. (Encls (14), (111)]

119. On 17 September 2021, NAVSUP provided an update to PACFLT COM on the status of
the NPO Deputy OIC report. NAVSUP informed that the report was complete and was amended
to include the root cause analysis report from EXWC, and that the total fue release was 1,618
gallonsof which 1,580 gallons was recovered. [Encl (133)]
120. Samples taken from the Red Hill well on 15, 22, and 29 September showed detections of
TPH-O. Following the silica gel cleanup method, the detections remained though the ones taken
on 22 and 29 September became estimated. It should be noted that there were quality control
oncemns that bring these result into question. The analyte was found in the blank when all of
these samples were analyzed. [Encl (98)]

121. On 17 September the CNRH Environmental Director sent an Initial Release Response
Report to DOH in response to the9June NOL [Encls (134), (135)]

122. Also on 17 September CNRH received a follow up Request for Information leer
expressing DOH’ concern that the investigation into 6 May was til ongoing and that the
reporting DOH had reviewed so far was deficient. [Encl (136))

123. On 28 September 2021, FLC PH CO briefed PACFLT COM and staffmembers on the
NPO Deputy OIC report as well s an update on the Red Hill Operating permit. Following this
brief, NAVFAC PAC initiated an additional report to capture the mitigation measures and
follow-on repair actions to address the underlying engineering causes to the May spill. The
additional mitigations report was tasked to EXWC to complete. (Encls (125). (127), (133)]

124. On 1 October 2021, PACFLT COM notified COM INDOPACOMof the results to the 6
May investigation. PACFLT GA initiated the process to coordinate notification to regulators and
state officials. [Encl (133)]
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125. On 1 October 2021, CNRH issued a leter to DOH reporting the May spill investigation
results (signed by CO NAVFAC HI /CNRH Nd). Additionally, NAVFAC HI CO responded to
the9 June NOI from DOH and reported that the collection system functioned as designed and
1.618 gallons were released. (Encl (114)]

126. On 1 0ct 2021 at 1134, PACFLT GA sent an e-mail to professionalstaffmembers for the
Hawaii congressional delegation, state government representatives, and cityof Honolulu
representatives providing anupdate on 6 May 2021 Red Hill spill investigation under review by.
PACFLT. PACFLT GA shared the findings that the spill was caused by operator error resulting
in the release of 1,618 gallons with all but 38 gallons recovered. [Encl (137)]

127. In October 2021, after the root cause analysis and NAVSUP command investigation was.
finalized, the NAVFAC HI CO reiterated his concerns with the previous spill calculations, this
time tothe FLC PH CO. He was concerned the system was pressurized and the calculations
were based on the system being under static conditions. The FLC PH CO informed the
NAVFAC HI CO that the extra fuel was repacked into the main pipeline and that this was
validated by the NAVFAC HI PMO Director. [Encls (45), (95)]"
128. Samples taken from the Red Hill well on 6 October resulted in an estimated TPH-O
detection. There were no detections for the samples taken on 13, 20, or 26 October. When
analyzed using the silica gel cleanup step, the detection decreased and became a non-detec.
[Encl 233)]

129. Between June and September, various senior leaders from the PACFLT and CNRH staffs
reviewed drafis of the NPO Deputy OIC investigation report. During the course ofthat review,
members identified various deficienciesor concems with the draft and gencrally assessed it was
not thorough or well done. Of note, no one identified the discrepancyofthe 20,000 gallons.
While there were some discussions with the PACFLT legal office and senior leaders of the
PACFLT staffon the appropriateness ofcommunicating their issues or concerns about the draft
report to NAVSUP, ultimately no one communicated these concerns or issues to NAVSUP prior
tothe investigation being closed out. On 14 October 2021, COMNAVSUP signeda closc out‘endorsement on the NPO Deputy OIC invcstigation report of 1S September 2021. (Encls (11),
(108),(109), (125), (138), (177), (178), (404)]
130. On 18 October 2021, NAVFAC PAC COM signed outa first endorsementof the 15
September 2021 NPODeputyOIC report, which was addressed to Commander, US. PacificFlect. As part of this endorsement, NAVFAC PAC COM pulled together the root cause analysis
and mitigation report that was produced by EXWC. The endorsement recommended that
PACFLT COM approve the NPO Deputy OIC investigation of 15 September 2021 as well as theEXWC mitigations report and root cause analysis. [Encls (125), (139)]
131. On 20 Oct 2021, NAVFAC PAC COM provided abrief to PACFLT COM and members of
the staffon the mitigations report along with the NPO Deputy OIC report of 15 September 2021
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“The brief included an overview of all investigations through present day along with a public
release planofthe reports, which would happen just prior to the FTAC Hearing on 28 October
2021. [Encls(125), (140), (141))

132. The 18 October 2021 close-out endorsement leer from NAVFAC PAC COM included a
signature block for PACFLT COM to indicatea decision but it was never signed. During his
interview, COMNAVFAC PAC stated that his endorsement to PACFLT COM was intended to
create a recordofactions (0 account for repairs but a more appropriate document would have:
been a memorandum for the record. (Encls (125), (140))

133. On 26 October CNRH received a Notice of Violation and Order, No. 21-UST-EA-0 from
DOH based on an inspection of the RHBFSF that occurred during the periodof3 September to 9
October 2020, approximately one year carlicr. CNRH had not previously received notification
ofthe inspection results. Violations did not include anything directly related to the events
discussedherein and are being addressed by the Navy Litigation Office. (Encls (47), (142),
43)

134. CNRH PA issued a press release on 26 Oct 2021 informing that the investigation
determined operator error caused the release of 1,618 gallons of et fuel (JP-S) from pipelines
inside the Red Hill Bulk Storage Facility on 6 May. The pressreleasesaid the Navy recovered
all but 38 gallons of fuel and had implemented new procedures. The press release also said that
copies of the investigation were provided to DOH and EPA. As part ofthis release, CNRH made
available to the public redacted copiesof the NPO Deputy OIC report, EXWC root cause
analysis, and EXWC mitigation report. [Encls (35). (74), (144)]

135. On 28 October, the FTAC meting received technical updates from CNRH COM and
NAVFAC HI CO. This group met to provide updates on the current effortsof the AOC and
FTAC and included an update on the 6 May spill. [Encl (145)]

136. Samples collected at the Red Hill well on3 November did not detect petroleum
hydrocarbons. Samples collected at the Red Hil wel on 10 November showed an estimated
detection of total petroleum hydrocarbons, diesel (TPH-D), which decreased to non-detect with
silica gel cleanup. Samples collected on 17 November showed estimated detectionsofTPH-D
and a detection of TPH-O below the EAL. After application of the silica gel cleanup step, these
samples desreased to non-detect. [Encl (233)]

137. On | November, the four congressional members ofthe Hawaii delegation senta leter to
the Secretaryofthe Navy (SECNAV) to express increasing concern about the safety of fuel
operations at Red Hill following reports abouta fuel leak near Hotel Pier that occurred in March
2020. The letter expressed disappointment regarding the lack of communications with
regulators, state officials, and the public and the Navy not being more forthcoming. (Encl (146)]
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138. On 9 November, the Honolulu Star Advertiser reported whistleblower allegations about
Red Hill. The article states that Hawaii environmental regulators wer informed that the Navy
did not disclose there wereholesand corrosion in the Red Hill fuel tanks during the state
permitting process. [Encl (147)]

139. On 16 November there was a meeting between Navy representatives and DOH where the
Navy proposed updating environmental monitoring requirements to address laboratory concerns
(including lab availability, capacity. and tum around time) and reducing monitoring frequency.
“The decision was pending at the time ofthe 20 November release, at which point it was
overcome by events. [Encl (148)]

Response to the November spill, decision making, and key communications through 7
December 2021

On 20 November 2021, as established in the Cavanaugh Report. a Red Hill wach stander
inadvertenly siruck a low point drain valve in the AFFF reiention line with thepassenger cart of
a rain, cracking the PVC pipe and spilling up to 19.377 gallons offuel deposited there on 6
May. Up to 5,542 gallonsof fuel remain nrecovered. with some portion of thafuel
contaminating the Red Hill well and the Navy drinking waterdistribution system

Asuelfrom the damaged AFF retention lineflovied into the Red Hill tunnel near Adit 3, it ran
downslope between the train tracks to the Adit 3 ¥, where theflow was divided. A small portion
flowed down the Harbor Tunnel and dissipated. The majorityflowed toward Adit 3 and was
deposited in the groundwater and CHTsumps approximately[IIE from the tunnel entrance.
Following notificationofthe incident, the FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI CO walked the length
ofthe AFFE retention line. and noting its connection to fire suppression system Sump I, realized
thefuel in the pipeline originatedfrom the 6 May 2021 spill

While the Cavanaugh Report provides a detailed accounting ofthe immediate response actions
by personnel from FLC PH, the Federal Fire Department, and NAVFACHI, the below findings
offact amplify some communications captured in the Cavanaugh Report, and expands the
timeline to capture actions taken bevond 28 November. This section begins on 20 Novemberjust
afier 1650. at the point fuel was released from the AFF retention line low point drain
Wherever possible, events are presented in the order they occurred and are divided into sections
by day. Additionally, appropriate findings ofact from the Cavanaugh Report have been
included here for readability within the flowsof events andare marked with an *** to indicate
that they are from that report.
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20 November 2021

140. The CRO contacted FLC PH Fuels Department Engineering Technician,III
Iand reported water leaking outof the fire line. The Fuels Departmen Engineering
Technician immediately called Kinet. Kinctix dispatched a technician. [Enel (20)]*
141. Shortly after the first report 0 the CRO, the Red Hill rover reported that the leak smelled
like fuel. The assistant CRO directed the Red Hill rover toattempt to identify what kind of
liquid was coming from the pipe. (Encls (149), (150), (151)]*

142. At the scene, the Red Hill roverclosed the ventilation door leading to the lower section of
‘Adit 3. This did not prevent the flow of fluid from entering the sectionof the tunnel
downgradient from the Icak, due 10 a gap betwen the bottomofthe door and the deck. The rover
also unplugged the rain to prevent any potential for a spark. He then attempted to locate a fire
suppression system isolation valve (0 stem the flowof what he assessed as a fucl/water mixture,
but was unableto find one. Meanwhile. the leaks location near an exhaust fan resulted in fuel
vapors being blown into the outside environment. The Red Hill rover considered securing the
exhaust fan next to the leaking low point drain, but he did not. [Encls (122), (149), (150)]*

143. The second Red Hill rover arrived on-scene, but both Red Hill rovers leftshortly thercafier
due 10 the buildup of fumes. Both Red Hill rovers exited via Adit 3. Afier exiting, the first Red
Hill rover washed his eyes with water, because they wer burning. He then re-entered Adit 3 and
ascended to the upper funnel via the elevator. He located and closed a fire suppression system
supply line isolationvalveat Adit 6 in the Red Hill upper tunnel, which had no effect on the.
leak. [Encl (150)]*

144. The Deputy Fuels Director, monitoring operations viaa radio from home, overheard
reports to the CRO. Once he heard reports ofa fucl smell, he ordered the CRO to secure all fuel
transfer operations and to call the Federal Fire Department. The Deputy Fucls Director
contacted the Fuels Director, who notified the FLC PH COofthe incident. The Deputy Fuels
Dircctor arrived on-scene shortly thereafter. [Encl (27)]*

145. AUITIS, the CRO contacted Fed Fire. Fed Fire assets were dispatched at 1720 and arrived
at 1735, Fed Fire personnel noted a fuel odor at the entrance of Adit 3. A small team entered the
tunnel and assessed the leak was not contained. as fuel continued to spill. Fed Fire then took air
quality readings and established additional ventilation while FLC PH employees unsuccessfully
attemptedto isolate the leak. [Encls (149), (152)1*
146. The CNRH ROC called CNRF COS at approximately 1730 and informed him that Fed
Fire had responded to Red Hill. CNRH COSthen called the FLC PH CO, who informed him
there was an ongoing leak at Red Hill that appeared to be water from a fire main. CNRH COS
subsequently called the NAVFAC HI CO, who reported the same information. CNRH COS
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informed PACFLT GA, who asked him to notify Congressional Delegates (CODELS) and
regulators. (Encls (54), (153)]*

147. Atapproximately 1745, the Deputy Fuels Director arrived on scene. During the drive to
Red Hill, he smelled fuel from the H.3 interstate and. upon arival, concluded the smell was.
coming from Red Hill [Encls (122), (15)]*
148. The FLC Deputy Fuels Director stated that the groundwater sump in Adit 3 was not
‘pumping fuel when he got to the scene, but it had been in automatic at the start ofthe release and
was disabled prior to his arrival by FLC staff. This is contradicted by the statement of the FLC
engineering technician who states that he secured the pumps fer Fed Fire certified the area safe
at approximately 2157. [Encls (20), (41), (156), (409)]
149. Although initial responders knew the spill was mostlyfuel, the FLC PH CO and NAVFAC
HI CO understood it tobewater, based on the first reports they received. At 815, they
participated in a group text with the CNRH COS and informed him that the spill in progress at
RedHillwaswater. [Encls(43), (54), (121),(153), (157)}*
150. The FLC PH CO consulted the CNRH Red Hill Fuel StorageFacility (RHFSF) response
plan in the Red Hil control room and understood that he needed to act to control. contain, and
recover. However, the guidance wasnot specific to thistypeof incident, and the pln docs not
reference securing the Red Hill well. The FLC PH CO remained convincedofhis ability to
handle the response throughout the incident. [Encls (12), (158)
151. While Fed Fire was establishing ventilation in Adit3,the Fuels Department Engineering
‘Technician accessed the lower access tunnel via Adit 5. He checked the low point dreinofthe
fire suppression system retention pipeline at the main sump and found fuel in the line. He also
isolated two valves in the fire suppression system retention line near the oil-tight door in the
Tower access tunnel. He then returned to the leak location where FedFireand FLC PH personnel
Were completing the safety evaluation. (Encl (20)]*

152. The acting CNRH Environmental Director, who is dual-hatted as the NAVFAC HI Red
Hill Production Management Office (PMO) Director, was a the scene based on his primary duty
25 PMO. The CNRH Environmental Director was off island for leave from 20 November —2
December. The FLCPH CO felt thatifthere was a concer regardinga release to the
environment, the acting Environmental Director would have informed CNRH that the situation
was not stable and/or manageable and the recovery efforts per the CNRH RHFSF response plan
were not sufficient to mitigate a riskofrelease. [Encls (12). (47), (158), (159)
153. At1840, the NAVFAC HI PMO Director called the NOSC-R to notify him ofa fre main
break at Red Hill. The NAVFAC HI PMO Director relayed that only water spilled and asked the
NOSC-R if they wer required to report the incident. The NOSC-R advised a report was not
required fora water spill. The NAVFAC HI PMO Director told the NOSC-Rit did smell like
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fuel, but his was because the water was entering sumps and causing agitation. The NOSC-R
also assessedthetunnel always smelled like fuel. [Encls (31), (160), (161), (162)]*

154. AU1942, with direction from the NAVFAC HI CO, the NAVEAC HI PMO Director texted
the CNRH NOSC-R: “Please notify Hawaii DOH about the fire main break at Red Hill."
Talking points were summarized as 10 required notification, no environmental issues or fuel
leaks, and fire suppression line leak causing loss of pressure and the Fed Fire automatic
response. The NAVFAC HI PMO Director indicated that the reason for reporting was a desire to
over communicate, not because a formal report was required. The NOSC-R did not notify DOH
due to the NAVFAC HI PMO Director calling back and telling him to holdoffon reporting.
[Encl (164))"

155. The NOSC-R received no further communications until 2321, when he received a text from
the NAVFAC HI PMO Director asking for Hawaii DOH contact information. The CNRH
NOSC-R provided the number for the Hawaii DOH On-Scene Coordinator. The CNRH NOSC-
R was not informed that the spill at Red Hill contained anything other than water witha smell of
fuel. [Encls (31), (16)]*
156. “The CNRH NOSC-R did not report to the scene and was not informed that the spill a Red
Hill contained anything other than water. The NOSC still believe the spill was only water until
his interview for the Cavanaugh report on 16 December. [Encls (31), (164), (165)]

157. At 1958, the FLC PH CO received updates indicating that the spill was not exclusively
water, He then called the NAVFAC HI CO with these updates. The NAVFAC HI CO
recommended CNRH COS wait on reporting to DOH in order to gain additional information.
[Encls (43). (54), (121). (157), (163)
158. AUFLC PH CO's direction, FLC PH XO made voice reports to the JBPHH Command Duty
Officer (CDO), PACFLT CDO, and the CNRH ROC between 2000 and 2015. [Encls (112),
(162), (167)

159. The FLC PH CO arrived at Adit 3 at approximately 2145. Shorly thereafter he leamed
that the fluid was fuel and called the NAVFAC HI CO to inform him. The NAVFAC HI CO
decided to go to Red Hill. [Encls (121), (163). (165)]*
160. AU2157, Fed Fire certified that the scene was safe 10 enter and informed responders that
they did not have the capacity to assist with cleanup efforts. They departed the scene at 2215.
[Encls (152), (156), (162), (166))*

161. A(2157 the Fed Fire batalionchiefon site made the determination thatthe space was safe
for personne using fNammability and health readings, and the cleanup crew was already on site.
Fed Fire also reported that the NAVSUP Deputy Fuels Director indicated NAVSUP was capable
ofaddressing the spill from that point, which allowed Fed Fire to depart the scene at 2215. Fed
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Firedid not record by name who the scene was tumed over to. (Encls (30), 152), (158), (166).
aes)

162. After Fed Fire departed, no one announced themselves as the incident commander.
Reports indicate most leaders assumed the FLC PH Deputy Fuels Director was in charge. though
some subordinates recall NAVFAC HI CO and/or the FLC PH CO being in charge. [Encls (41),
(124).(138). (159). (168), (409)]
163. The CNRH RHFSF Response Plan stats that the Commanding Officer ofthe spilling
command has incident command, initial reporting responsibility, and the responsibilty 0 elevate
the response by requesting assistanceifneeded. However, the FLC PH CO did not announce:
himselfas in charge at the scene and believed that the Deputy Fuels Dircetor was in charge.
[Encls (12), (46). (158). (159)]
164. FLC PH COs position was that the situation was stable because the assessment by Fed
Fire was that the fuel was contained in the lower tunnel and the situation was stable. [Encl
ass)

165. Leaders onsitedid not request a standupof the EOC or ROC because they believed the
spill was contained within the tunnel with no impact to the environment. [Encls (27), (41), (45),
(120),(124), 157). (158))

166. Once the atmosphere was deemed safe, the Fuels Department Engineering Technician went
past the fuel leak and secured power to the motor controllers for the CHT sump pumps and the
wroundwater sump pump near Adit 3. Oneof two CHT sump pumps was outofcommission.
Afier sceing fuel flowing into the CHT sump. he repositioned sand bags that were around the
‘CHT sump to restrict flow into the sump. [Encl (20), (155)]*

167. Afer securing all sump pumps and closing associated discharge valves, fuel began to fill
both sumps. Prior to securing power to the motor controllers, the Fuels Department Engineering
Technician observed both pumps running. [Encl (20)]*

168. The FLC Deputy Fuels Director and ELC CO believed the groundwater sump discharged to
a leach field underground near the Halawa stream (which is actuallya cement spillway running
adjacent to Adit 3) and that a release to the environment was possible. FLC checked the stream
fora sheen or smell of fuel and found none, so they did not consider the spill a release to the
environment. On or around 9 December NAVEAC discovered that the groundwater sump flows
10 a concrete underground tank which spills over into a leach field. Trees had to be removed to
access the underground tank, but once accessed there was evidence of fuel. (Encl (41), (156),
(157), (158), (409)]

169. During the response, the CDO called the 24/7 watch at the Waiawa pump sation at 2130,
and a NAVFAC UEM employee responded to the scene at 2230. He opened the door to the Red
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Hill well pump room, verified that ther was no fuel inside the door and left Red Hill shortly
thereafer. (Encl (27), (170), (171), (172)]
170. Atapproximately 2230, the NAVFAC HI CO arrived at the scene. [Encls (45), (165)]*

171. Between 2230 and 2330, both the FLC PH CO and the NAVFAC HI CO were at Red Hill
and response efforts were underway. During this time both COs knew that the leak was fuel and
notwater. [Encls(122), (157), (165))*

172. When askedifhe believed the ROC should have been engaged beyond the initial
notification, the FLCPH CO said that the NAVFAC HI CO was there and could have made that
decision in his capacity as CNRH Nd and asthe senior CNRH officer present at the scene. [Encl
ass)

173. The FLCPH CO felt thatif the NAVFAC HI CO had issues orconcerns with the response
actions, he was in direct communications with both CNRH and CNRH COS and would have
communicated those concoms. [Encl (158)]
174. Atapproximately 2330, the FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI CO made a voice report update.
10 CNRH COM and CRNH COS. The report discussed recovery efforts and the contentsofthe
Suid. The FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI CO believe that they communicated that the fluid was
mostly fuel. [Encls (35). (153). (157), (165)1*
175. CNRH COM and CNRH COS understood the 2330 report to mean that the fluid was water
with a smell of fuel and that it was containedin the tunnel. The FLC PH CO later stated, in
retrospect, that he may have used the word “contained.” but intended to communicate that the
spill was “stable and manageable.” [Encls (54), (55), (157), (165)]*

176. At2345, the acting CNRH Deputy Environmental DirectorcalledmM=!
DOH to reporta water / fuel mixture spill in the tunnel. He was initially reluctant o call
regulators before they were sure of the facts. (Encls (159), (173), (174)]
177. Although the Regional Environmental Coordinator, CNRH COM reported that he would
not normally communicate with state regulators regarding Red Hill without ensuring alignment
with PACFLT GA first, which was expressly not the intent ofPACFLT GA. [Encls (108), (109),
(75)

178. The NAVFAC HI CO's biggest concerns during the spill were the groundwater sump
‘pump and the CHT sump in Adit 3. He asked abou this directly and was informed that FLC PH
personnel had secured the pumps immediately. He was also told that the sump pump discharge:
location had been inspected to confirm the pumps had not activated. [Encl (45), (165)1*
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179. The FLC PH CO and Deputy Fuels Director were not concemed about the CHT sump,
because they believe the sand bags had been in place around it prior o the incident. [Encl
asm
180. FLC PH Fuels Department provided vacuum trucks, and NAVFAC HI provided drivers
because FLC PH operators had exceeded allowable work limits. [Encls (122), (162), (170),
am)
181. As partof the inital response, te Installation Environmental Program Director (IEPD)
received a call from first responders requesting hoses from his team to pump out the spill. [Encl
4)
182. At the timeof the spill and subsequent clean up, there was no knowledgeofthe hume line:
drainage system that runs beneath the lower access tunnel and leads to the groundwater sump.
[Encls(11). (124), (125). 158), (177)]

21 November 2021

183. CNRH COS notified CODEL staffs, the Officeofthe Governor of Hawaii, the Office of
the Lieutenant Governor of Hawail,andother state representatives regarding the spill. [Encls
(108), (175), (178)

184. On 21 November, the JBPHH environmental saflsent the day before by the IEPD to assist
with pumping the fuel outofthe tunnel complained to the IEPD about the strong smell of fuel.
Some chose to wear their respirators while working in and near the tunnel. The environmental
Stall were told by FLC PH responders thatthe spill was water that contained fuel. (Encl (44)]
185. Ato point was the [EPD told that the spill was esseniially al fuel. A fuel spill would
require a different response and he would have asked NAVFAC Safety personnel to respond.
His team relied on FLC PHstaffto communicate risks and ensure a proper response. [Encl (44)]

186. At 1000, CNRH COM emailed the PACFLT Deputy Commander (DCOM), RADM Blake
Converse, stating, “The leak occurredroughlyEER downhill of the actual fuel tanks in the
Tower access tunnel and on the way to the tunnel leading to the underground pump station near
the Harbor... All the fluid has been contained within the tunnel...It was originally reported as
predominately water yesterday, becoming more fuel laden this morning, indicating that water
and fuel may have separated over time in the pipe.” and “There are no indications of this fluid
releasing into the environment, including the groundwater.” [Encls (162), (179). (180)]*

187. On the momingof21 November 2021, CNRH COM toured Red Hill with the FLC PH CO,
During the tour, the CO informed CNRH COM that the spill was contained in the tunnel and the
tracks.” Additionally, the FLC PH CO stated that he was concemed about the groundwater sump
pump, as it fed 0 the Halawa stream, but he did not believe this was an issue since the pumps
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were secured. During this visit, CNRH became aware that a significant amount of fuel on 6 May
2021 had been accounted for as having gone back into the pipeline. The FLC Fuels Department
Deputy Director now believe that fuel went into the fire suppression system retention line and
was the source of the fuel on 20 November 2021. [Encl (55)]*

188. During the tour CNRH COM noticed there was a fuel smell, but was informed by FLCPH
CO and NAVFAC HI CO that it was a fucliwater mixture. [Encls (121), (124). (175)]

189. While CNRH COM was there, there was adiscussion about how much fuel was in the
AFFF retention line. Estimates were between 14,000 and 20,000 gallons. During that discussion,
the Deputy Fuels Director said words to the effectof “that's where the 20.000 gallons of fuel
went.” The Deputy Fuels Director was referencing the discrepancy in fuel accounted for
following the6 May spill. This was the first time that CNRH COM heardofthe discrepancy of
20,000 gallons of fuel from the inventory accounting. [Encl (175)]
190. By the early aftemoonof21 November 2021, FLC PH Fuels Department personnel
erecteda catchment below the still-leaking valve witha hose to direct fuel away from the
ventilation fan and toward the Adit 3 sump area to facilitate continued recovery via vacuum
truck. The leak had continued for approximately 21 hours afer the event started before the rate of
flow from the pipe allowed personne to erect the catchment. [Encls (26), (157). (181)]

191. CNRH issued the frst press release addressing to the spill at approximately 1618. The
message was also posted to the CNRH and JBPHH Facebook pages. The release informed the
public that the Navy was investigating the causeofthe spill, which was approximately 14,000
gallons ofa fuel / water mix that had been recovered and transferred to an above-ground storage
tank. [Encls (34), (74), (182)]
192. AUIG4S FLC PH released an OPREP-3 Navy Blue UNCLASS message to PACFLT,
CNRH, NAVFAC Hl and COMNAVSUPSYSCOM. A 3-inch pipe connected to a 14-inch
AFFF retention line low point drain cracked in the vicinity of Red Hill Adit 3, lower tunnel
access. All released fluid was contained in the lower tunnel. No known fluid was released to the
environment. No impact to mission. [Encl (183)]

193. At approximately 1800 NAVFAC authorized the contractor, Pacific Commercial Services,
Inc. (PCS) toprovidecleanup support at Red Hill as requested by FLC PH. [Encl (184)]
194. NAVFAC HI CO told the acting CNRH Environmental Director to contact the EPA to
notify themofthe spill. The acting Director was not able to make contact with EPA but intended
to follow up the next day. [Encls (159), (185)]
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22 November 2021

195. At0313, FLC Pearl Harbor capped the fire suppression system retention pipeline low point
drain when the flow had reduced to a manageable level. FLC PH personnel continued
monitoring the site. [Encl (162)]

196. During thedayon 22 November, PACFLT scior staff met to discuss the spill. Present at
the meting were PACELT COM, DCOM, CNRH, FLC PH CO, NAVFAC HI CO, PACFLT
GA, PACFLT DMHQ, and other senior leaders. [Encls (11), (125), (177)]

197. At this meeting, CNRH COM reported the working theory thatthe fuel from the AFFF
retention line was 20,000 gallonsoffuel that was unaccounted for from the 6 May spill. [Encls
(1,125), (177)

198. This was the first time that senior leaders at PACFLT heard about the 20.000 gallon
discrepancy in fuel inventory following the 6 May spill. [Encl (11)]

199. PACFLT COM expressed that he had lost confidence in the accuracy and completeness of
the NAVSUP investigation into the 6 May spill and directed RDML Cavanaugh to investigate
the6 May and 20 November spill. (Encls (11), (186)]

200. CNRH COM provided abriefto Representatives Case and Kahele on the spill and centered
thebriefon the Navy's response and containment. The Representatives were given a tour of Red
Hill and were shown the AFEF Zone | sump near Tanks 17 and 18, the beginningof the AFF
retention line, as well as the locationof the 6 May spill. They were not taken to the location of
the 20 November spill based on their schedule. [Encl (187)]
201. From 1330-1530, NAVFAC HI PMO, Deputy Fuels Director, andI UG
conducted a ite visit with four staff members from DOH. Thetour went through Adi 3 to the
location of the broken AFFF retention line valve and summarized how flow travelled to the
groundwater sump near Adit 3. [Enel (189)]

202. NAVFAC Staffconfirmed to the DOH representatives that ful did not flow on the surface
into the Red Hill well pump room. [Encl (189)]

203. On the site visit, DOH requested that the Navy confirm there was no sheen in the Halawa
stream. FLC staff confirmed that there was not. [Encl (189)]
204. AU1601, CNRHissued a press release saying the Navy stopped the releaseof the water and.
fel mixture and continued to coordinate with and provide information to DOH and the EPA.
‘There were no signs or indicationof ny release 0 the environment and the drinking water
remained safe. [Encl (190)]
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205. That week, NAVFAC Hl attempted to caleulate the potential leak rate through the
concrete. NAVFAC HI PMO completed an analysis and said that an insigaificant amount could
leak through the concrete given the amountoftime the fucl was sitting on the deck. They did not
discuss securing the well within that discussion. [Encl (124)]

23 November 2021

206. By 23 November, the FLC PH CO's concern was how to mitigate water entering the
‘groundwater sump as it was no longer able to functionasoriginallydesigned i.e. discharging
extemal to Adit 3 via the discharge line). The pump had been secured during the spill so it was
possible the sump could overflow. FLC PH stationed a vacuum truck outside Adit 3 and started
pulling material from the groundwater sump. They also seta24/7 watch to make sure it was not
overflowing. [Encl (158)]

207. At0722, NAVFAC HI Environmental (NAVFAC HI EV) staffreccived an e-mail from
U.S. Amy Group — Hawaii, Department of Public Works ~ Environmental, requesting an update
on the monitoring and current status of the water quality. This was a general inquiry and not in
response to any reportsofwater quality issues. The email was forwarded to NAVFAC HI PA to
coordinatea response through CNRH PA. The response was coordinated and rctumed (0
NAVFAC HI EV on 24 November. NAVEAC HI EV did not respond to the Army email until
29 November. [Encls (191), (192), (193), (194)]

208. At 1430, PACFLT COM and other PACFLT leadership toured Red Hill. Due to cleaning
and remediation ofthe tunnel that occurred over the previous few days, there was no sign ofa

spill duringthetour. [Encls (11), (158). (177), (195)]

209. The proximityofthe well to the spill location was not apparent to any of the PACFLT team
during the tour. (Encl (177)]

210. During the tour, PACFLT COM questioned the FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI CO
regarding the potential for environmental contamination. They said that therewas no risktothe
environment: fuel could not seep through the concrete tunnel; there was 100 fet of rock above:
the aquifer sonosubstantial amount of fuel could seep through; and fuel was collested in the
groundwater sump and pumped out using trucks. (Encls (11). (124)]
211. PACFLT COM called Senator Hirono and told her that he had directed an investigation by
a cross-functional team to examine all aspects of the 6 May and 20 November events. [Encl
196))

24 November 2021

212. Atsome point in the week after the spill, there were intemal discussions within NAVFAC
Hi about what should be done to monitor the environment. They discussed increasing the
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frequencyof monitoring well sampling, including at the Red Hill well, However, the well was
already scheduled to be sampled on 24 November and that was deemed sufficiently soon. [Encls
(124), 058), 197)

213. The scheduled Red Hill well water sample was taken from the low flow pump that takes
water from two feet below the well water surface. This was sent o the mainland for expedited
testing and results were returned on 3 December 2021. The TPH results were non-detect;
however, there were estimated detections of three naphthalene compounds. Samples were not
taken at the water surface. [Encls (124), (198), (241)]

214. On 24 November DOH sent a Notice of Interest (NOI) in a Relcase or Threatened Release
of Hazardous Substances for the 20 November spill to CNRH. The NOI included requirements
for additional sampling and development of work plans to remediate the arca, among other items.
CNRH emailed @ sampling plan in responseto the NOT on 29 November. [Encls (199), (200)]

25 November 2021

215. Thanksgiving holiday. With the exceptionofthe FLC PH 24/7 watch stationed with a
vacuum truck to make sure the groundwater sump was not overflowing beginning on 23
November, there was no activity at Adit 3 and the November spill site. [Encl (124), (158)]

26 November 2021

216. “The ELC PH CO gave a verbal order to minimize fuel transfers to, from, and between the.
storage tanks located in Red Hill, effective 27 November. This order was given due to the
ongoing investigation. (Encl (201)]

27 November 2021

217. At 1830, a PPV resident complaint was forwarded by the JBPHH CDO to the JBPHH
Public Works Department (PWD) help desk, marking the firstphone call (from resident of
Moanalua Terrace) complaining ofa chemical smell in their water. This is the earliest report of
the issue. There is no indication that action was taken beyond logging it. [Encls (194), 202),
03)

218. Extensive social media research was conducted by the investigation team to determine if
reports or references to chemical smells were posted between 20 and 27 November. There was
no indication that there were earlier reports prior o this report to the JBPHH CDO. [Enel (204))
219. From 20 November through 28 November, the JBPHH PWO"s understanding was the spill
was primarily water and maybe AFFF but could not recall any discussions daring this period of
time that touched on fuel ss being a primary partofthe spill. twas not until afer reports of
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water contamination surfaced that the PWO fist visited theareanear the Adit 3 Y and the Red
Hill well. During the intervening eight days,he could not recall conversations about any
environmental issues that caused him concerns about riskofcontaminationof the well. [Encl
3)

28 November 2021

220. The first calls received by the Army from Hickam Communities or AMR / Red Hill with
water quality concems were logged into the Hickam Communities, LLC, maintenance system on
28 November. [Encl (205)
221. Phone calls from residents to the JBPHH PWD help desk complaining ofa chemical / fuel
smell in their water began at 0749 on 28 November and continued throughout the day. Thirty-
seven calls were received that day. [Encls (10), (194), (202), (206), (207)]

222. All public works related call to the JBPHH CDO or PPV help desk are routed to the PWD
trouble desk, who take it for action. The CDO contacted the Drinking Water Distribution
System Operator at approximately 0900 to investigate the reports ofthe smells in the water.
[Encls (10). (194), 202), 206), 207)]

223. At approximately 1600, the JBPHH PWO informed the NAVFAC HI COofthe reports of
a chemical/ful smell in the water and also reported that utilities teams had been dispatched to
the residences to verify chlorine levels were appropriate. After monitoring with handheld
colorimeters and checking the chlorine dosage logs, the team determined the chlorine levels were
consistent with those expected in the distribution system and reported this at 1609. [Encls (10),
(43), (124), 208)]
224. The field team also tried to use a colorimetric test for fuel but it did not detest
contamination. [Encl (10)]
225. While exploring the source of these complaints, the JBPHH PWO was informed that the 20
November spill was fuel. Up to this point he was not aware that fuel was spilled. {Encls (10).
(43), (124), (208))

226. NAVFAC Hl visited four water storage tanks on the caster side ofthe Navy distribution
system (including the Red Hill storage tanks, $1, and5-2)and could not smell anyodorat the
tanks. They also confirmed that the storage sites had not been tampered with. [Encls (10), (42).
@).09]

227. NAVFAC HI and Red Hill PMO visited three homes and confirmed a faint chemical /fuel
smell in thewater. (Encl(159)]
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228. NAVFAC HI CO informed FLC PH CO of the reports. FLC PH CO met with NAVFAC
HI CO at Adit 3 to investigate the well. FLC PH CO was there in a support role. The water
distribution sites are owned by CNIC. but NAVFAC is the program manager / “owner for
‘maintenanceofthe system. [Encls (33). (158)]

229. The JBPHH PWO. NAVEAC HI CO, FLC PH CO and the UEM Potable Water
‘Commodity Manager also weat (0 the Red Hill well toconduct a visual inspectionofthe well
There was no visible fuel on the surface of the water and there was not a discemible odor of fuel
specific 0 the well. though the tunnelitself sill smelled of fuel. [Encls (43) (124). (188). (209)

(b) (3) (A) 2-8
230. On the evening of 28 November, NAVFAC HI CO and JBPHH PWO though thai the fel
swell in the drinking water couldbe coming from the Red Hill well because the impacted
housing areas were closest to the Red Hill well and they could not otherwise explain it. This
assumption was made despite the fact that there was not data positively confirming
contamination a that time. Environmental and Utility staffwere not consulted. (Encls (43),
(6). (124): (159). (175). 209). 210)
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231. NAVFAC HI CO and JBPHH PWO called CNRH COM and recommended shuttingoffthe
well. CNRH COM concurred. The well was secured at approximately 1930 using the remote
operating feature from the 24/7 Watch Office at the Navy's Waiawa well pump sation. There
was no discussion with Public Afairs fo generate a press release about the closure. [Encls (43),
(46), (124), (159), (175), (209), 210), @11)]
232. CNRH COM was not sure he had the authority to scure the well but felt it was the right
thing to do, especially since the well only supplied sbout 15%ofthe water in the Navy
distribution system. CNRH COM believed the consequencesofshutting down the well were
negligible to theNavy'sability to supply water. [Encl (175)]
233. FLC PH CO directeda trend analysis on the bulk ful storage tanks to ensure there was no
movement of fuel from the tanks, and gave an order (0 cease all movementoffuel in the system.
[Encl (158)]

234. A2133 CNRH issued a press release informing people that the Navy was investigating
reports ofa chemical smell in drinking water from some residences. The relcase said that there
was no immediate indication that the water was not safe, and the Navy was continuing to
investigate, test the water, visit homes, and investigate the drinking wells. This was the first press
release related to the well contamination issue and did not reference the well being secured.
[Encl 212)]
235. NAVFAC HICO was able to personally smella chemical/petroleum odor in the water at
the NAVFAC HI HQ building around 2200. [Encl (10), (188)]
236. NAVFAC collected samples from the Red Hill well after it was secured. Samples were
also taken from NAVFAC HI HQ in Building A4 and seven other locations. The only test
available onvisland, and therefore with a quick return, was total organic carbon (TOC) testing
through the JBPHI environmental laboratory that tested to a reportable limit of§ pats per
million (PPM). Although not sensitive enough to detect fuel near the EPA limit, this was the
most sensiivetypeof test that could be processed in Hawaii. [Encls (44), (124), (213)]
237. CNRH COM provided an update to PACFLT COM on the reports of fuel in the water and
securing the well out ofan abundanceof caution in the carly morning hours of 29 November.
CNRH COM detailed efforts taken andtheway forward to deal with the problem. [Encl (120)]
29 November 202

238. JBPHH stood up their Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in response to the
complaints. [Encls (42), (210)]

239. CNRH established the JBPHH Water Quality Crisis Action Team (CAT). [Encls (184),
io)
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240. CNRH began “heat mapping” phone calls. [Encl (175)]

241. The results from screening level TOC samples collected by NAVFACon the eveningof28
November were negative and were provided to DOH on Monday, 29 November. DOH was
providedwithwater from these samples for their own screening tests. [Encls (44), (124), 213)]

242. JBPHH Public Works began a drinking water system flush in Easter Housing, Ohana Nui,
and Hickam via 12 fire hydrants. The locations were chosen by the Utilities Division based on
system location and the proximity to empty space for the flushed wacr. Flushing secured at
1830 and re-commenced on 30 November, the next day. [Encl (21 )]

243. Throughout the day, resident social media posts regarding smells of fuel in the water
increased in number. [Encl (175))

244. Fed Fire responded to a Pearl Harbor Child Development Center (CDC) following a report
ofa fuel smell in the water. Pierside CDC, Ford Island CDC, and Peltier CDC were all sampled
in the week following 28 November. [Encl (202), 275)]

245. PACELT COM briefed his staff at the Mondaystall syne regarding the possibiltyof water
contamination. Under his authority as Senior Officer Present in Hawaii, PACFLT COM
assigned PACFLT DCOM to lead the PACFLT CAT for Red Hill. PACFLT COM’s priorities
for the task force were 1) take careofpeaple, get the word out, and bound the problem; 2) clean
up the drinking water; and 3) fix the well. The PACFLT Surgeon was part of the CAT as head of
the Medical Working Group. [Encls (11), (214), 215). (216)]

246. PACFLT Surgeon contacted Navy and Marine Corps Public Health Center (NMICPHC) CO
for assistance and expertise. He also reached out 10 the Navy Environmental Preventive
Medicine Unit 6 on island, which falls under NMCPHC. [Encl (214)]

247. CNRH PA 100k the lead on communications with civilian media supported by JBPHH PA,
PACFLT PA, and FLC PH PA. [Encls (34), (191). (217))

248. On 29 November, NAVFAC Hl environmental staff responded to the 23 November email
from Army Public Works environmental sta inquiring about the status of the monitoring and
water quality. Inthe reply, NAVFAC HI environmental staf advised that the spill was stopped
and the water/fuel mixture was placed into an above ground storage tank Additionally, the
Navy was coordinating with DOH and EPA and that samples of the drinking water were being
taken weekly. There were no impacts 10 the soil and the drinking water remained safe. CNRH
PA, as well as FLC PH and NAVFAC Hl reviewed and approved the response on 24 November.
(Encls (34), (191), 217))
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249. CNRIH Environmentalstaffand PWO staffdeveloped a sampling plan and began sending.
dailyexpedited samples to the mainland to be analyzed using the 8015/BTEX method. These
tests allow a more sensitive detection oftotal petroleum hydrocarbons. [Encls (46), (124)]

250. AU1100 CNRH PA completed the JBPHH Water Quality Communication Plan working
document. The communication plan was to be updated daily and coordinated with PACFLT,
CNIC and CHINFO. ‘The communication goals were to keep residents, familis, base workers
and anyone drinking Navy water informed on all actions and cfforts to protect the water and
individuals while reinforcing transparency ofprocess and efforts. Themes, messages, audiences,
timeline and tactics are included in the plan. [Encl (218)
251. TIENEN Deputy Director for Environmental Health at DOH, reported to CNRH that
DOH was receiving complaints of a fl / chemical smell in the water in Army housing at the
Aliamanu Military Reservation (AMR). JIB Was unable to provide the numberofcalls
received and said that DOH was going 10 recommend shutting down the entire Navy water
system. (Encl (175)
252. EEN did not provide an analytical basis for shutting down the entire Navy water system,
vice specific portions. Following the discussion with IEEE CNRH COM was concerned that
they could not provide water to approximately 9,000 families if the recommendation from
Hawaii DOH was adopted, so CNRH COM called JBPHH CO and directed him to begin finding
drinking water sources and to prepare to contract for water services. [Encl (175)]
253. PACFLT DCOM spokewithJE regarding the situation at around 1200. WENGER
reiterated the same concerns and DOII’s prospective recommendation. PACFLT DCOM told
her that they had bounded the locations and suggested figuring out what those neighborhoods are
and putting out guidance focused on the problem arcas. JEN 2areed that that made sense and
acknowledged that she did nothave the Navy’s data. [Encl (11)]
254. PACFLT DCOM offered 10 provide the Navy's data and requested data fromJEJE} She
said that she did not have data available; DOH was just getting calls. PACFLT DCOM then told
CNRH COM that he needed CNRH people 10 work with DOH to get whatever data they had
Once it was known that the Army was receiving complaints. they requested the Army's data as
well. PACFLT DCOM spokewith JUIN a couple of additional times during the afternoon in
an attempt 10 reach alignment between DOH and Navy regarding the way forward and to send a
Joint press release on the sivation. [Encl (11)]
255. AU 1204, State Representative Aaron Johanson emailed NAVFAC HI PMO andJEN
reporting complaints from a constituent in Nevy housing that there wasjt fuel in her water and
that she was able 10 set her drinking water on fire. NAVFAC HI PMO responded that the Navy
was awareof the problems with water quality in housing and were collecting additional samples.
for analysis. AEN anINTHE of DOH were also on the email, and|
I25copied. [Encl (219)]
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256. At 1250 the JBPHH CO released a statement to base housing residents reinforcing his
team’s commitment to the health and safety ofthe residents, that there were no immediate.
indications that the water was not safc, and that he and hisstaffwere drinking the base water.
“The statement was coordinated through CNRH PA and PACFLT, at least up through PACFLT
PA, as well a through CNRH COM and CNRH COS. The statement was initially disseminated
via an ¢-mail o the Project Directors at Ohana Military Communities and Hickam Communities
10 post on theirresident portals. [Enel (35), (220)]

257. At approximately 1900 on 29 November, DOH issued a press release recommending ll
Navy water system users avoid using the water for drinking, cooking, or oral hygiene. Navy
Water system users who detect a fuel odor fromtheirwater should avoid using the war for
drinking, cooking, bething, dishwashing, laundry or oral hygiene (brushing teeth, etc.) [Encls
an.a7s). a0]

258, Following the DOH press release, at 2026 CNRH issued a press release saying that the.
Navy was working with DOH 10 resolve reports ofachemical odor in military housing,
recommended that residents avoid ingestion as a cautionary measureif chemical or petroleum
‘odors arc present and that samples have not detected petroieum in initial testing. The Navy was
moving forward to provide sourcesofdrinking water to affected residents and to sample affected
locations. [Encl (222)]

30 November

259. By 30 November, CNRH had received over 200 trouble calls o the EOC, with the areas of
concer centering in six PPV neighborhoods: Radford Terrace, Halsey Termace, Catlin Park,
Doris Miller, Moanalua Terrace and Ohana Nui. [Encls (175), (224)]

260. At0901, a message was posted to the JBPHH Facebook page saying that the EOC had
stood up an information cell to receive calls from residents in military housing who have
concerns abou their water. The same message was also posted to the CNRH Facebook page.
[Encl (223)]

261. CNRH COM conducted a phone call with Hawaii Lieutenant Governor Josh Green in the
moming, updating him on sctions bing taken. Dr. Green expressed his support and offered
assistance if needed. CNRH COM also provided updates to Representative Kahele and Honolulu
Mayor Blangiardi. [Encls (175). (224)]

262. At1221, PACFLT DCOM emailed the USARPAC COS requesting logistical support
from the 25® Infantry Division (ID) to provide water trailers (10 x 2,000 gallon capacity) for
JBPHH communities. Elementsof the Army's 25% ID deployed to the Army housing arcas and
began distributing waterto houses on 30 November. Encls (175), (225), (240)]
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263. At 1414, an update was provided via press release advising that the primary water
distribution mains associated with the housing areas affected by possible potable water
‘contamination had been flushed twice and a the third flush was ongoing. Residents were asked
to run waterin their homes to flush the individual lines to each residence. The public was also
notified that no petroleum or contaminants had been detected in testing at affocted sites or at
wells and tanks; however, there remained a concern that residual contamination may exist in
someofthe water lines based on continued reports from residents. [Encls (226), (227))
264. By 1600on 30 November, the Navy set up four water distribution sites at the Main Pearl
Harbor NEX Parking lot, Halsey Terrace Community Center, Catlin Park Community Center,
and Ohana Nui. Community members were notified via press release at 2200, including JBPHH
and CNRH Facebook posis at 2246. [Encls (175), (224), (228)]
265. In response to a request from DOH, NAVFAC HI PMO emailed the water system map,
emergency action plan and groundwater protection plan to DOH. [Encl (229)]

26. A sample was taken for testing from the Red Hill Elementary School. This sample
retumed positive for TPH-O, which is characteristic ofa heavier oil, not typicalof JP-5. TPH-O
is not an indicatorofthe presence of JP-S fuel. [Encls (11), (214)]

267. Inthe evening of 30 November, four town hall events were held: 1 and 2) Hickam Theater
(1800 and 1900), 3) Moanalua Terrace Community Center (1900), and 4) Halsey Terrace
Community Center (1900). Participants included CNRH COM, PACELT DCOM,
NAVFACPAC COM, JBPHH CO and JBPHH Deputy. [Encls (175), (224), (230)]

268. At 2345, residents were notified that showers were available at JBPHE for those in
affected military housing who had concerns with the water quality at their residences. [Encl
i]

1 December

269. DOH and EPA representatives were invited to the PACFLT CAT team. STII andBl
IofDOH both joined the CAT meeting at 0800. [Encls (210), (214), 239)]
270. Results from the more comprehensive samples drawn on 29 November were received from
the CONUS laboratory with 13ofthe 14 samples reporting as non-detect. Only the Red Hill
well had a detectionof trace hydrocarbon constituents, but these were below threshold amounts
‘These samples were analyzed using& method that takes longer to complete but enablesa lower
detection limit. Labs with the ability 10 use this method and are certified by the State were not
available in Hawaii. This is the first analytic data providing any indication that JPS fuel was in
thewater, (Encls(11),(232),(241)]
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271. A sample taken from the Red Hill well on | December showed estimated detections for
several petroleum hydrocarbons and total petroleum hydrocarbons,gas (TPH.G). TPH-D and
TPH-O exceeded the EALS but decreasedto non-detect afte theuseofsilica gel cleanup. [Enel
233)

272. Free water was made available for residentsofbase housing from the JBPHH NEX and
Commissary. CNRH also directed JBPHH CO, FLC PH CO, and PACFLT N4 to acquire water
from NEXCOM and Pepsi. [Encl (234)]

273. AUI334, CNRH PA launched the “Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam Water Resources and
Updates webpage. The webpage and information went live on both the CNRH and JBPHH
pages. (Encl (235)]
274. AU1556, CNRH issued a press release announcing an Army-hosted town hall event that
night for AMR residents, providedupdateson potable water availability, and updated JBPHI
EOC phone numbersas well as website information. [Encl (236)]

275. Potable water trucks provided by the Army were stationed at the Halsey Terrace
Community Center, NEX parking lot, Moanalua Terrace, Catlin Park Community Center,
Hickam Makai Rec Center, and multiple locations in AMR Housing. [Encl (236)]
276. At 1603, CNRH PA provided updated information on available shower locations on
JBPHH. [Encl (237)]
277. Following concems from OPNAY, CNIC and NMCPHC water program and risk
‘communication experts regarding the language used in initial releases to the public, CNIC HQ
directed CNRH Environmental and the CNRH Public Health Emergency Officer (PHEO) to get
PAO guidance from NMICPHC, the Navy's experts at risk communication in public health
matters. [Encl (238)]

278. PACFLT Surgeon reached out to the Army Public Health Center o initiate dialogue and
led an effort to develop a standardized form for short-term medical screening and documentation
ofexposure / symptoms. The CNRH PHEO participated in these efforts. [Encl (214)]

279. AU1900, PACFLT COM, PACFLT DCOM, CNRH COM and JBPHH CO, in coordination
with the Army Garrison commander, conducted atownhall event at AMR. Deputy ASN (E. 1 &
E) Balocki participated in the event. [Encl (239)]

2 December

280. PACLET COM contacted Honolulu Mayor Blangiardi and updated him on situation. The
mayor wanted to know how he could best support the Navy. (Encl (241)]
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281. USARPAC stood up Task Force Ohana and authorized their initial evacuation order to
Army personnel in affected housing. They began placing residents into goverment procured
lodging. The Army had apre-existing contract as part oftheir COVID milgation measures to
leverage for the processofprocuring large quantitiesof hotel rooms. There was no coordination
with the Navy prior to the Army starting these initiatives. [Encls (175), (241)]
282. CNRH determined that the Navy needed a means to provide lodging and/or temporary
lodging allowances (TLA) in order to provide Navy/JBPHH PPV residents similar services.
[Enel (175)]

283. The PACFLT Surgeon stood up the Joint Health Services Working Group, which met daily
to facilitate understanding and communication between joint and interagencymedical leaders.
Members included the DOH toxicologist (Dr. INSUIGID. as well as medical professionals
from the Army, Air Force, INDOPACOM, and military treatment facility staff as well as
veterinarians, and others. PACFLT Surgeon creditedthecarly recognition ofthe need for this
coordination with the development ofacohesive sight picture for the medical community by the
end ofthe first week. [Encl (214))

284. TheJoint Health Services Working Group began efforts to create the medical registry for
potentially impacted individuals. [Encl (214)]

285. AC1505, a message was posted to the JBPHH and CNRH Facebook pages informing that
the Military Family & Support Center had established an Emergency Family Assistance Center
(EFAC)toassist affected personnel, including medical assistance. (Enel (223)

286. Ataround 1600 the first Public Affairs Communications Plan was provided to CHINO
by PACFLT. PACFLT gave direction that there should be full transparency, to provide any
information available and caveat it with the confidence level of that information if necessary.
[Encls 241), 242). 243)]
287. The NAVFAC HI Ops Officer reported observations ofa fuel smell and a sheen on top of
the waterin the Red Hill well. NAVFAC HI Usiltiesstaffreported seeing a stain on the
concrete wallofthe well at approximately the elevationof the groundwater sump, which led to
further investigation. Photojonization detector (PID) test results taken by contractor AECOM
indicated hydrocarbon vapor above the waterline. From these observations, it was obvious there.
was fuel in the well before lab test results above the EPA limit were received. This i the first
positive confirmation of fuel in the Red Hill well. [Encls (10), (124), (210), (244)]

288. A sample was taken from the Red Hill well on 2 December and analyzed. The preliminary
results returned on 6 December and confirmed that the fel in the water was consistent with the
carbon signatureof JP-5. (Encl 286)]
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289. During a HASC Readiness Subcommittee Hearing, Rep Kahele questioned VADM
‘Williamson (OPNAV N4) on the Navy's response at Red Hill and called the situation
“absolutely unacceptable.” [Encl (245)

290. At 1900 PACFLT DCOM, NAVFACPAC COM, CHRH, PACFLT Surgeon and
NAVFAC HI CO conducted a Virtual Town Hall on JBPHH Facebook Live to provide updates
on actions taken and services available and answer questions from residents. (Encl (246)]

291. At 2204, CNRH issued a press release saying the Navydetected petroleum products in Red
Hill Wel, and that the well had been secured since 28 November. This is the first public report
that the well had been secured. [Encl (247)]

3 December

292. CNRH provided a letter to DOH confirming the releaseofapproximately 14,000 gallons of
‘2 mixofwater and fuel from a fire suppression drain linc in the tunnel downhill ofthe Red Hill
Bulk Fuel Storage Facility. [Encl (248)]

293, PACFLT COM provided an in-person brief for Representative Case and phone updates for
the GovernorofHawaii, Senator Hirono, Senator Schatz, Representative Kahele and State
Senate President Couche. Updates centered on support to families, testing protocol, restoring
confidence with community and commitment to investigate Red Hill associated events. [Encl
10]

294. PACFLT COM also provided an email update to the GovernorofHawaii. PACFLT COM
sent the Governor updates he had provided to SECNAV and CNO. PACFLT COM also
provided water test sampling results. (Encl (241)]

295. PACFLTstaff launched the JBPHH Water Updates web page that replaced the Region web
page for sharing information. [Encl (249)
296. At1900, PACFLT DCOM, CNRH, PACFLT Surgeon, JBPHH CO and NAVFAC HI CO
conducted a town hall at Hickam Theater to provide updates on actions taken and services
available and to answer questions from residents. [Encl (250)]
297. At some point after 28 November, the FLC PH team noticed that the groundwater sump
would reach a certain level, then stop filing even though the pump was secured and the
discharge linc isolated. They were unsure of where the water was going. It was then drained,
and on 3 December it was ordered vacuumed out daily. [Encl (158)]
298. The Honolulu Board of Water Supply's (BWS) Halawa well isapproximatelySEHR
SS.Th: Board announced on 3 December that they had secured pumping
from thiswell. (Encls (12), 271)]
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299. The Navy's Aiea Halawa shatis CTC
JCNRH directed shut downofthe Navy's Aiea Halawa shaft in an bundance of caution
10 prevent potential westward contaminant migration in the aquifer and because there were
concems over high chloride concentrations caused by saltwater intrusion. (Enels (11), (12), (43),
@6). (251). (273))

300. In addition to closureof the Red Hill and Aiea Halawa wells, the Honolulu BWS secured
their interconnections with the Navy's system and removed the meters. [Encl (10)]

301. By the afternoon of3December, CNRH was able to execute options for both government
procured lodging and authorization for individual procured lodging for service members, federal
civilian employees and their dependents. [Encls (175), (252), (253)]

302. The JBPHH Deputy directed the CONIC web page tobe updated and a Facebook posting,
with the JBPHH TLA Execution Plan. The TLA Execution Plan included the use of 16 phone
Vines at the Military & Family Support Center and JBPHH EOC, with walk-ins at the Miltary &
Family Support Center Emergency Family Assistance Center also available. [Encls (175), (252),
(254), (55), (256))
303. In carly December, CNRH Environmental negotiated with DOH to allow flushing of
hydrants ifthe hydrants were monitored during the flush, sampled for TPH pre- and post-
flushing, and the water ran onto land and not nto the streets. JBPHH Public Works personnel
failed to comply with these requirements by allowing the water o run into the sire, resulting in
a cease and desist order from DOH received on 3 December. This was followed by the
requirement to use the 1 million gallon per day (MGD) granular activated carbon (GAC) units
for flushing which began in mid-December. (Encls (47), (257)]

304. On 3 or4 December CNRHengineer[TIENEN hile looking at drawingsof the Red
Hill facility from the original construction, discovered the hume drain feeding into the
groundwater sump that was impacted by the 20 November spill. This provided a path for fuel
entering the sump to then travel under the tunnel floor and into the soil and rock below. This
was the first indicationof the most likely path from the fuel spill to the well [Encls (143), (258).
G99)

4 December

305. On 4 December, PACELT released an Execute Order establishing the responsibilities of
cognizant Echelon 2 Navy commands to support the JBPHH community. The objectives were to
restoresafedrinking water and reestablish public confidence in the water supply system. [Encl
@isy

306. At 1100, following a press release notifying peopleof the event, PACFLT DCOM, CHRH
COM, PACFLT Surgeon and NAVFAC HI CO conducteda Virtual Town Hall on JBPHH
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Facebook Live to provide updates on actions taken and services available, as well as to answer
questions from residents. [Encls (259). (260)]

307. A screening level TOC sample taken from the Aliamanu Military Reserve Housing Area
(Army) was the firs to positively detect hydrocarbons in the distribution system. The results
were below the EAL. [Encls (210), (260)

308. CNRH received a formal Request for Records from DOH at 1643 requesting sampling
plans, data, methodology, and analytical reports conceming groundwater and drinking water in
responsetothe petroleum contamination event. The request applied to future records generated
aswell. [Encls(261).(262)]

5 December

309. Governor Ige and Hawaii's Congressional Delegation called for suspension of Red Hill
operations in astatement to the public. (Encls (263), (264)]

310. SECNAV met with Representatives Courtney, Garamendi, and Kahele regarding the
contaminationofthe water from Red Hill [Encl (210)]
311. Hawaii State Representative Aaron Ling Johanson contacted CNRH PAO via e-mail asking
how to best advise citizens seeking immediate relief/ recourse. The CNRH PAO provided the
PACFLT website and information on lodging procurement for military-affiliated individuals
affected by the water-related health and safety concerns and categoriesoflodging procurement
(TLA, temporary duty orders and government contracted lodging information). (Encl (265)]

312. Hawaii State Senator Glenn Waki requested from the CNRH PAO a graphicof Red Hill
Bulk Fuel Storage Facility showing how fuel is movedfromthe facility. The CNRH PAO
contacted PACFLT GA,whodirected coordination with the NAVFAC HI PMO Director to find
a suitable graphic. [Encl (263)]
313. On S Decemberasample was taken from the Navy's Aiea Halawa well building from a
sample pointin the chlorination system. The results, returned on § December, showed elevated
detections of petroleum hydrocarbons. The Navy determined that, because that well had been
scured since 3 December and the sample was drawn from the non-operating chlorination
system, the sample in question was not representativeofthe water in the well. Samples taken
prior to the shutdownof the well showed no signs of contamination. PACFLT DCOM called the
DOH Deputy Director and the Honolulu BWS Manager,JIG (© explain the situation.
However, on 10 December the Honolulu BWS heldapress conference announcing that
contamination was found in the Navy's Aiea Halawa well. (Encls (11), 210). @72)]
314. At 1448, the JBPHH CO apologized via JBPHH Facebook post for the comments that he
‘made in his 29 November assurance o families that the drinking water was safe. [Encl (223)]
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315. AU1500, SECNAV participated in a town hall event at the Hokulani Community Center.
“This event was also broadcast on the JBPHH Facebook page to provide residents updated
information abou the water issues. The event lasted almost five hours, [Encls (175), 266)]

316. CNRH received initial approval from DOHfordivers to enter the Red Hill well. Mobile
Diving and Salvaging Unit (MDSU) divers entered the well and could see fuel entering along the
ceiling of the developmental shaft. This triggered the deployment of absorbent materials and the
search for other ways to skim fuel from the surfaceofthe water. Though theyinitiallyagreed to
the diving operations, DOH ordered that diving stop on 8 December until recovery plan was
renegotiated. Permission was granted to continue on 9 December. [Encls (46), (47), (267)]

317. AU 1947, CNRH COM was contacted by State Representative Bob McDermott raising a
concern that qualified civilians who live in some off base housing have no pointofcontact for
temporary lodging and assistance. CNRH COM thanked him for bringing the issues to his.
attention and informed him that CNRH was working to remove barriers and align resourses
while operating across many differing government directives covering each individual. (Encl
(268)]

318. AC1957,a posting was made to the JBPHH and CNRH Facebook pages informing that the
JBPHH Military Family & Support Center had licensed clinical counselors and chaplains
available at the Emergency Family Assistance Center (EFAC) to assist anyone in need. (Encl
@3)]
319. Following his response to Representative McDermott, CNRH COM directed personnel to
take action to account for and take care of the federal employees/ civilians, contractors, and
retirees in the housing community. This included direction to set up a dedicated phone, resource,
able or advocate to address each oneofour non-uniformed members dependents; update the
veh page with a tab for them: get people trained so that no person is tld “no” or passed off to
another phone number withouta follow up. He also directed his CMCto reach out to
Representative McDermott’ office to get additional information. [Encl (269)]

320. The water line from Bishop Point (Hickam) to Iroquois Point, a neighborhood supplied by
the Navy water distribution system, was secured duc (0 resident complaints. The neighborhood
continued to receive service from another Navy line, so they had access to water. [Encl (279)]
321. Joint Health Services Working Group finalized guidance for medical staff/ providers on
how 10 speak with concerned residents. [Encls (214). (280)

322. CNRH sent a letter at 2116 to DOH acknowledging receipt ofthe 24 November Notice of
Tnterest and expressing the intent to continue communication and coordination with DOH. [Encl
snl
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323. Throughout the weekof29 November housing residents provided comments on the
JBPHH Facebook page and made comments at the town halls reflecting concerns and
rustrations with the water situation and lackof trusti the Navy's response. (Encl (270)]

6December

324. SECNAV toured Red Hill with CNO, PACELT COM, NAVFAC PAC, CNRH, FLC PH
CO and NAVFAC HI CO, and also had lunch with Governor Ige. [Encls (210), (283)]

325. SECNAV participated in teleconference with the Hawaiian Congressional delegation
[Encls (210), (283))
326. SECNAY, ChiefofNaval Operations (CNO) and PACFLT DCOM conducted & joint press
engagement at 1330 at the US PACFLT Headquarters. The event was advertised to the press via
a media release on the previous day. [Encls (282). (283)]

327. On6 Des 2021 PACFLT COM and DCOM met with Govemor Ige, DOHDirector[i]
ndEE (Encls (210), (283)]

328. Also on 6 December, DOH requested via email 0 collect samples at Navy facilities. Inthe
affirmative reply, the CNRH Environmental Dircetor requested that the Navy be allowed to
‘conduct split sampling. Split sampling is conducted by taking two or more representative
portions rom one sample or subsample and analyzing them by different analysts or laboratories.
Split samples are used to replicate the measurement of the variables of interest. The requested
sampling was conducted on 7 December. [Encls (274-276))

329. DOH emailed CNRH with an updated groundwater sampling plan to be in effect over the
following two months. The request included timelines, analyles to be sampled for and sampling
locations. CNRH responded with clarifying questions on 7 December. (Encl (277)]

330. At 1705, JBPHH and CNRH Facebook posts informed residents that partial TLA (meals
only) was authorized for personnel residing and remaining in their base housing. Temporary
lodging was approaching 1.200 families in hotels from an occupied home inventory of 4.801 in
Navy / Hickam areas of concern. (Encls (223), (283)]

331. Beginning in the evening, a heavy rain event caused water t build up and pool in the area
outside of Adit 3, which overflowed into the Adit 3 tunncl. During this event, the CHT tank
outsideofAdit 3 overtlowed and fuel came outof the tank. At that point, personnel recognized
that fuel had been pumped out of the CHT sump and into this CHT tank outsideofAdit3 during,
the 20 November spill. FEDFIRE was called and responded to the Fuel release. The EOC was
already active and it was reported to them as well. Personnel from FLC PH attempted to noiify
the NOSC but were unable to reach him. FEDFIRE produced a report oftheir response to this
event that characterized the incident as a fuel release. The CNRH Environmental Director
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reported that the overall flooding event was covered in the site characterization plan submited to
DOH on 8 December; however, the specific issue of the CHT tank overflowing fuel was not
reported. Ofnote, the CNRH Environmental Director was unaware that the tank overflowed or
that fuel was released until interviewed during this investigation in March. When subsequently
‘questioned about the rationale for not reporting the CHT tank fuel release, the CNRH
Environmental Director asscssed that this did not trigger a formal release notice to regulators
because she relied on the assessment from the FLC PH CO that there was nota releaseoffuel to
the environment during the flooding event. However, asof 15 April 2022, the CNR
Environmental Director intends to discuss this matter with DOH at the next Site Characterization
Discussion scheduledfor21 April 2022. [Encls (41), (47), (158). (278), (409), (410)]
332. A significant fucl smell was observednear Adit 3 during and immediately afer the heavy.
rains. [Encl (43)]
333, AU1956, a JBPHH and CNRH Facebook post informed residents that all water
distribution locations and Halsey Terrace shower and laundry facilities will cease operations duc
to the weather event. [Enel (223))
334. DOH issued an order to the Navy to suspend operations at Red Hill Bulk Storage Facility,
take measures to treat contaminated water at the Red Hill shaft and safcly remove fuel from the
20 underground storage tanks. [Encls (210), (284)]

December

335. The Environmental team received first sample results from the Red Hill well, via
fingerprint testing, confirming JPS in the drinking water. [Encls (42), (210). (285), (256)]

336. CNRH respondedto the 4 December formal Request for Records from DOH with sampling
plans, sampling procedures, laboratory data, and initial sampling results. [Encl (287)]
337. On 7 December SECNAV issued an order to suspend Red Hill operations. (Encl (67)]
338. Shorly after CNRH secured the Red Hill well, the Officeof the Judge Advocate General's
Admiralty and Claims Division (Code 15) was in contact with PACFLT / CNRH to determine
the potential impactofthe this event. Tn the fist weekof December, Code 1 activated OJAG's
disaster response plan and immediately began working withon-scene JAG personnel to provide
support to the response effort, including the training ofpersonnel assigned to support the
Emergency Family Assistance Center (EFAC). A process was established for the intake and
adjudicationofpersonal property claims for damages from impacted miliary residents that was
separate from the TLA reimbursement program. ‘This process included the publication ofa
customized claims packet and a designated help desk in Norfolk with tailored hours to
correspond with Hawaii Standard Time. In mid-December, Code 15 deployed an on-scene team
to Hawaii to refine the process and provide additional on-site training to those acting as liaisons.
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who woulddirect property damage claims inguiiesto Code 15. Code 15 deployed a second
time in January o re-iterate raining to rotating JAG personel a they arived in Hawai and to
continueto refine the process in lightofthe evolving situation. To meet the Navy's commitment
10 provide support for allof those impacted, Code 15 also worked with CNIC to obtain
Emergency and Extraordinary Expense (EEE) authorization to fund, among others items,
paymentof property damage claims from businesses and non-military claimans. The claims
process for impacted residents and businesses continues through present day and will remain in
place for the foreseeable future. [Encls (288), (289)

Action by Fleet Logistics Center, Pearl Harbor to Communicate Manning Concerns

In lightof the Cavanaugh Report opinion that the FLC PH “Fuels Department is undermanned
at every level,” this section explores the actions taken by FLC PH to communicate concerns
about their Fuels Department manning, including what decisions were made in response and at
what level of the chain ofcommand. Because the vast majorityof the FLC PHFuels Department
personnel are civilian, the findingsoffact below primarily center on civilian manning. As such,
the term “Full Time Equivalent (FTE) " is used 10 describe the mumber offull time (40hrs/wh)
civilians a given civilian personnel budget is expected 0 support, The term “position” is usedto
describe the collective duties and responsibilities which require the services ofa single civilian
employee. A given civilian personnel budget provides thefinancial resources for the total pay
andentitlements, including overtime pay. for all civilian employees filling positions within an
organization. Finally. for simplicity. the term “billet” is used here only 10 refer io a post
assigned to a uniformed miliary person and the term “manning” is used regardlessof whether
manning or manpower is being addressed, unless “manpower” is required in aforma ttle or
nae.

339. Today, the FLC PH Fuels Department is comprised of 89 civilian FTE and 3 military
billcts, with 94 civilians and 3 Navy Officers actually on board. DLA-E funds 88 FTE and
NAVSUP funds the remaining | FTE. Including the Fuels Department, FLC PH is comprised of
354 civilian FTE and 39 military billets. As a point that was unable to be reconciled during the
investigation, NAVSUP comptroller reports that there arc 84 civilian FTE supporting Fuels
Department with DLA-E funding 80.5 FTE and NAVSUP funding the remaining 5.5 FTE.
[Encls (290-294)]

Background

Prior to 2014, he Fuels Department bulkful operations did not include operations at Hickam
Air Force Base (AFB). As such, itis important to note that prior o that year the Fuels
Department FTE was abouthalf the size that it is today because the mission scope was smaller.

340. Navy is theonlyservice that has fuel operations FTE funded by DLA-E. All other services
provide manning from within their own service budgets. [Encls (92), (374)
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341. All Fuels Department manning discussions identified in the last 25 years have involved
civilian FTE. FLC PH has not requested any additional military billets for Fucls Department
[Encls (41), (2931298)]

342. Responsibility for Shore Manpower Requirements Determinations (SMRD) was
decentalized and shifted 10 the BSOs on 14 October 1986. Responsibility for SMRD was
recentralized to the Navy Manpower Analysis Center (NAVMAC) on 18 July 2021. Also, DLA
does not provide manning guidance o the Navy for operation of DESPs. (Encls (299), (301)-
(303), 303)

343. NAVSUP is BSO 23. [Encl (304)]
344. In Oct 1997, an Office of Management and Budget A-76 study was commissioned to assess
the Fuels Department, which then consistedof 48 personnel on board. Although no longer
permitted, A-76 studies were conducted to determine the most cost effective and efficient means
ofperforming a given function in order to justify @ government versus private contractor based
operation. In Oct 2000, afer3 years, the A-76 study concluded that a Most Efficient
Organization level ofmanning for the Fuels Department was 39.5 FTE. No evidence exists to
document any action taken by FLC PH, NAVSUP, or DLA-E in response to the findings of the
A-T6 study. [Encls (307), (309)]

345. In Aug 2008, NAVSUP sponsored a Business Process Reengineering (BPR) Fucls
Facilites study led by the consulting firm, Grant Thornion LLP. The Pearl Harbor Fucls
Department was included in this study which concluded that they should be resource at 47 FTE
Because DLA-E was already funding 47 FTE for Fuels Department, no action was taken based
onthe BPR. (Encls (295), (310), G13)]

346. In 2014, Pearl Harbor and Hickam AFB Fuels Operations merged to form JBPHH DFSP.
Prior to the merger, the Navy funded 44 FTE for USAF fuels operations at Hickam AFB for
various reasons and DLA-E funded 47 FTE for the Pearl Harbor Fuels Department. As a result
ofthe merger, DLA-E agreed to fund 41of the 44 Hickam AFB FTE, bringing the total for the
JBPHH DFSP Fucls Department to 88 FTE funded by DLA-Energy. [Encls (92), (294), 295),
G1), 612)

347. In Oct 2017, due to increasing environmental compliance requirements pursuant to the Red
Hill Administrative Order on Consent (AOC), PLC PH requested an increaseofone FTE to
support the addition of an environmental professional in FY8. This request was denicd by
DLA-E because they assessed that environmental monitoring and response actions are Service
responsibilities. FLC PH did not elevate any concerns with this denial to NAVSUP or request
assistance in adjudicating with DLA or in having NAVSUP fund the position. [Encls (92),(309), (313)
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2019 to May spill

348. In Sep 2019, the FLCPH Executive Director (ED) created 26 additional civilian positions
within Fuels Department. There was no corresponding request to increase the budgeted FTE
from the approved 89 FTE (Note: one NAVSUP funded FTE had been added since 2014)
Additionally, there is no evidenceof a work-based analytic basis for the increase, it was a budget
driven decision. Because, on average, about 15%ofthe Fuels Department positions are unfilled
at any given time duc to retirements, departures and the time required for the government hiring
process, the ED believed that the budget associated with the 89 approved FTE could support 26
additional positions. The ED thus leveraged savings within the civilian budget based on unfilled
positions to add positions so that the Fucls Department could hire additional civilians with the
understanding that at any given time 15% of al positions would be unfilled. These additional
positions. when filled, are known as “overhires.™ Hence, the total number of positions exceeded
the authorized FTE. The ED created and filled the environmental position previously denied by
DLA-E using an “overhire.” [Encls (41). (290). (295-296)

349. In Aug 2020, the FLC PH Business Director was hired and in Nov 2020, he reported to the.
NAVSUP Financial Management/Comptrollerand the FLC PH ED the potential for a civilian
‘manning budget over-execution due to Fuels Department excessive overtime. Fuels Depertment
ultimately exceeded their planned overtime by 103% in 2020. [Encls (41), (299-300), (309),
G14)

350. In Jan 2021, DLA-E asked FLC PH and the Naval Petroleum Office (NPO) to explain the
fact that PLC PH reported expenditures for 93 DLA-E funded FTE, vice their authorized 88
FTE, in their November 2020 Monthly Status Report. At his time, Fuels Department had 103
civilians on board. Although there is no evidence that any manning analysis was conducted,
FLCPH reported as part of theiranswer that they “...could not operate safely and effectively
with 88 FTE's." NPO directed FLC PH to reference the NAVSUP Financial
ManagementComptroller Office guidance that any expenditures above 88 DLA-E funded FTE,
are to be charged to the NAVSUP FTE budget and not the DLA-E FTE budget. There is no
evidence of any other related communications between NAVSUP and FLC PH regarding any
concern associated with safe and effective operations due to manning. [Encls (92), (309), (315),
G16)

May Spill to November Spill

351, In May 2021, FLC PH Business Director conducted a mid-year budget review with
NAVSUP Financial Management/Comptroller (SUPO1), and requested additional Fuels
Department FTE as part ofthe POM process. SUPOI stated that new/additional requests for
‘manning would not be accepied during the POM process. [Encls (299), (314), (317)]
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352. In Sep 2021, FLC PH Business Director raised concerns about the hiring process and their
overtime overnun of 89% in 2021 to the FLC PH CO and FLC PH XO in preparationofthe
FY22 QTR | Financial Execution and Concer Meeting hosted by SUPO1. SUPOI
subsequently cancelled the meeting. (Encls (41), (299), (300), (314)

353 There is no evidenceof any additional Fuels Department manning requests, or actions by
FLC PH, NAVSUP, or DLA-E during this period. [Encls (41), 92), (293-295). (313)]

November Spill to Current

354. After 20 Nov 2021, the FLC PH Executive Director determined more personnel were
needed to effectively operate due to emergency response requirements. On 22 Nov 2021, Fuels
Department had 99 civilian personnel on board. FLC PH leadership initiated a request for a
Shore Manpower Requirements Determination (SMRD) thru NAVMAC. [Encls (295), (318),
G19)

355. In Jan 2022, FLC PH Deputy Fuels Director reported difficulty completing Preventative
Maintenance (PM) actions with current manning to FLC PH Executive Director. Approximately
300 PMsweredone monthly in 2020/2021, and there had been a 300% increase in required PMs.
[Encls (295), G14)]

356. In Jan 2022, based on FLC PH CO and FLC PH Executive Director identifying that a
significant portion of FLC PH leadership time was spent responding to RFIs, a $2.5M contract
was awarded to Pond & Co for Technical Writers 0 assist in that work. [Encl (313)]
357. In Jan 2022, NAVSUP directed a data call to al FLCs asking fora listingof authorized
manning, overhires and additional requirements related to fuel operations. In response, FLC PH
provided a manning document indicating nee for increaseof35 Fuels Department civilian
personnel. [Encls (92), (3201-323)

358. In Feb 202, the FLC PH CO delivered a revised proposal and analysis to NAVSUP to
support an increaseof(17) Navy funded FTE and (36) DLA-E funded FTE as an update to the
Jan 2022 request for additional civilian personnel. [Encls (308), (324-326)]
359. On 4 Mar 2022, NAVMAC received the request for FLC PH SMRD from the NAVSUP
Total Force Division Director. [Encl (327)]

360. Due to the SECDEF directed closure of Red Hill, NAVSUP reprioritized the Fucls
Department SMRD and postponed the requested date for the SMRD to 2 QTR FY2024. [Encl
96)

361. In Mar 22, the FLC PH Deputy Fuels Director sated that the current FTE for Fuels
Department is not ideal due to the impending closure of Red Hill because he believes it will
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require an increase in manning due to the increased requirements fo fu transfers via barges,
above ground fuel tanks and piers for overall Fuels Department operations. He believes that the
SMRD should address this issue, but he has not been involved in the request. [Encl (41)]

AFEF System: Design, Install, Induction, Maiatenaace
As establishedin the Cavanaugh Report and updated herein, the AFFF fire suppression system
tention in held up to 19.377 gallons of JP- fuelfrom the time ofthe May spill until the
November spill. when a watch stander inadvertently struck a low point drain with the passenger
cart ofa train, cracking th pipe and spilling the uel. The below findings of fact focus on the
design, installation, induction, and maintenance associated with the AFEF retention line, sump
pumps, tank and associated equipment (collectively referred 10 here as the AFFF waste system).

[EN 31 7
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Cracked Low Point Drain Train Passenger Cart

362. The requirement 10 upgrade Red Hil lf safety systems to comply with Dob life safetyStandards was specified by DLA for the FY-15 National Defense Authorization Ac. This
upgrade was intended to provide various capabilites. t include: water fie sprinkle system in
the upper access tunnel; automatic aqueous fim forming foam (AFF) & water fire suppression
System in the lower tunnel; 350,000 gallon storage tank, two fire pumps,fire pump building,
hydrants, and water supply lines; collection pits with sump pumps and an exterior $30,000 gallon
retention tank for disposal of AFF: epai for existing and additional il ight oars along the
tunnel; and several other safety related items. [Encl (328)]
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363. Prior to upgrading Red Hill life safety systems, there was not an AFFF sprinkler or drain
system in the tunnel. [Encl (329)]
364. The AFFF retention line is designed to transport an AFFF foam/fucl solution following
AFFF system activation for fire suppression from the areaof the lower access tunnel under the
bulk fuel storage tanks to the AFFF retention tank ouside adit 3. Although not designed to be a
dedicated fucl transportation system, the AFFF retention line was also designed to be an
emergent fuel transmission line in the eventof a catastrophic leak. [Encls (330)-(332)]
365. The AFF retention line isa 14” pipe connecting five sumps, each with four pumps, inthe
floor of the Red Hill lower access tunnel (directly below the bulk ful storage tanks) to an AFFF
retention tank outsideofAdit 3. The pipe is constructedof a combination of PVC and steel and
runs approximately 0.9 miles end-to-end. 1 slopes down from an clevation ofITENEYIN sca
level in the area under the bulk fuel storage tanks to a minimum elevationofJUIN Sc
levelapproximatelySEEGEG_—ETM 21d rics from there the retention
tank inlet at an levation of 147 feet above sea level. These clevation changes create a low area
in the AFFF retention line capable of holding 30K to 40k gallons of fluid. The original design
required manual draining of this low area to vacuum trucks or portable containers via manual
Tow point valves installed in the AFFF retention line following any activation of the AFFF waste
system. [Encls (333)-(335)]
36. AFFF that contain per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are typically used to
extinguish highly flammable or combustible liquid Class B fires, such as fires involving gas
tankers and oil refineries, Releases of AFFF should be minimized because PFAS are persistent
in the environment, have been found to accumulate in the human body, and exposure to some.
PFAS compounds may lead to adverse health outcomes in humans. [Encl (371)]
367. PFAS area group of man-made chemicals that includes perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA),
perfluorooctancsulfonic acid (PFOS) and many other chemicals. The Military Specification for
AFEE was revised in 2017 to require significantly reduced PFOS and PFOA. Due to the age of
the Red Hill AFFF system, it has only ever contained this new formulation. [Encls (46), (371),
(372)

368. The material specification for constructing AFF foam solution pipingi established by
DoD Unified Facilities Code (UFC) 3-60-01, Fire Protection Engineering for Facilites, scction
99.2.1, which mandates “schedule 40 seel pipe’ for such piping. Foam concentrate piping is
also required to be steel by this UFC, but is discussed separately in section 9-922. The
requirement for the overall capabilites of the systems providing fire protection for underground
vertical storage tanks in POL (ful) fecilties is established by UFC 3-460-01, section 2-143
However, itis UFC 3-600-01 that delinates material specifications for the construction of fire
protection systems and is used as the primary reference for material requirements by the designer
of record in the basisofdesign. [Encls (330). (336), (337)]
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369. The AFFF retention line was required by the government construction agent, NAVFAC
PAC, and the designer of record to be constructed entirelyofsteel in the design specifications
when the construction contract for this system was first awarded in 2015. [Encls (338)-(340)]

370. The government construction agent having contract oversight for the constructionofthe
AFF system was NAVFAC PAC - Contract title FY 15 P-1551 Upgrade Fire Suppression and
Ventilation Systems. Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility (Contract number: N62742-11-D-0005).
[Encls (332). (335). (342))
371. On 26 Mar 13, the design contract for P-1551 was awarded to Insynerey Engineering, Inc
(the designer ofrecord). (Encl (342)

372. On 25 Aug 15, the construction contract for P-1551 was awarded to Hensel Phelps, a
‘general contractorandconstruction company (the consiruction contractor). [Encls (343), (344)]
373. On 5 Oct 13, site mobilization began and construction commenced in Jan 2016. [Encls
(343), (344)

374, On 28 Oct 15, just prior (0 starting construction, the construction contractor submitted REI
0006 to NAVFAC PAC asking for clarification because their interpretationofthe drawings and
specifications provided by NAVFAC PAC indicated to them that the AFF retention lin, along
with other lines in the AFFF system, was to be constructed of PVC. [Encl (345)]

375. On 15 Dec 15,a contract hire construction manager working on behalf ofNAVFAC PAC
responded to RFI 0006 by saying that the construction contractor should “proceed as per the
proposal and identify in material submittals. No contract change required.” There is no written
record that he conferred with the responsible Design Manager or any other NAVFAC PAC
‘government employee prior to this reply. [Encls (343), (345), (346), (348)]

376. On 24 Mar 16, the construction contractor provided a material submittal to NAVFAC PAC
to document the purchaseofgeneral purpose plumbing materials. Although not indicted as
such in this report, the materials listed included the PVC piping used to construct the AFFF
retention line. [Encl (349)]
377. On 27 Jun 16, the construction contractor began installationofthe AFFF retention line:
using PVC piping. [Encl (344)]

378. On 28 Jul 16, the low point drain plan was revised to provide equipment to drain the AFFF
retention line low area into the ground water sump in the floorofthe tunnel near the Adit 3
entrance. This plan would have replaced the groundwater sump pump with a new pump
connected to the existing 6” ground water discharge pipe to transport AFFF retention line
drainage out to a new manual hose connection at the Adit 3 entrance. The remainderofthe
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existing 6” groundwater piping was to be capped and retired in place since it runs underground to
a buried cement tank. [Encl (333)]
379. On 24 Aug 16, the construction contractor submitted RFI 0119 to NAVFAC PAC to ask if
a secondary containment “jacket” was required on the underground portionof the PVC AFFF
retention line. Within the narrative of the question, the contractor stated “Hensel Phelps is
utilizing Yelomine [PVC] Pipe for the AFFF retention line.” [Encl (350)]

380. On 30 Aug 16, NAVFAC PAC responded to RFI 0119 stating that a secondary
containment “jacket” should be provided. Correspondence between the designer of record
(DOR)and the NAVFAC PAC construction manager regarding RFI 0119 indicates that both
were aware that the contractor was using PVC 10 construct the AFFF retention line. Ther is no
indication that either took any action regarding the useofPVC piping. [Encls (350), 351)]
381. On 6 Jan 17, the construction contractor completed installationof the AFFF retention line.
[Encl (344)]
382. On 12 Mar 17, following an owner/contractor meeting between NAVFAC PAC and Hensel
Phelps, the construction contractor verbally confirmed their use of PVC piping for the
construction of the AFFF retention line. [Encl (352))

383. On 13 Mar 17, the construction contractor formally notified NAVFAC PAC, in writing
that they constructed the entire AFFF retention line with PVC vice Steel pipe. [Encl (353)]

Original AFFF Retention Line Piping in Immediate Area of an AFFF Sump

384. On 13 Apr 17, the contractor proposed a revised AFF retention line low arca drain plan
which isa self-contained nit with new tank and sump pump to move AFFF retention line
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drainage out to a new manual hose connection at the Adit 3 entrance via new 3” PVC piping.To rom doc moehsimssp sens, Ths hecdcontain
Lod and cose proximity fh Ad router ump. bt do ot connect wit at
sump. This system was not used to drain the AFFFretention line following the November spill
[Encl (354)]
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Final Installed Low Point Drain System with PVC Retention Line

385. On 26 May 17. CO NAVFAC Hl notified Commander, Navy Region Hawaii. NAVSUPGlobal Logistics Supportand Commander, NAVFAC PAC hat 1 AEF reention n worCommeofCoe see Enel 095]
386. On 30 May 17. NAVSUP Global Logisties Support notified DLA Installation Support that
the AFFF retention line was constructed of PVC vice steel. [Encl (355)]

387. On 17.30 17.2 NAVFAC Re Zone metingto discuss AFFF system completion and
NAVSUP, FLC FH. ad hedesigner ofect. This 1h oly rst of Ke Zoe acti lor
the AFFF system retained in the construction file. Retention of Red Zone records, to include a
completed checklist POA&M. is required by B-1.6.11 NAVFAC Business Process Management
System's Red Zone Process. [Encls (368)-(370)]

388. On 22 Sep 17. an investigation was completed by NAVFAC HI to document the detailedsefonsof the svnsacioncomsacor and he ovement do he EPR wren oe
being installed using PVC vice steel pipe. This report notes the following key points: 1) TheNFER retin ie A rks expose char Hoe vas stn omecehl
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space, where large equipment and materials are transported. Pipes and structures in this type of
environment are susceptible to inadvertently being struck by a heavy object. In the event of
impact, steel is far sturdier than PVC. 2) PVC is not acceptable for fuel because the gaskets
used will break down when in contact with ful. 3) PVC alsopresentsan increased static:
electricity risk, and thus potential or explosion during fuel transportation. [Encls (330). (331)]
389. On 12 Oct 17, after identifying the deviation from the specification requirement to use steel
for the retention linc, the NAVSUP Navy Petroleum Office (NPO), in conjunction with
NAVFAC PAC, DLA Installation Operations and the designerof record, proposed to replace the
PVC pipe in the immediate area ofthe sumps with carbon steel pipe. while retaining the majority
ofPVC AFFF retention pipeline installed. Several additional modifications unrelatedto piping.
material were also included in the proposal. Retaining the majorityof the pipe as PVC was
proposed primarily due to the excessive cost to replace the pipe with steel. Additionally. it was
noted by DLA that the installed pumps were not designed to pump fuel. (Encls (332), (341)]

390. On 19Oct 17, The NAVFAC PAC Fire ProtectionEngincerconcurred with the NPO
proposal. He notes that the modificationsare accepted with the understanding that the retention
line is primarily for the transport of foam-water and oil mixtures, its functionality may be limited
to one-time use in the event that it is needed to pump 100% fuel in the cvent ofa catastrophic
fuel leak or if it is damaged by a large scale fire and that the liquid velocities in the pipeline up to
the tank do not produce isk of static lectricity build up. [Encl (341)]
391. On 21 Dec 17, commissioning testing was completed for the AFFFdistribution system.
[Encl (347))

392. On 13 Jan 18, commissioning testing was completed on the AFFF waste system. All AFFF
sump pumps were run satisfactorily by manipulating the float switches, but no water was
pumped. [Encl (356)]

393. On 16 Jan 18, DLA Installation Operations proposed to maintain PVC pipe in the
immediate areaof the sump pumps, but continue to move forward with the non-material related
‘modifications due to cost concems. This was also based on the assumption that a fire would melt
the wires powering the pumps before it would melt the PVC piping. [Encl (357)]
394. On 25 Jan 18, NAVSUP Energy and FLC PH concurred with DLA’ updated proposal,
contingent on the approvalofthe NAVFAC PAC Fire Protection Engineer. (Encl (341)]
395. On 31 Jan 18, the AFFF system, with the exceptionof the AFFF waste system. was
accepted by NAVFAC PAC from the general contractor. This is the Beneficial Occupancy Date
(BOD) for all AFFF components except the AFFF waste system. The initial maintenance
contract for the AFFF system, with the exceptionof the AFFF waste system, took cffcct 5
months later on 1 Jul 18, and was later amended in July 2022 to cover the entire system. No.
NAVFAC Red Zone checklists are retained to describe system tumover. [Encls (358), (369)]
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396. On 1 Feb 18, the NAVFAC PAC Fire Protection Engineer discussed identified fire
protection deficiencies within the new proposal not to replace PVC piping in the immediate arca
ofthe AFFF pumps with steel. [Encl (359)]

307. On 8 Feb 18, DLA counter-proposed changing the piping in the immediate areaof the
Sump pumps to steel and adding fast acting sprinklers to protect the wiring for the pumps. [Encl
(360)

398. On 12 Feb 18, NAVFACPACFire Protection Engineerconcurred with the DLA counter-
proposal and accepted the final plan to change retention line piping to steel in the immediate area
of the sump pumps, while retaining PVC in all other areas. [Encl (360)]

399. On 15 Feb 18, Initial AFFF system O&M manuals were hand deliveredto FLC PH by
NAVFAC PAC. More comprehensive and integrated O&M manuals were requested by FLC
PH. [Encl (361)]

400. On 22 June 18, design work was completedfor the AFFF retention line modification
previously approved on 12 Feb 18 by NAVEAC PAC. This modification was known as ‘Change
R'. [Encl (362)]
401. On 26 June 18,a request for proposal to install the Change R design was sent to Hensel
Phelps. (Encl (362)]

402. On 2 Aug 18, the construction contractor provided aproposal to exceute Change R to
NAVFAC PAC. [Encl (362)]

403. In Jan 19, physical construction began on ChangeR after the construction contractor
‘mobilized for the new work. [Encl (362)]

404. On 18 Jun 19. NAVFAC PAC processed a service request (SR) to initiate maintenance on
the AFF waste system which was soon to be completed. The SR was reported by a NAVEAC
PAC facilities operations specialist with a FLCPH facilities engineer listed os the customer
representative. [Encl (363)]
405. On 19 Jun 19, Change R was completed by the construction contractor. This is the
configuration today. Commissioning testing was not performed again on the AFFF waste
system. However, Servicing was performed on the sump pumps (grease, rotation, cleaning)
during connectionofthe new steel piping in the immediate area of the pumps. It was noted at
the time that someofthe pumps were seized due to lackof preventative maintenance, but were
operational at the completionofservicing. [Encls (332), (362), (364))
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406. On2 July 19, the AFF wast system was accepted by NAVFAC PAC from the general
contactor This is the BOD forth flly completed system. No NAVFAC Red Zone checklists
ar retained o describe system fumover. [Encl (358). (369)]
407. On 29 Aug 19, final Operations and Maintenance manuals were provided by NAVEAC
PAC to FLC PH via DOD SAFE. [Encl (365)]

408. On 15 Apr 20 he AFFF system was inducted into the Navy's ral property system when
NAVFAC PAC submited he Transfer and Acceptance f DoD Real Property form DD 1354 10Commander, JBPHH. Total project cos was reported as$57 958,837.63. [Encl (366)]
409. AsrecentlyasApril2021, personel within FLC PH wre sill advocating fora
‘maintenance contract to be placed on the AFFF waste system and expressed frustration with
delays, which they attributed towards systemic failur associated with maintenance support forRed Hil fire suppression safety. [Enel (390)
410. On 15 Jul 21, the AFFF waste systom was added to the existing Red Hill fire suppression
system maintenance contract, more than 2 years afte the Service Request was entered o request
the maintenance. The contract is held by Kinetix and this is the first maintenance contract for the
AFFF waste system. Following this action, Kinetix commenced monthly inspections of the
entire system, which included a visual inspection of the AFFF retention line. There were
monthly inspections in July, August, September, October, and November prior to the 20November incident with no deficiencies noted. [Encls (51). (358), (384), (355)]
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411. On 23 Dec 21, the first maintenance operating checks were performed on the AFFF sump
pumps. This was the inaugural semi-annual maintenance for the AFEF waste system. All four
zone 1 AFFF sump pumps failed the checksforvarious reasons. Threeof the four were able to
un in manual mode, but the “run light for one of the three operational pumps failed to light
There is no recordofany other operating checks on this system by Kinctix, or any other
contractor overseen by NAVFAC, prior (0 this date. NAVFAC PAC is waiting for FLCPH to
well them what maintenance actions they desire 10 be done to correct identified deficiencies.
(Encl (367)]

412. On 21 Jan 22, Kinetix reported results of follow-up testingofthe AFFF sump pumps to
NAVFAC HI. These tests checked to see f the installed float switches automatically started the
pumps as designed. Twoof the four zane 1 AFFF sump pumps were successfully activated.
however they were not activated by the correctexpested float switch. (Encl (391)]

413. On 17 Mar 22, the final AFEF system propertyrecord cards are updated within the Navy's
veal property record system, internet Naval Facilities Assets Data Store (iNFADS). [Encl (366),
on)

414. On17 Mar 22, duringawalkthroughof Red Hil, thesupplement investigation tcam noted
visual evidence of a foreign substance on the outside of the PVC AFFF retention line piping
joints that appears to haveseeped out

xd
Installed PVC AFFF Retention Line with Joint Seepage

Command and Contral

The findings of fact from the Cavanaugh Report detail the nexusof stakeholders with command,
control, and oversigh roles related to Red Hill. The report assesses that the C2 of Red Hill is
complex butfairly well defined as follows: (1) FLC PHis responsible for day-to-day operations;
(2) NAVEAC His responsibleformaintenance and repaircontracts; (3) CNRHis responsible
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Jor environmental functions and incident response; and (4) DLAfunds operations and
‘maintenance.

Including the reconciliation noted in section If above, the supplement adopts the “Command
Relationships and Responsibilities” findingsoffact from the Cavanaugh Report (FoF 326 to
388). The below findings are added to provide additional specificity regarding the roles and
responsibilities for DLA, NAVSUP. NAVFAC, and CNIC to illustrate the C2 as delineated by
written policy and as practiced C2 in the field as it relates to the operations and maintenance
Red Hill,

415. DLA is designated as the DoD EA for Bulk Petroleum and exccules integrated material
‘management responsibility for the Defense Working Capital Fund bulk petroleum supply chain
by providing various functions to the pointofsale which include procurement, transportation,
storage, distribution, ownership, accountability, budgeting, infrastructure sustainment,
restoration, and modemization. To execute these functions, DLA entered into various MOAS
with the Navy that further delineate roles and responsibilities for the operations and maintenance:
of DFSPs, to include Red Hil. [Encls (91-92), 373)-375)]
416. As part of an MOA between DLA and NAVSUP, NAVSUP FLCs are responsible for
regional fucls engincering expertise for support and project oversight in managing the DWC
Fuel infrastructure, including submissionofproject deficiencies: coordinate with DLA and the
“execution agents” for cradle-{o-grave project development, exceution and closeout; and ensure.
timing of Sustainment, Restoration and Modernization (SRM), Centrally Managed Program
(CMP), recurring maintenance, deficiencies, Military Construction (MILCON). and demolition
projects are coordinated to avoid workload conflits or duplication. [Encls (33), (45), (91),
(121), (157), (158), (159), (161), (174), (376), (380))

417. As part of an MOA between DLA, NAVFAC, and NAVSUP for petroleum, oils and
lubricants (POL) SRMof Navy capitalized facilities, NAVFAC is the primary “execution agent”
for the Navy's POL SRM program funded by DLA. For non-CMP projects and maintenance, the
Regional POL Engincer (RPE) (a NAVFAC Hl employee embedded in FLC PH), based on input
from FLC and operators, determines the best way to have work inducted, obtain scope, design,
and contracts based on the necd/requirementand capabilites a the installation. [Encl (159),

- (161), (174), G78)]

418. As part of an MOA between CNIC and NAVSUP for the managementof Navy Bulk Fuel
Facilities, Region Commanders must enter into and approve region agreements to exceute the
requirementsofthis MOA and installation Commanding Officers retain their Title 10
responsibilities for safety, security, environmental stewardship, and protection ofpersonnel and
property on the installation. These responsibilities extend to all fuel service and storage,
including bulk fuel facilites, aboard the installation, remote arces and auxiliary activities under
his or her command. NAVSUP acts as te “executive agent” for bulk fuel facility management
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and fueling operations and has the ultimate authority and responsibilty for ensuring “bulk fuel
facility maintenance” is being performed. FLC is responsible for the bulk fuel facilities and must
work with local NAVFAC leadership, typically the public works officer, concerning facility
projects, maintenance, quality assurance inspections, contractor warranty issues, environmental
support, and requirements affecting the installation. [Encl (377)]

419. NAVEAC and NAVSUP entered into an MOA for the facilites sustainment associated
with DFSPs10 establish the roles and responsibilitiesof the NAVFAC Regional Petroleum, Oil,
and Lubricants (POL) Engineers (RPE) and the NAVSUP FLCs as they relate to the RPE
function. The MOA establishes that the RPE shall be a NAVFAC forward-deployed asset
located at the NAVSUP LCs. (Encls (45). (121), (124). (157), (158). (165). G79)
420. For fire protection systems ashore, as delincated in the applicable OPNAVINST, NAVFAC
serves as the authority having jurisdiction for all matters related to these systems including
maintenance, design, consultation, engineering surveys, and support. Other scrvices include
interpreting and enforcing design, construction, and maintenance criteria, as well as the United
Facilities Criteria (UFC), and the uniform building codes. [Enls), (45), (121), (124), (157),
(159), (161), (165), (174), (375), (400)]

421. The AOC, entered into by the Navy, DLA, and EPA, was designed to protect the ground
water, establishes requirementsforthe Navy to implement environmental analyses and
infrastructure improvements that are designed to protect human health and the environment, to
include the drinking water. Paragraph 4 ofthe findings of fact section within the AOC
articulates command relationships withrespectto Red Hill, but the Navy did not consent to that
portionof the order. (Encl (3)]

422. While onboard a naval installation, Commanding Officers and all other personnel shall
conform 10 the ordersofthe installation commanding officer related to common or specific
services which he or she may provide, which may include field operations, security, fire
protection, safety, defense, sanitation, recreation and welfare. For Red Hil, the installation
‘Commanding Officers retains authority over all Title 10 responsibilities for safety, security,
environmental stewardship. and protectionofpersonnel and property on the installation and the
responsibilities extend to all fucl service and storage, including bulk fucl facilitcs, aboard the
installation, remote areas and auxiliary activities under his or her command. [Encla (42), (43),
(45), (34), (55), (121), (124), (157), (158), (165), (175), (178), (377). (403))

Maintenance Management and Ownership

423. DLA Energy, as a subordinate entity within DLA, manages the end-to-end global defense
supply chain and is the interface with the Navy in their operation ofRed Hill. As partof the
DLA Energy organization, the Facilities Sustainment Directorate (FSD) handles portions of the
day to day actions, to include the funding of maintenance for Red Hill. The FSD team fundsa
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Recuring Maintenance and Minor Repair (RMMR) program for Red Hill, managed by the Army
Corps of Engineers, which provides systems and preventative type maintenance of fuel systems.
For this typeof maintenance, the FSD team assesses that FLC PH is responsible for identifying
the deficiencies and maintenance needs but the RMMIR program is sel up so that a contractor
comes out to execute the work without the need for a separate contracting action. [Encls (91),
92), G73)14375)]
424. For maintenance responsibilities ashore, CNIC is mission funded to provide common base.
operating support (BOS) services, which normally requires each Navy installation to organize
and maintain all Navy shore infrastructurein coordination with NAVFAC. To delineate these
functions and support, OPNAVINST 11014.3 sets out the installation end tenant command
responsibilities for maintenance by prescribing facility maintenance unit identification codes
(MUIC), which are listed on every property record card. In the excepted cases where the
installation is not the MUIC holder, the policy prescribes further guidance on establishing the
responsible entity. The MUIC holders are responsible for determining and funding the
appropriate levelofpreventive and corrective maintenance on facilities under their cognizance.
In most cases, NAVFAC is the organization responsible for executionofpreventive and
corrective maintenance in supportof the MUIC holder when appropriately funded for those
services. [Encls (42), (45), (124), (125).(165), (401)]

425. The DFSP onboard Red Hill ispart of JBPHH and falls underthecognizanceofthe:
installation Commanding Officer. The property record cards on fle for the tanks, tunnels, rails,
pipelines, utes in the facility as well a land, roads and other above ground structures
associated with Red Hill reflect various MUIC holders, but the primary entitiesare JBPHH
(MUIC: N62813); and DLA (D3). Until March of 2022, the various property record cards for
the AFFF system associated with the recent fuel leak specified either DLA or JBPHH as the
MUIC holder, depending on the specific sub-system. In March of 2022, all property record cards
associated with the AFFF system which previously listed JBPHH as MUIC holder were updated
tolist DLA as the MUIC holder. [Encls (42), (45), (124), (125), (165), (381). (401), (407)]

426. When asked who owns the program management for the sustainment and maintenance of
the key fire protection components associated with the recent fuel leak, the JBPHH CO stated
that his installation public works officer would support projects as requested by the tenant but
that the JBPHH team was not responsible for the operations at Red Hill. The NAVFAC HI CO
stated FLC PH has maintenance responsibility for all systems in the facility to include the fire
protection systems bu that there was an assumption by FL PH that NAVFAC owned it. The
NAVFAC HI CO stated that maintenance program management was not a NAVFAC HI
responsibility because they had not been contracted by the MUIC holder. The FLC PH CO
stated that CNIC is the real property owner and NAVFAC is the Navy's agent responsible for the
maintenance. The FLC PH CO also highlighted that OPNAVINST 11320.23G specifics that fire
protection systemsashorearc an installation responsibility. [Encls (42), (43), (45), (121), (124)
(157-159), (161), (165), (174)]
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427. When asked who owns the program management for the sustainment and maintenanceof
the key fire protection components associated with the recent fuel leak, CNIC defers to DLA and
NAVSUP t0 appropriately delegate and assign these responsibilities to NAVSUP based on the
22 December 2015 MOA between DLA and NAVSUP. But CNIC sated the MOA between
CONIC and NAVSUP places the maintenance responsibilities for Red Hill with FLC PH.
NAVFAC assesses NAVSUP owns the program management for the sustainment and
maintenance, but acknowledged ambiguity exists because the property record cards improperly
reflected the fire protection components MUIC holder responsibilities were shared between
CONIC and DLA, which has been corrected as of 17 March 2022 (DLA is now reflected as having
MUIC responsibilities). NAVFAC also stated the Operation and Maintenance Manuals
(O&Ms), training material and as-built drawings were provided by NAVFAC Hl to FLC PH
upon completion of the system, which NAVFAC considers a further indicator that FLC PH is the
operator and maintenance manager of the system. NAVSUP stated that CNIC and CNRH owns
the real estate, NAVEAC is responsible for the maintenance, and when it comes to fire protection
systems ashore, NAVFAC is responsible for the maintenanceof the system. [Encl (383)]
428. For support systems maintenance onboard a military installation such as the AFFE system
at Red Hill, DLA stated CNIC owns the infrastructure and NAVFAC is responsible for the
programmatic oversight and execution for this category of maintenance. From the DLA Energy
program management perspective for identifying maintenance needs on non-ful systems, DLA
is only responsible for funding and the Navy is responsible for managing and executing the
‘maintenance. DLA assessed that they view JBPHH as a single instalation that includes Red Hill
and therefore NAVFAC is responsible for the entire installation within the public works function
as the Navy's service executing agent. [Encls (42), (45), (121), (124), (125), (157-159), (161),
165), (174), (332), 374), (375), (381), (384). (385)]

429. There are three Commanding Officers witha nexus to Red Hill, but all three have different
missions, functions, asks, roles, and responsibilities for the facility: JBPHH CO, NAVFAC HI
CO, FLC PH CO. When asked which Commanding Officer is the clear owner of Red Hill when
it comes to program management for the sustainment and maintenanceof the fire protection
system, the Commander of Naval Installations Command acknowledged that there is litle clarity
as it relates to authority, responsibility and accountabilityfor owning, identifying and managing
maintenance requirements for the fire protection system at Red Hill. The NAVFAC Commander
assessed that there are documented and clear roles and responsibilities within the governing
MOAS and OPNAVINST 1014.3, “Facility Maintenance Unit Identification Code Holder
Responsibilitis,” which define that NAVSUP has primary responsibility for owning.
identifying, and managing maintenance requirements for the fire protection system at Red Hill
‘The NAVSUP Commander assessed that there are documented and clear roles and
responsibilities within the governing OPNAVINST 11320.23G, “Navy Fire and Emergency
Service Program,” which defines that NAVFAC has primary responsibility for owning.
identifying, and managing maintenance requirements for the fire protection systematRed Hill
COMNAVSUP acknowledged there are varying levels of understanding of the roles and
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responsibilities in this space, with some lacking familiarity with the authorities and MOA.
COMNAVSUP also assessed there was never any cffort by Navy to synchronize and harmonize
all ofthe various authorities and MOA to address the gaps and scams between mission partners.
[Encls (383), (400)]

Environmental

430. CNIC, through Region Commanders and Installation Commanding Officers, i responsible.
for environmental readiness program management aboard Navy installations, with technical
support from NAVFAC. JBPHH is the installation Commanding Officer responsible for
installation environmental compliance for Red Hill. The Service component Regional
Environmental Coordinator (REC) is responsible to coordinate environmental readiness issues
for their respective Service, which includes communications with Federal, regional, State, and
Tocal agencies and officials on covered activities in the region. CNRH is the REC responsible
for covered issucs within Hawaii. [Encls (403), (405)

431. When an ol or hazardous substance release occurs onboard a Navy installation, the
designated NOSC-R for the Region is required to immediately take actions to ensure the
installation or tenant command response is adequate for the scope ofthe release. [Encl (398)]

432. The CNRH Environmental Program Director assesses the NOSC needs to have a stronger
role in reporting. The NOSC assessed that his GS level does not give him the necessary
authority to carry out his emergency response and reporting responsibilities regarding Red Hill
due to the sensitivity, high level interest and media attention. [Enel (31), (40). (46). (47)]

Emergency Management, Spill Response, and Training

433. All installations are required to maintain an installation emergency management (EM)
program to serve, in part, as a cross-functional program that integrates procedures and standards
for all-hazards emergency preparedness, response, and recovery on Navy installations. The
installation Commanding Officer is required to establish, maintain, and operate an Emergency
‘Operations Center (EOC). The JBPHH CO stated that for Red Hill, there has never been an
integrated response drill during his tenure and to his understanding, there is no requirement for
him to serve as the Incident Commander foraspill. The JBPHH CO also highlighted that unlike
most other installations, Fed Fire works directly for Region insteadof the installation. To his.
knowledge, the JBPHH CO assessed that the installation would not be responsible for planning
or exeuting a spill drill a Red Hill but would instead participate ina supporting role as directed
by the NOSC. [Encls (42). (399)]
434. The Region Commander is requiredto designate a Regional Emergency Manager in
writing and that individual maintains the regional emergency management program responsible
for developing. coordinating. and executing the Navy IM Program within the region's assigned
‘geographical area, which includes training requirements. [Encl (399)
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435. For spill responses, all Navy facilities must maintain contingency plans to combat releases
or dischargesof oil and minimize hazards to human health and the environment. Additionally,
they must develop Navy On-Scene Coordinator plans in combination with facility response plans
10 provide sufficient detail and ensure the Navy can respond to spills. These plans must cover
notifications, responsibilities, initial actions, resources, and other areas andbe accompanied with
extensive drills and exercises with specified documentation and recordkeeping. (Encl (405)]

436. CNRH provides Incident Command System training to is Crisis Action Team members.
Representatives from Legal, Public Affairs, Operations, Region Engincer, Information Systems,
and Financial Services among other relevant divisions. Representatives from FLC, NAVFAC
(including CNRH N4) and the CNRH PHEO have not received training. [Encl (386), (387)]

437. For spill respons plans, JBPHH maintains an environmental pollution and contamination
appendix in the installation EOC that was last updated in August 2010. For CNRH, there is a
spill response plan but it was developed by & third party contractor and has not yet been signed
out by CNRH. CNRH serves as “Navy on Scene Coordinator” (NOSC) for emergency response
for reported or identified oil spills throughout the Navy Hawaii Region. [Encls (175). (388).
389))

438. Separate from the spill response plans from CNRHand JBPHH, there is the JBPHH
Emergency Response Plan (ERP) for the well inside Red Hill. The ERP is not referenced in any
of the spill response plans for CNRH and JBPHH. However, the CNRH Red Hill Storage
Facility Response Plan discusses the drinking water well and groundwater inside Red Hill, but
only references the Groundwater Protection Plan and monitoring plan — it docs not mention
Community Water System Emergency Response Plan. (Encls (4), (12), (5). (392))
439. RDML Kott stated that in the event ofa fuel spill, the entity responsible for taking incident
commanddependson where the spill takes place, butfor a fuel spill inside Red Hill, it is not
clear which entity is responsible. [Encl (175)]

440. CO JBPHH stated there has never been an integrated response drill in his tenure for Red
Hill and that there was no requirement for him to serve as the Incident Commander for 2 spill.
He also highlighted that unlike most other installations, Fed Fire works dircetly for CNRH as
opposed to the installation. He assessed he would not be responsible for planning or excuting a
spill drill but would participate in a supporting role as directed by the CNRH NOSC. [Encl (42)
441. For an emergency response such as the May and November spills, CO JBPHH assessed the
lead is CNRH and FLC PH with support fiom NAVFAC. CO JBPHH acknowledged this
arangement is not consistent with most other installations, but he understands Red Hill was
different. [Encl (42)]

442. The NAVFAC HI CO assessed that JPBHH has no significant role in responding to an
incident at Red Hill He stated that CNRH is collocated with JBPHH, and because of the
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visibility of Red Hill, CNRH has taken over any role the base would normally play. There is no
reference or written authority that obviates JBPHH from the roles and responsibilities that an
installation Commanding Officer owns to all tenants, to include Red Hill. [Encls (45), (124)]

443. The FED FIRE team was not trained on the Red Hill facilityprior to either spill anddid not
have familiarity with the layout. They had to rely on the tenant for guidance during their
response. FED FIRE was able to tour the Red Hill facility in February 2022 to increase their
response capability. [Encl (168)
44. Several key leaders, to include JBPHH CO, JBPHH Public Works Officer, and CNRH
lacked awarenessofthe spill esponse plans associated with Red Hill. These same leaders
shared an awareness to the lackof ils for a spill inside Red Hill but did not express any ection
had been taken to address this prior to the May or November spill. [Encls (42), (43), (175)]

445. In general, FLC employees do not participate in annua spill response training or drills
Only select supervisory staff were sent to Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures
inspection training so that they could disseminate the information. The FLC PH Environmental
staff member did attend training and the worst-case spill scenario drill in the harbor in August
2021. [Encls (169), (393)]

446. JBPHH personnel interviewed assessed there is no specific spill instruction or spill plan for
Red Hil that is maintained at the installation level and that Red Hill has been historically
excluded from spill drills. However, the JBPHH IEPD stated CNRH Environmental previously
conducted drills, tests, and large exercises involving the spill plan, but his had not occurred in
quite some time. [Encls (43), (44), (46), (47), (209)]
47. The environmental staff at JBPHH includes a spill remediation team for spill cleanup, but
the spill program management occurs at CNRH. [Encls (44), (46), (47)]

Responsibility for and Knowledge of Red Hill Well

448. CNIC has ownership of the well, but NAVFAC operates it. [Encls (43), (124), (125)]
449. The JBPHH CO has technical authority over securing the well. In addition, the Region Nd.
'UEM Division Director, the UEM Water Commodity Manager, Deputy PWO, and PWO can
sceure the well ifthey determine there is a isk (0 the pumps, well, or water. (Encls (43), (124),
(2s))

450. The proximityofthe well to the spill location was not apparent to PACFLT leadership
duringtheir Red Hill tour on 23 November. [Encls (11), (171)]

451. The FLC CO was awareofthe location of the pump station but not of the presence of the
developmental tunnel that ran beneath the lower access tunnel. [Encls (121). (157), (158)]
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452. NAVFAC PAC and Federal Fire were not awareof the proximityofthe well in relation to
the 20 November event until much later. [Encls (125), (168)]

453. The JBPHH CO and CNRHChiefofStaffwere not awareofthe proximityof the well in
relation to the 20 November release prior to December. {Encls (42), (178]

454. The Public Works Officer and Drinking Water Distribution System Operator were aware of
the locationofthe well but were unaware of the significanceofthe fuel spill in the vicinity ntl
28 November. [Encls (43),(209)]

455. The PACFLT DCOM and Installation Environmental Program Director were not aware of
the location of the well prior to the week of 29 November. [Encls (11), (44)]

456. The well and aquifer are listed in the CNRH Integrated Contingency Plan Appendix 1 as
vulnerable to an uncontained fuel release within the lower access tunnel. [Encl (39)1]

457. The well is described at length in the CNRH Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility Response Plan,
which clearly sates that the groundwater flows from the Red Hill Facility toward the well. [Encl
a2)

458. In groundwater model simulations within the NAVFAC Groundwater Protection Plan
(GWPP), an extended light non-aqueous-phase liquid (LNAPL) fuel plume ofjet propellant (JP-
5orJP-8) within 1,099 feet of the well infiltration gallery resulted in benzene concentrations.
greater than the Federal maximum contaminant level (MCL) of5 ug/L in the infiltration gallery.
Twas estimated that a release as small as 16,000 gallonsof JP-S near Tanks | or 2could result
in his condition. [Encl (4)]
459. “The Groundwater Protection Plan acknowledges that a fuel release impacting the well may
require construction ofa water treatment facility 10 remove the contaminants at the wellhead.
[Encl (4)]

460. The Groundwater Protection Plan states that i is required to be updated every five years.
However, the initial plan was approved by DOH in 2008. The plan was updated in 2014 but not
approved by the DOH. In a meeting with DOH and EPA on | Mar 2021, the Navy proposed
updating the plan with an addendum to the 2008 version. [Encl (395)]
461. The JBPHH Risk and Resilience Assessment covers risks from natural hazards and
malevolent acts but does not cover accidental releases. [Encl (6))

462. The JBPHH Emergency Response Plan, Section 2.20.1 covers an appropriate response (0 a
threat ofor actual intentional introductionofcontaminants into the potable water system. The
steps listed were appropriate for the eveningof28 November. OFnote, the ERP is not
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referenced in the CNRH spill response plan or the JBPHH contamination and spill appendix
from the EOC. [Encl (5)]
463, I there is contamination in the well, the JBPHH Emergency Response Plan [ERP] requires
the installation to isolate the shaft, and issue “Do Not Drink” notifications until the contaminant
has been identified. [Encl (5)]
464. Leaders were unawareofand unfamiliar with the JBPHH Emergency Response Plan.
CNRH and the acting CNRH Environmental Director were not aware ofthe Emergency
Response Plan. However, they completed many of the steps outlined in Section 2.20.1 after 28
November. [Encls (5), (46), (47), (35), (159), (175)]

465. NAVFAC HICO confirmed that the Drinking Water Emergency Response Plan was not
consulted on the night ofthe 28”. The NAVFAC HI Uiility Management Branch Potable Water
Commodity Manager was aware that the JBPHH Risk and Resilience Assessment and
Emergency Response Plans had been recently updated but did not think to access the plan on 28
November. [Encls (124), (209))

Public Affairs

466. The CNRH Public Affairs Officer implements all Region public affairs programs for the
Region involving extemal and internal matters, community relations activities, and special
projects, as wellas coordinates media relations, community relations, and intemal information
programs. The CNRH PAO coordinates and manages all Navy public affairs matters within the
Region, beyond immediate command responsibility, which may attract media interest or requires
coordination with other PA professionals in the INDOPACOM AOR, and advises and assists all
Commanding Officers and collateral duty PAO of tenant commands. For spill incidents, CNRH
PAO takes the lead as public affairs support. [Encls (34), (406)]
467. Following the May spill, CNRH PAO assumed lead for ll public affairs matters associated
with the incident. JBPHH PAO had minimal involvement with the May spill. As part of the
support, CNRH PAO generated a briefing card to be used by Navy leaders that contained
information about the incident and to assist in responding to querics rom media or the public.
“The briefing card was coordinated with FLC PH Commanding Officer, JBPHH Commanding
Officer, NAVFAC HI CO, CNRH Chiefof Staff, and PACFLT PAO. [Encls (34), (35). (74).
QI. (42). C43)

468. Following the November spill, CNRH PAO generated a press release that was provided to
the public on 21 November. The release was coordinated by FLC PH CO, NAVFAC HI CO,
CNRH COS, CNRH Commander and chopped by PACFLT PAO. The PACFLT PAO did not
provide any additional support between 21 November and 28 November. [Encls (34), (35)]]
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469. On 28 November, following growing complaints about water, CNRH generated a press
release to inform the public the Navy was investigating reports by residents experiencing an odor
in their water. This was the firs press release on the matter. It was generated by CNRH and
chopped by PACFLT PAO. [Encls (34), (35), (74), (217), (242), 243)]

470. Between 28 November and 7 December, CNRH remained lead on al public affsirs support
for Red Hill. By 8 December PACFLT assumed the lead role. [Encls (34), (35), (74), (217),
242), 243)

Distribution of Responsibility

471. As it relates (0 the various responsibilities, functions, synchronization, and oversight
associated with Red Hill, RDML Kot assessed that the roleofPacific Fleet (PACFLT) was
unclear. Unlike a ship where C2 and responsibility for incident command resides with a
‘Commanding Officer, RDML Kott assessed there is no single entity that is responsible for Red
Hill. He stated that CNRH communicated with State agencies regarding Red Hill but would not
inform the State of anything without first coordinating with PACFLT. RDML Kot understood
thetEEENCIGNE (PACELT GA) was the PACFLT pointof contact on all matters
associated with Red Hill. PACFLTs stated intent was to coordinate and communicate on all
‘matters associated with Red Hill to ensure messaging alignment across the Navy and not to usurp
the authority or responsibilty by other Navy organizations. (Encls (43), 175)]
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Camera System

Red Hill is not available. Of the 57 CCTV cameras installed throughout Red Hill, 44 are

erroneously informed that the CCTV system would not be funded. FLC PH did not elevate that



[oe]
1V. Opinions

The opinions contained in the supplement are. for the mos! part, scparate and independentfrom
the Cavanaugh Report. Most of the previous opinions arefurther supporicd by thefindings of
factfrom this supplement, but with some exceptions noted herein. There are other opinions that,
while sill supportable, are further sharpened as a resultofthefindings and perspectives
provided i the supplement. The below section. where it touches opinions from the Cavanaugh
Report are appropriately qualified.

Comparison of the Immediate Response to the May and November Spills

There are three critical differences between the circumstancesof the May and November spills
that should be noted when comparing the responses to each: 1) the location (vicinityof tanks 18
and 20 in the lower access tunnel vs. tunnel in the vicinityof the Adit 3 Y near the Red Hill well)
2) the source (fuel pipe rupturc duringfuel movement [known to holdful} vs. PVCAFF
retention line rupture [thought to be empty]); 3) the duration (mines vs. days).

1. The immediate responses to both spills were largely identical. In both cases, FLC PH watch
standers quickly recognized the casualty, called for help, soughttoshut the valve closest to the
rupture, and evacuated the area; FEDFIRE responded, assessed the scene, and departed once they.
deemed the scene safe; the FLC PH Deputy Fuels Director managed actions at the scene and
transitioned to recovery efforts as quickly as possible; incident command was not established:
the NOSC-R did not amive on scenc to conduct an independent evaluation; neither the JBPHH
Commanding Officer nor his Public Works Officer arrived on scene; the FLC PH and NAVFAC
HI Commanding Officers contributed to a flawed and overly optimisiic assessment that the fuel
spill was contained: NAVFAC HI environmental spill response workers assisted in the cleanup
with hoses and vacuum trucks; and the decision on how and what to report to DOH was
compliant with required procedure, but did not rely on an independent assessment by those.
having environmental expertise, sich as the NOSC-R. One notable difference was that
notifications to State and Congressional stakeholders by Navy leaders was more organized and
proactive in the November spi due to implementing a new CNRH notification instruction.
Ulimately, both spill responses were equally and fundamentally flawed because they concluded
with a significant amount of fuel unknowingly remaining outside of reported containment
boundaries. [FF (11)-(64), (73)(81), (102). (125), (1401213), (215), (430)-(456)]
2. There were no substaniive differencesin the immediate responsesto the May and November
spills because there was no learningorassessment with regard to response efforts following the
May spill. Most troubling, therewereno integrated spill response training or drill events
conducted with installation and other support personnel between the May and November spills.
‘Without such actions, there was no opportunity to understand the deficiencies, fiction points,
and challenges experienced by the combined team during the May spill. Therefore, key lessons
were never leamed and could not be compared to requirements and the plan inorder to determine
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how best to adjust and improve. In tun, this thwaricd any opportunity for human performance
improvement, assessment and feedback that would have allowed for the enhancementofteam
performance. An effective spill response training and drill program would likely have revealed
gaps and scams in the C2 as practiced, flaws in the assumptions about who would respond, and
how the team diverged from requirements and the plan, which in tum would most certainly have
improved the response 1o the November spill and possibly identified the risk to the Red Hill well
before the drinking water distribution system was contaminated. (FF (11)-(64), (73)-81), (102).
(125). (140)-213), (215), (430)-(456)]

Command and Control

The C2, as practicedfor Red Hill was complex and not understoodacross the spectrum. The
findingsoffact detail the various authorities on this point, but Appendix B is a visual illustration
of the C2 as practiced, which provides insight as 10 its complexity.

3. As stated in the Cavanaugh Report, human error in failing to properly respond to the
November spill is the primary cause of the contaminated drinking water. However,C2as
practiced is a proximate causeofthe contaminated drinking water. Multiple stakeholders are
required to come together to ensure mission accomplishment at Red Hill. Unfortunately, this
‘multi-faceted C2 construct broke down in crisis because there was no individual identified us
singularly responsible and accountable for incident response when the November spill occurred
“The pressureof crisis produced faul lines stemming from overly complex and unclear lines of
responsibility and accountability expressed in multiple lengthy, obtuse, outdated, and sometimes
contradictory MOAS. In fact, even after the fact, the Region Commander was not able to
identify the entity responsible for taking incident command foraspill at Red Hill. These fault
lines, generated by the C2 as practiced, resulted in a response o the November spi that was
“managed by committee” and failed to accurately communicate and address the risk to the
drinking water well and surrounding environment. (FF (1)-(10), (152)-(182), (202)-(203), (206)-
(207), (212-213), (415)-471)]

4. Contrary o that which was practiced, C2 as prescribed in Navy regulations and instructions
unambiguously identifies the installation CommandingOfficeras the individual who is
singularly responsible for all facets of an installation —and Red Hill is no exception. In response
10 both spills, ofthe three cognizant Commanding Officers, only the installation Commanding
Officer had authorityover all aspects of Red Hill, including the well and the response efforts,
Additionally, CNRH failed 10 either formally relieve the installation commanderofhis
responsibilities with respect to Red Hill in writing,or exercise his ISIC responsibility o ensure
that the installation Commanding Officer executed his unique authority over all aspects of Red
Hill during the crises. Further, the significant involvement in and communications about both
spill responses by CNRH, NAVFAC HI, and FLC PH, combined with an absence of pressure:
from CNRH for the installation Commanding Officer to get involved, fed the idea that any
responsibility or accountability for Red Hill by the installation Commanding Officer had been
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abrogated. Itis important to note thatthe idea that Red Hillis somehow different in this respect
has permeated across multiple commands and wes many years in the making. To be clear, the
JBPHH Commanding Officer as well as CNRH inherited this misperception, they did not create.
it. Yetin spite ofthis long standing misperception, nothing relieved the installation
Commanding Officerofhis responsibility and accountability with respest to Red ill. While
there is no single Red Hill owner per se and the tenant Commanding Officers have authority and
accountability unique o them, the JBPHH Commanding Officer was the single individual that
held the authority and accountability to act comprehensively and decisivelyasthe Incident
‘Commander when the crises a Red Hill occurred. Hedid not exercise his unique authority, and
that inaction contributed to contaminationofthe drinking water because the response ws neither
comprehensive rior effective. [FF (1)-(10), (26130). (33). (35). (47), (53), (S557), (66).
(136), (150), (1571166). (172)-(175), (184), 415-(471)]

5. Contributing to the above, the lines of responsibilty for Red Hill between CNRH and JBPHH
are not clear. Within the two organizations there is uncertainty as to who was responsible for
some functions such as environmental oversight, cmergency response, and communications. The
NAVFAC HI relationship with both CNRH and JBPHH further exacerbates this problem through
multiple dual hat relationships and the fact that all environmental program manager staff are
NAVFAC HI Core employees at the Region level, The installation, therefore, only maintains
field-level environmentalstaffand their supervision, who are also NAVFAC HI Core employees.
“This effectively reduces the senseofprogram responsibilityand agency at the installation level.
This has also resultedinthe installation not having a tailored spill program of its own, as
evidenced by the lack ofa detailed spill instruction, program manager, or spill plan; forcing them
to rely on guidance provided by the Region to address releasesof all sizes. This further
exacerbates the lackofengagement at the installation level and places en unusual level of
responsibility on the Region for executing all aspects ofa spill program. The fact that CNRH and
JBPHH are headquartered in the same building and have nearly identical responsibility footprints
(all except Pacific Missile RangeFacilityon Kauai) adds to the perceptionofoverlap and
contributed to the JBPHH CO assuming that his Red Hill responsibilities had been completely
subsumed by higher headquarters. [FF (1)-(10), (26130), (33), (35). (47), (53), (35)1-(57), (66).
(146), (150), (157166), (172)-(175), (184), (415)-(471)]
6. There is no owner ofmaintenance program management for the Red Hill AFFF system. The
instructions and references regarding responsibility for program management of support system
‘maintenance in Red Hill are confusing and in some cases, contradictory. Further, the stated
positions of the three key Echelon Il Commanders (CNIC, NAVFAC. NAVSUP) regarding the
AFFF system, in particular, are mutually exclusive and require formal resolution. That said,
organizations subordinate to both NAVFAC and NAVSUP behave in ways contrary to their
stated positions at times, which further contributed to confusion regarding system ownership at
the “deckplate.” There is no record that NAVFAC PAC followed complete "NAVFAC Red
Zone” procedures for AFFF system tumover which may have led FLC PH to believe that
NAVFAC Hi retained ownership. FLC PH received operations & maintenance manuals,
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requested more detailed manuals, called the AFFF system maintenance contractor for assistance
following the May and November spills, and contributed to decisions in regards to modifying the
AFF retention line during construction, which in the aggregate, likely provided NAVFAC HI
the impression that FLC PH accepted that they were the owner/customerof the system. A
further indicatorof chronic friction is that FLC PH engaged with NAVFAC Hlover a lengthy
periodof time, and asrecentlyas April 2021, expressing concerns regarding the lack of
‘maintenance contract for the new AFFF system. [FF (168), (182)-(184), 219), (362-414),
(4161420), (422)-(429). (472)-(473)]

7. The lack of maintenance program management for support systems had direct and deleterious
impacts on the AFFF waste system, as well as other support systems. Although the AFF
distribution system waited five months from acceptance until it was under a maintenance
contract, the AFFF waste system sat unattended and unmaintained for more than two years
following acceptance by NAVFAC PACin July 2019. The first operational checksof system
pumps in Dec 2021 and Jan 2022 revealed significant and previously unknown deficiencies.
Additionally, the time lag in maintaining the system most certainly contributed to the low level
ofknowledge demonstrated by FLC PH and NAVFAC personnel who were not able to
effectively recognize that the system had pumped fuel and that fuel remained in the system.
Further, monthly maintenance inspectionsofthe retention line which began in July 2021, were
another missed opportunity 10 identify that fuel remained in the retention line, especially.
considering that there i visual evidence ofa foreign substance on the ousideof the PVC pipe
that appears © have seeped out. The impactofthe lackof clear support system ownership can
also be seen in the missteps associated with replacing the CCTV system, which prevented the
ability to visually review what happen to the fuel piping during the May spill Such impacts
are further revealed in the fact that it took until 9 December (19 days) for the combinedteamto
discover that the groundwater sump flows toa concrete underground tank which spills over into
aleach field. Finally, the fact that it took until 3 or4 December (two weeks) todiscover that the
hume drain existed as an integral partof the groundwater sump is further evidenceofthe impact
brought by lackofownership and associated lack of knowledge regarding Red Hill support
systems. [FF (168), (1821(184), (219), (362)-(314). (416)-(420), (422)-(429), (472)-(473)]

8. The Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) expresses an intent, within a voluntary
construct, for the Navy'sexpected actions to protect drinking water, natural resources, human
health, and the environment. It does not prescribe Navy C2, but it can be seen as placing CNRH
ina lead role vis-i-vis Red Hill because CNRH signed the document on behalfof the Navy and it
plainly states that CNRH “oversees all Navy supporting commands involved in the operation or
‘maintenanceofthe Facility.” While the Navy did not agree to the section that describes this role:
for CNRH, the C2 as practiced developed from misperceptions that the roles and responsibilities
ofthose most directly accountable for protecting the drinking water (i.., the installation
commander and the installation public works officer) were superseded by CNRH as frst in the
lineofdefense for addressing environmental threats at Red Hill. As such, this helps o illustrate
the importanceof clearly identifying a single entity tobe empowered and responsible for
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protecting drinking water and the environment. [FF (1)-(10), (33-35), (219), (73), (82), (135).
(347), 415)-471)]

9. Due to the unique natureofRed Hill andtheenvironment surrounding it, PACFLT played a
role to communicate and coordinate such that the Navy's efforts were synchronized and clearly
understood by state and congressional stakeholders. This role evolved over many years in light
of the multiple commands having responsibilty for the operation and maintenanceofthe facility
and sumounding property. However, the May and November spills reveal thata gap had
developed between the communication and coordination functions performed by PACFLT and
the operations, maintenance, and response functions performed in and around Red Hill by the
various commands and their ISICs. This gap resulted in leaders not fully understanding or
appreciating the accumulating risk due to the actual operations and support of the facility.
Additionally, as a secondorder effect of the PACELTfocuson Red Hill, the commands that had
various responsibilities with respect to Red Hill modified their expected behavior such that they
did Red Hill things differently. As an example, the JBPHH CO reported that he clearly
understood he was responsible in the event ofa fuel spill in the harbor, but looked to CNRH fora
fuel spi at Red Hill based on higher headquarters involvement. Although he is the Regional
Environmental Coordinator, CNRH was reluctant to communicate with state regulators regarding
Red Hill without concurrence from PACFLT. However, this was not the intentof the PACFLT
team who sought awareness, rather than control,ofregulator communications for the purposes of
message alignment. [FF (58). (65), (69). (90)-(92). (9799), (123)-(126), (120), (137). (177),
(186), (196)-(199), (208)-211), (422), (426)-(427), (429)-4471)]

10. When the PACFLT COM exercised his authority as Senior Officer Presenton 29 November
10 establish a CAT and lead the combined response 10 the drinking water crisis, PACFLT, at the
onset, stepped into the same tactical disadvantage that CNRH experienced. Without effective
on-scene incident command led by the installation CO, PACFLT lacked the tactical, on the
ground perspective that should have been derived from the experts most responsible for the
systems, structures, and land impacted by the fuel spill. However, PACFLT was ultimately able
to overcome these deficiencies in the subsequent days and successfully establish clear and.
decisive unityofeffort through their leadership. While there were missteps inthe initial days,
PACFLT's involvement was the most consequential driver in resolving the drinking water crisis
and supporting affected familics. (FF (238)-(338), (466)-470)]

AEEE System Design and Construction

While the Cavanaugh Report identified that the design of the AFF system inside Red Hill
deviatedfrom required code by using PVC insteadofsteelfor mostofthe retention line. the
supplement uncovered additionalfacts that explain more fully how this deviation contributed to
the November spill and subsequentwater contamination.



11. NAVFAC PAC oversightof the Red Hill AFFF waste system design and construction
directly led to the final PVC AFFF retention line configuration. The flawed execution of project
‘management in this case resulted in the Navy accepting a deficient product that ultimately failed
following a type offuel movement for which the system was originally designed as a
contingency function, releasing fuel into the environment. The Design Manager (DM) was not
assertive in providing guidance to the construction manager (CM) regarding best management
practices and code enforcement and did not effecively oversee the CM. Moreover, the DM
failed to take effective action to address the construction contractor's intent to install PVC after
receiving their commendation to do so prior to construction commencing. The CM, a
contracted employee, made acritical decision without consulting the DM and without
understanding the risk associated with allowing PVC 10 replace steel. After constructionofthe
FFF retention line commenced, but prior to completion, the CM missed another opportunity to
stop installation of PVC piping when answering an RFI from the construction contractor that
explicitly stated that PVC was being used for the AFFF retention line. Additionally, overall
NAVFAC PAC oversightof the actual jobsite was lacking in that it failed to identify and
question the presence and installation ofa large quantity ofPVC pipe over a period of months,
which had no reasonable justification for being on the jobsite. Despite these failures within the.
construction management process, the improperly installed PVC piping was discovered afier it
was fully installed, but prior to the system being accepted by the goverment. This should have
led 0 the removal of the PVC and replacement with the specified steel piping. However,
NAVFAC PAC, in extensive consultation with NAVSUP (FLC PH & NPO) and DLA, approved
the plan to maintain PVC piping in the majority ofthe AFFF waste system based on cost. This
approval was reached in spite of understanding that the system would be one-time use in the
event that it transported ful, and without addressing the fact that it did not meet the applicable
DoD UFC for transporting AFFF solution or identifying and mitigating other risks associated
with using PVC in an industrial environment, to include the riskofbeing struck by a heavy
object as occurred in November 2021. [FF (362)-(414), (416)-(417). (420)]

12. While human error, as described in the Cavanaugh Report, is the primary cause of the
November spill the fact thata large portionofthe AFFF retention line was constructed using.
PVC was a proximate causeof the November spi. It i reasonable that steel pipe, as required by
the DoD UFC, would have been lesslikelyto sag under the weight of fucl contained within it,
making it unlikely that the trolley wouldhave struck the low point drain valve in that case. Even
ifsuuck by the trolley in the same manner as actually occurred,a steel retention line and low
point drain would most likely not have ruptured, thereby preventing the spill. [FF (5). (18)-(19),
(140), (362)-(414), (448)-(452)]

13. Lackofknowledge regarding the design ofthe low area in the AFFF retentionline also
contributed to the November spill. If those personnel who did the checksof the AFFF waste
system following the May spill had understood that the system was designed and built in such a
way that up to 40,000 gallons of fluid would be retained in the system and that manual draining
ofthe low area was required following any operation that moved fluid. it i reasonable to expect
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that they would have used the manual low point drains,orthe installed Tow point drain system, to
check for fuel in the piping. This lack of knowledge was exacerbated by the two years that the
system sat unattended and unmaintained due to the lack ofa maintenance program manager. (FF
(5), (16), (18122), (41-43), (61), (67), (70), (140), (189), (362)-(414), (448)-(452)]

The Red Hill Well

14. “Thee factors combined to result in there being no risk analysis, beyond a cursory look
inside the pump room, and no decisions regarding the Red Hill well for eight days afte the
November spill initiated: 1) lackofunderstandingofthe well by those in leadership; 2) lack of
understandingofand sensitivity to the magnitude and specific location ofthe spill by those who
understood the well; 3) lackofknowledge and proficicncy regarding response and protection
plans that address the risk to the well. When applicd to the multi-party crisis C2 as practiced, the
ombined team was not abl 10 appreciate the risk associated with a large fuel spill directly.
above a functioning drinking water well, or the minimal operational impact to the water
distribution systemofsccuring the well. That said, th action by Commander, Navy Region
Hawai 10 secure the well within the first few hoursofhim being made awareof a chemical smell
in the drinking water in a few homes, and before any data verified fuel in the water, is
commendable ss it certainly prevented greater contaminationofthe drinking water distribution
system. [FF (1)-(10), (200)-205). (209), (219), (228)-(237), (287-288), (291), (304), (335).
(@33)-465))

15. tis unacceptable that the JBPHH Public Works Officer failed to respond to the November
spill, which was in the immediate vicinity ofa wellfor which he was responsible. And although
the May spill occurred further away from the well, his absence from that event further exposes
his lackof diligence for protecting the water system following aspill event. Importantly, he is
charged to both operate the Navy water system and oversee the installation environmental team
As such, he should have detailed familiarity with and clear ownership of the Red Hil well, as
well as environmental expertise at his disposal. The PWO shared that he thought the November
spill only contained water and maybe some AFFF. Evenif that were the case, AFFF released in
the vicinity ofa well would be just as urgent a concer as fuel given is hazardous nature. The
PWO's absence was a significant factor ina delayed recognition of the risk that the spill posed to
the drinking water system. Additionally, spill information did not naturally flow through the
installation commander's staff, based on the Red Hill C2 as practiced. CNRH, who lacked the
technical expertise on his saffregarding the well, was the focal point for information regarding
the November spill and was lead on communications with regulators. When combined with the
PWO’s lackofpresence at the scene of the spi, this resulted in him not being aware that the
November spill contained fuel unil after chemical smells were reported in drinking water on 28
November. Finally, another notable factor is tha the standing Red Hill response plan, which
identifies the well as a risk in the eventof a spill, was held at the CNRH level. However, it was
not understood or practiced by those expected 0 respond toa spill at Red Hill. Altogether, these
factors combined to produce a significant missed opportunity in connecting the spill o the isk to
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the well. [FF (110), (33-35), (2001-205), (209), (219), (223), (225), (228)-237), (287)-
(288), (291). (304), (335), (433) 465)]

Communications

16. Based on a thorough reviewof the facts regarding communications by the Navy in response
0 the May and November spills, there wes never an intent 10 mislead, lic, or obfuscate in any
case. All communications were developed with the intentofbeing truthful based on the facts
known at the time, al of which unfolded in a dynamic and fast developing environment. This is
applicable for communications with military members and their families, regulators, state and
congressional leaders, and the public. While there were missteps, all communications were
developed and transmitted with the goalof transparency and ensuring that the receiverof the
message was aware of the most up to date information available. This was made difficult by the
rapidly accelerating drumbeat of information as the crisis unfolded. [FF (10), (52)-(53), (55)-
(57), (T3)-(74), (76), (81483), 93), (102), (104)-(109), (111)-(112), (120)-(122), (124)(126),
(128), (133)(139), (146), (153)-(157), (173)-(186), (194), (200-204), (214), (220)-(338), (433)-
@70))
17. Four key fiction points in communications with the public negatively impacted public trust
in the Navy following the discovery offuel in the drinking water. First, there was a four day
delay in reporting to the public that the Red Hill well was secured on Sunday. 28 November
“There were certainly other Navy and DOH reports to the public regarding the potential for
‘contamination in the drinking water during that time, but the revelation four days aftr the fact
that the Navy saw the threat as serious enough fo secure a water source gave some the.
impression that the Navy was trying to hide something and thus, it negatively impacted public
trust. OF note, this delayed reporting on securing the Red Hill well was entirely duc to an
unintended disconnect between CNRH leadership and their Public AfTairs team who were not
awareofthis development unil 2 December. Second, the JBPHH CO’s message to families on
29 November that the water was safe and that he and his staff were drinking it was followed,
later that same day with competing press releases from DOH and CNRH that cautioned the
public regarding hazards in the water. This immediate wm around in messaging,along with the
report three days later that the Red Hill well was secured prior to the CO's message to families.
combined to hurt public trust. Third, the misalignment in message and approach between the.
Navy and DOH caused confusion and hurt public trust, as seen on 29 November where press
releases from the two organizations occurred less than two hours apart and differed considerably
in recommendations to the public. Its important to note that there were strong, but unsuccessful
efforts to reconcile the differences by both CNRH and the PACFLT DCOM aheadof these two
‘competing press releases. Fourth and finally, the misalignment in message and approach
between the Army and the Navy significantly hurt public trust because it created real differences
iin compensation and action, while also producing the perception that the Navy was lagging the
Army's actions in taking care of families. In all but the first case, these friction points can be:
tracedtodifferences in approach. The Navy was initially seeking data to show contamination
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before taking certain actions, as opposed to DOH and Army who assumed a different posture and
did not wait for data to prove contamination. ‘This difference in philosophy generated a very
visible reality that the Navy was behind in taking care ofaffected and potentially affected
persons in the earliest daysofthe drinking water crisis, despite ts significant and largely
effectiveeffortsto proactively provide resources and support. [FF (10), (146), (153)-(157),
(I73)186), (194), (200)-(204), (214), (220-338), (433)-(470)]

18. Communications with regulators in response to the May and November spills me the
requirementsofall governing instructions and regulations based on the facts known at the
time. However, based on the facts known as of 15 April 2022, the CHT tank overflow during the
6 December flooding event should have beenreportedIEEEEGEGEG—G—G—GG  r<2uators
“The plan by CNRH to raise this issue at the 21 April Site Characterization Discussion is positive,
but the delays associated with this mater are not reflective of full transparency. Notwithstanding
the above, itis important to note that the relationship between the Navy and state and federal
regulators regarding Red Hill, which developed over many years, had engendered a lack of
partnership among the parties at times, a they worked through past challenging events. This
sense by some Navy staffadversely impacted communication efforts by the Navy, resulting in a
focus on compliance with requirements rather than striving to develop a close partnership in the
‘common missionofprotecting the environment. In the initial stagesof both spill.
‘communications with regulators remained as close as possible to baseline requirements, even
when providing what key Navy personnel perceived as courtesy notifications. There was also an
outsized focus on coordinating regulator communications with those going to State and.
‘Congressional stakeholders via PACFLT, creating a sense among Navy environmental personnel
that they could not exercise initiative to more quickly communicate key facts to regulators about
events at Red Hill. Moreover, the CNRH NOSC-R and other environmental personnel, a well
as their leadership, demonstrated aconsistent practiceofnot conductingan cflctive independent
assessment of spill vents in order to help inform regulator notifications. In the caseof the
December flooding event, it once again highlights that CNRH continuesto rely on tenant
command personnel to inform decisions on required actions with regulators without conducting
independent verification, which is a significant vulnerability. It is important to note, however.
that following the discoveryof water contamination on 28 November, communications with
regulators regarding data about the water system took on a much mor open and free-flowing
structure. A key exampleofthis was water sample data, which was given to regulators in raw
form before final results were provided from the lab doing the analysis. [FF (10), (52)-(53),
(SS)(57), (13)-(74), (76), (81)-(83), (93), (102), (104)-(109), (111)-(112), (120122), (124)-
(126), (128), (133-139), (146), (153)-(157), (173-186). (194), (200)-204), (214). (2201-338),
@33)a7)]

Training

19. As described in the Cavanaugh Report, human error in failing to properly respond to the
November spill i the primary cause of the drinking water contamination. However, the lack of
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sufficient human performance enhancement, assessment and feedback processes necessary to
ensure readiness to respond 10 a complex spill insideofRed Hill was a proximate causeof the
drinking water contamination. Ther is no evidence that the installation or the region had ever
conducted comprehensive spill response training or even one dill to prepare for aspi at Red
Hill. This lack ofpreparation even after the May spill, highlights this failure as that event should
have served as a bellwether for key leaders to take action. An effective, coordinated training and
rill plan should have the clements of formal instruction. practical demonstration, formal
qualification, and certification events on a periodicity matched to the complexityofthe mission.
Failure at Red Hill wes born outof a complex casualty in an unusual environment that required a
multi-organization response, but was little understood and not practiced. Its likely that had the
installation or CNRH run a rigorous integrated drill program, C2 seams would have undoubtedly
been identified and corrected aheadoftime. [FF (1)-(10), 29), (60), (102), (113). (117), 150).
(152), (163), (265), (298)4299), (430-471)

20. The CNRH Red Hill response plan and other applicable spill emergency procedures require
the spilling command to take charge initially and then determine if and when the casualty is
beyond their capability. At that point they are expected to request additional assistance from the
installation and/or region. With regards toa spill, there is no evidence that cither FLC PH or
NAVEAC HI key personnel received any taining regarding the incident command system (ICS)
or in recognizing the risks associated with threats to the environment, such as a major fuel spill.
“This lack of formal training yielded a lackofawareness and environmental insensitivity, likely
contributing to the alse senseof confidence both COs demonstrated in assessing tha the spill
was conained and that further assistance from the installation and/or region was not needed.
Their confidence, in tum, transferred a false senseofsecurity to CNRH and other senior leaders,
affecting thei actions in such a way that the causal chain that should have led to a more robust
response was broken. [FF (1)-(10), (24), (26), (29)-30), (37), (60), (102), (113), (117), (145),
(150). (152), (155)4156). (163)-(165), (174)-(180), (184-265), (298)299), (430)-(471)]

21. The Cavanaugh Report concluded that FLC PH personnel were not trained or equipped to
stop the sourceof the November spill, however additional clarification is needed regarding the
elated opinion that responders defaulted to managing the spill. While accurate, FLC PH
personnel did not default to managing the spill solely because the sinuation and available
equipment prevented them from plugging the low point drain while fuel was lowing out of it,
ey were never prepared or expected (0 fight the casualty in that way. With noted exceptions,
FLC PH watch standers during both spills responded as they were trained and equipped. which is
to control the spill shu the closest accessible valve), contain the spill, and then recover from the
spill. The response capability of personnel at FLC PH for a large spill is thus limited because the
expectation is that the shore installation support, who possess the expertise and resources, would
augment them when necessary. That said, there were significanterrorsby FLC PH personnel,
including the CO, in assuming and reporting the spill was contained in bothcases. Additionally,
failure to immediately secure the CHT and groundwater sump pumps in responding to the
‘November spill was contrary to the goal of containing the spill. When combined with the lack of
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coordinated installation support, Navy leaders were not cognizantofthe isk they were accepting
with the FLC PH watch stander spill response posture of “control, contain, and recover” prior to
both events, as opposed to a more training and equipment intensive posture where watch standers
would be trained and equipped to fight a spill in the same manner that a Navy Sailor would stop
flooding on a warship at sea. [FF (1)-(10), (24), (26), (29)-(30), (47), (60), (102), (113), (117),
(145), (150), (152), (155)-156), (163)-(165), (174)-(180), (184)-(265), (298)-(299). (430)-(471)]

Environmental Team

22. In response to the November spill, the on-scene leadership (FLC PH CO and NAVFAC HI
CO) did not appropriately engage environmental subject matter experts and thercfore did not
recognize the environmental risk they were assuming in making and reporting best case
assumptions regarding spill containment. The acting CNRH Environmental Director, who had
no specific environmental training, was on-scene due to his primary duty as the NAVFAC HI
PMO, but did not contribute substantively to advising on-scene leadership regarding
environmental risk. is unclear as to what roletheacting CNRH Environmental Director played
in response to the November spill, which may have led on-scene leaders to assume that his lack
of action indicated a lackofenvironmental risk. In reality, CNRH spill plans require the
‘commanderof the spilling command to establish incident command and call in the appropriate:
environmental support as required. [FF (140)-(215), (429)-(471)]

23. “The NOSC-R failed to personally ensureanadequate response to both the May and
November spills. Further, given the ambiguity in intial reporting and volume of fluid described,
he should have beenonsite during the November spill response. The NOSC-R had the training
and expertise to more accurately assess the release, better knowledgeof the environmental
subject matter experts available for assistance, and access to standing spill response Basic
Ordering Agreements (BOA) that may have resulted in a faster, more robust response and
arresting of the release. His failure to report to the scene of the November spill, was
compounded by the acting CNRH Environmental Director reporting to him inaccurately
regarding the scope and contents of the spill and telling him he was not required at the scare.
Because it was very quickly clear o the on-scene responders that the spill contained fuel, the
NOSC-R should have been called to the site to advise the on-scene leaders and CNRH regarding
environmental risk. [FF (1)-10), (24), (26130), (35-37), (47), (49). (53), (56)57), (60),
(102), (113), (117), (145), (150), (152), (153156). (163)-(165). (174)(180), (184)-(265).
(298)-299). (430-471)
24. The CNRH cavironmental program management team filed 10 go to thesiteand investigate
the November spill even after the magnitude ofthe spill was obvious during the wack following
the event. Contributing to this, the CNRH Environmental Director was off-island from 20
November through 2 December. Because it is impossibleto adequately assess a spills potential
impact 0 the environment without being on site the most experienced environmental subject
mater experts missed a critical opportunity to observe the physical situation, question operators
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and responders regarding sumps, and potentially apply knowledgeofthe well’s developmental
tunnel directly below the spill to produce a better isk assessment that may have resulted in
closureofthe well before the water distribution system was contaminated. [FF (140)-(338)]

25. CNRH and JBPHH failed to implement the requirements ofOPNAVINST 5090.1, chapter
21,10 engage preventive medicine in determining risk and risk communication strategies once
the water contamination became apparent on 28 November. Engaging the Navy and Marine
Corps Public Health Center regarding public communications in a timely manner might have
prevented some of the negative impacts to public trust. When the water system exceeded an
action limit, specific language about health eflcts, atrisk populations, and possible actions
consumers should take to mitigate risks were not included in public notifications as required.
Additionally, public notices were not reviewed by BUMED, as required, prior to giving them as
recommendations for release to the installation Commanding Officer. It is imperative that
‘expertsin human health and environmental risk communication be part ofthe team advising the
‘Commander and the Public Affairs team. This was not done. That said. it should be noted that
the PACFLT Surgeon recognized the importance of engaging the experts at NMCPHC and
quickly began building contacts and communication with them at the formationof the PACFLT
CAT and more effectively addressed this issue. (FF (214). (245-246), (277-278), (283),
(290), (296), (306)]

26. As the drinking water compliance subject matter experts, the environmental team should
have been intimately involved in decision making and public communication regarding the water
contamination, however the CNRH Environmental Director reported that her involvement with
public communications was only 10 provide raw data to leadership. The Environmental Director
has the responsibility to interface directly with State and Federal environmental regulators,
however, there were many people in leadership positions making contacts with the regulators
during the drinking water crisis, which may have confused the regulators, resulted in
miscommunication, encouraged diffusionof responsibilty, and impacted trust. [FF (140)-(338)]

27. The Environmental team also missed critical opportunities for early validationofthe water
erisis. The Red Hill well samples collected on 24 Novemberwerecollected from the standard
sampling location, which is a low-flow pump that takes water two feet below the surface of the
water. They did not take an additional bailer sample from the surface, which is wher fucl would
be expected to gather. When the 24 November sample results returned on | December, they were
reported to leadership as non-detect for Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH). However, the
same sample results indicated estimated detections ofnaphthalene. These detections were not
mentioned in anyof the reporting reviewed for this investigation and iffurther investigated may
have provided carler confirmation of fuel in the well. [FF (140)338)]
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Manning

28. When the Navy's centralized Share Manpower Requirements Determination (SMRD)
process was abolished by SECNAV in 1986, he dirceted the Navy to continue aggressive
‘manning efficiency reviews that were to be performed by the various “claimants.” which arc
formally known as Budget Submitting Offices (BSO). NAVSUP, as BSO 23, did not conduct
any formal manning efficiency reviews of requirements determinations for FLC PH within the
last 10 years. The most recent reviews were conducted in 1997 and 2008 by OMB and a
NAVSUP funded private consultant, respectively. Significantly. these are both prior to the 2014
‘merger of fuels operations between Pearl Harbor and Hickam AFB. Additionally, DLA has not
provided guidance to the services regarding DFSP manning requirements. There is, therefore, no
current baseline requirement on which to base an assessmentofwhether or not FLC PH Fuels
Department is manned correctly today. [FF (339)-4361), (415), (423), (4254429)

29. Afieran exhaustive reviewof Fuels Department manning, it was not possible to reconcile
the civilian FTE that FLC PH states that they are authorized for the Fuels Department with the
civilian FTE that NAVSUP says they are authorized for the Fuels Department. NAVSUP states
FLC PH Fuels Department is authorized 84 FTE vice the 89 FTE that FLC PH actually
manages. The lackofa formal NAVSUP process to determine, request and adjudicate civilian
manning requirements with specificity is the basis of his disconnect. As practiced. the manning.
process for Fuels Department is budget based rather than work requirements or position based
and typically involves email and meetings between the FLC PH business office and cither
SUPO1, SUPO3 at NAVSUP or communications via the NAVSUP Financial Management Tool
[FF (3391-361)]

30. nil 2022, FLC PH made only one formal request for one civilian FTE in the last 25 years.
“They did create several “overhire” positions during that time in order to more fully use the
civilian personnel budget that they are allocated, but there is no evidence ofa formal request for
additional manning, or any substantive analysis to support such a request, had it been made. As
such, there is no evidenceofelevating manning concerns with the specificity necessary for
NAVSUP, as ISIC, to make an informed risk decision. Additionally, in looking back the last
decade, NAVSUPdid not exercise their ISIC responsibility to ensure that FLC PH demonstrated
appropriate analytic rigor in assessing their manning and that any concems wer formally
adjudicated with aclear ownerofthe risk being assumed if arequest was denied. [FF (339)-
Go)

31. Between the May and November spills, there is no evidenceof work to add Fuels
Department manning based on increased watch standing requirements added as a corrective
action from the May spill. There wasan attempt by the FLC PH Business Office Director to
request manning within the POM process, but there is no evidenceofany formal analysis used to
support that request, which was subsequently denied by the ISIC. That denial appears to be
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based on budget considerations and there is no evidence of an operational risk decision being.
made by the ISIC. [FF (339)-(361)]

32. Although some portionofFuels Department FTE are funded by NAVSUP, there was a
cansistent theme found throughout the interview process at FLC PH and NAVSUP/NPO that
DLA is expected to fund Fuels Department manning, with liule evidenceofconsideration that
NAVSUP could fund needed manning. For example, when DLA denied the | FTE for a new.
environmental person in FY 18, there is no evidence that NAVSUP or FLC PH considered the
option that NAVSUP provide an additional FTE for the billet. This is cspecially important
considering that the reason DLA denied the request was the fact that DLA expects that function
10 be provided by the Navy. In spite of this, FLC PH hired the environmental person using their
internal “overhire” process without NAVSUP or DLA involvement in the decision. [FF (339)-
(361), (415). (423), (425)-(429)]

33. While the Cavanaugh Report opinion that FLC PH Fucls Department is undermanned at
every level is based on interviews with FLC PH employees combined with deficiencies in Fuels
Department processes identified in that investigation, there is not an analytic basis for the reports
made by those FLC PH employees, nor is there evidence thatrelief was effectively sought from
the ISIC. Its important to notc, however, that FLC PH appears to have improved their manning
processes and thinking since the November spill Although there has already been a request for
manning, an SMRD was formally requested from NAVMAC, which assumed centralized SMRD
responsiblity for the Navy in July 2021. Additionally, FLC PH has begun analysis in order to
determine how many additional FTE are needed based on work requirements, and transparent
‘communications with the ISIC are evident. [FF (339)-(361)]

May Spill Volume Miscaleulation

34. As identified in the Cavanaugh Report, the failure to fully account for fucl spilled on 6 May
(human error) is the primary cause of the November spill. However, there were many missed
opportunities to identifyor correct this error before the November spill that are important to
understand. First and foremost, the DeputyOICofNPO, the Navy's subject matterexpertson
bulk fucl accountability, in conducting the investigationof the May spill, understood in the
courseofthat investigation that the installed fuel accountability system reported a loss of
approximately 20,000 gallons and yet did not note that fact in his inital or final port, Sccond,
the FLCPH CO (both the CO on 6 May and the next CO) understood this 20,000 gallon
discrepancy and did not take appropriate action to address or report it, deciding instead to accept
the flawed theory itwas “packed in the pipe.” These individuals are the most responsible for this
missed opportunity. [FF (58), (66). (68)-(69), (71)-(72), (78)-(81), (84)-(86), (88)-(92), (94)-
(101), (103)-(104), (110), (113)-(115), (17119), (1224127), (129)-(132). (134)]

35. A second and lower tirofmissed opportunity begins with the NAVFAC HI CO, who
expressed reservations to the FLCPH CO about the engineering analysis used to resolve the
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discrepancy as late as October 2021, but did not report his concems to anyone above him in the
chain of command. The NAVFAC HI CO was right 0 have concerns regarding the fact that
pressure in the fuel system was not accounted for in the accepted calculations, however he did
not follow through to bring the problem (o senior leader atiention or demand action himself. The
contractor hired by NAVFAC EXWC to conducta root cause analysis of the May spill
independently identified adropof approximately 20.000 gallons from tank 12 that occurred in
about one mute at the exact ime of the May spill and included that fact within a ble in their
report, but this written finding went unnoticed by the NAVFAC EXWC team that reviewed the
root cause analysis report upon receipt from the contractor. Further, when NAVFAC PAC
initiated the Red Hill repair mitigations report to go along with the root cause analysis contracted
by NAVFAC EXWC, there was another opportunity to notice the 20,000 gallon drop noted
within the root cause analysis report. Moreover, NAVFAC PAC positively endorsed all three
reports to PACFLT in October 2021, recommending they be approved. While not his intent, this
endorsement communicated that the senior civil engincer in Hawaii was satisfied with the
EIGN investigation and its findings, opinions and recommendations. However, after carcful
Teviewofthe matter, the intentofthis endorsement was for the limited purposeofdocumenting.

forthe record, the material repair and mitigation efforts that were being exceuted in response to
the material deficiencies identified within theJEN investigation report end associated
NAVFAC EXWC root cause analysis report. [F (8), (66), (68)-(69). (71)-(72), (78)-81).
(84-56), (88)-(92), (94)-(101), (103)-(104), (110), (113)-(115), (117)-(119), (122)-(127), (129)-
(132), (134)

36. A third and the lowest tir of missed opportunity occurred when the command investigation
was provided to several parties for review outside ofNAVSUP, 0 include personnel within
PACELT Né, PACFLT GA, and the PACFLT DMHQ. who also did not identify the
discrepancy. While these reviewers were looking at the repors from the perspectiveofimpacts
to PACFLT's Red Hill communication and coordination role and not with acritical cye towards
technical issues within the report tis fair to say that these were missed opportunities. [FF (58).
(66), (68)-(69), (71)-72), (78)-(81), (84)-(86), (88)-(92). (94)-(101), (103)-(104), (110), (113)-
(13), (117119), (122)-0127), (129132), (134)]
37. In addition to the above missed opportunities from the investigation, it is also important to
note that AFHE data was available to FLC and NAVFAC Hl engincers that shows that th tank
12 isolation valves were open for approximately 2 minutes afer the pressure transicat s recorded
in the system. indicating that the two damaged areas (includingone[GIEJIQY) were exposed to
pressure from the full weight of fuel in tank 12 throughout that time. Additionally. the theory
that ful was “packed in the pipe” demonstratesa fundamental lack of engineering rigor and a
gross misunderstandingofthe installed fuel accountability system which uses tank Levels,
reported transactions, and an assumption that all fuel pipelines are full to report changes in the
bulk fuel account. Thus,ifthere was room in a pipe for 20,000 gallons, that amountof fucl
would have to increase level in a tank first because the pipe was full at the stat, and thus would
be accounted for. It is therefore, not possible for fuel to be lost from inventory unless there is a
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reported transaction outofthe system, anerrorin the tank level system,oran uncontrolled
release. A third party analysis by an engineering consulting firm would likely have identified

this error, as demonstrated by Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC which identifying it
during their root cause analysis for NAVFAC EXWC, although not specifically tasked to look
forit. But for this working theoryof“packed in the pipe’ gaining acceptance. more scrutiny
would certainly have resulted. (FF (58), (66). (68)-(69), (71)-(72), (78)-81), (84)-(86), (88)-
(92), 94101), (103)-(104), (110), (113115), (117)-(119), (1221127), (129132). (134)]

38. The Cavanaugh Report correctly identifiestheJIE Investigation as a fundamentally
flawed investigative process that was inadequate. Most importantly, the NPO Deputy OIC, in
spite of having adequate information provided, failed 0 accurately resolve the most critical and
fundamental fact associated with the May spill ~ the volumeoffuel spilled. If the volume
discrepancy, which was known to the NPO Deputy OIC at the timeof the investigation, had been
plainly identified within his report, eve if documented as resolved, senior leaders would likely
have demanded a more formal resolution ofthe matter. Further, there were many individuals
from various organizations that reviewed and identified other issues in theJEJE investigation
as it progressed and before it was endorsed by COMNAVSUP, with a general consensus that it
was not thoroughorwell done. While these issues palein comparison to the failure to identify
or report the discrepancy in the volume spilled, they should have been fed back to NAVSUP at
the time they were noted, but were not Finally, it is important to recall that this investigative
process was first initiated by CNRH, who quickly recognized the significanceof the May spill
and the nced for an outside inquiry. CNRH directly engaged COMNAVSUP to request they lead
the investigation du to his level ofconcen over the severity ofdamage caused during the
incident and his wariness towards FLC PH to conduct a thorough inquiry. However, bytheend
of the investigative process in September and October 2021, CNRH provided litle input or
critical assessment with regard to the investigation despite their interest and responsibilities in
Red Hill, ultimately relegating themselves to facilitating the public releaseof the report prior to
the FTAC hearing.” [FF (38), (66), (68)-(69), (71)-(72), (78)-(82). (84-86). (88)-(92), (94)-
(101). (103)-104), (110), (13115), (M7119), (122)-127), (129)-(132), (134)135)]

Cavanaugh Report

39. Prior o the Secretary of Defense decision on 7 Mar 2022 to defuel and shut down Red Hill,
ADM Paparo stated in his endorsementofthe Cavanaugh Report that his recommended actions
are “designed to ensure safe and effective operations at Red Hill thereby setting the conditions
for the Departmentofthe Navy and Department of Defense to determine the nature and scope of
future operations at Red Hill” Because ensuring safe and effective operations at Red Hill are
required to either defuel or continue operations, his recommended actions, in conjunction with
those of RDML Cavanaugh, should be viewed in that context, even though the decision to defuel
has since been finalized. (FF (337)]
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V. Recommendations

1. Establish necessary material and operational conditions at Red Hill to support safe and
effective defueling operations.

2. Realign the ‘as practiced” leadershipofRed Hill incident response to CO JBPHH. Provide
raining and support, as required, to ensure that the installation Commander is prepared to
execute this responsibility.

3. Develop and implement an integrated spill response training and drill program that
incorporates all organizations and individuals required to effectively respond to a fuel spill at
Red Hill. This program should be led by the instalation commanderand overseen by the ISIC,
CNRH.

4. Resolve the mutually exclusive positions across CNIC, NAVFAC and NAVSUP regarding,
AFFF system maintenance program management. In so doing. designate a single organization to
be responsible for support system maintenance program management at Red Hill

5. Audit the Red Hill AFFF system maintenance contract and modify it as necessary to ensure
that it achieves all preventative maintenance required by the manufacturer, as described in
system operations and maintenance manuals

6. Inspect the entire Red Hill AFFF system to ensure compliance with required material
specifications.

7. Audit NAVFAC PAC contracting processes and procedures to ensure compliance with
Department of Defense and Navy contracting requirements, as well as commercial construction
industry best practices.

8. Conduct a dedicated and broad reviewof CNRH, JBPHH, and NAVFAC HI environmental
team knowledge and performance, including communications with regulators, in light of
environmental law, policy, regulation and regulator best practices. Develop and execute an
environmental team training, assessment, and feedback program. Include all personnel who have
a role requiring expertise in protecting drinking water and the environment
9. Develop guidance for commanders regarding environmental and public health risk
‘management assumptions and actions to inform future criss response cfforts having a significant
public nexus. Using the weekof 28 November and the four key friction points noted above as a
case study. provide strategies for bounding and communicating risk to the public within the
contextoflimited or no analytic data during the carly stagesofsuch a crisis.

10. Revise the CNRH and Red Hill-specific response plans to incorporate specific actions
associated with the Red Hill well and lessons leamed from the Cavanaugh Report and this
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supplement. Plans recommended for review and update include the CNRH Integrated
Contingency Plan, the CNRH Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility Response Plan, the Groundwater
Protection Plan, the JBPHH Emergency Management Plan, the Community Water System
Emergency Response Plan for JBPHH, the Community Water System Risk and Resilience
Assessment for JBPHH, and any other plans designed to contribute to protecting drinking water
and the environment.
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APPENDIX A
Enclosures

1) VONO Ite S800 Ser N09122U100519of4 March 2022
2) Email from VCNO to RADM James Waters, USN, Regarding Red Hill Supplemental

Extension Request (30 March 2022)
3) Red Hill Administrative Order on Consent
4) NAVFAC PAC Interim Update on the Final Groundwater Protection Plan (August

2014)
5) Community Water System (PWS-360) Emergency Response Plan for Joint Base Pearl

Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH). Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (June 2021)
6) Community Water System (PWS-360) Risk and Resilience Assessment for Joint Base

Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH). Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (December 2020)
7) Image of Red Hill Site with Incident Locations and Distances (Received 11 April 2022)
8) Tumon-Maui Well Rehabilitation Project ~ An Applicationof Appropriate Technology:

Then and Now (2013)
9) Site Plan Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility (Created 19 Jamary 2022)
10) Interview Sunmary ~IECICIN 24 Mech 2022
11) Iiterview Summary- RADM Blake Converse. USN 19 March 2022
12) CNRH Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility Response Plan (August 2020)
13) DFSP Pearl Harbor Combined APHE Event and Alan Logs for 6 May 2021
14). Red Hill Root Cause Analysis Memo and Report Regarding 6 May 2021 JP-S Spill (7

Septeniber 2021)
15) Interview Summary-INEXE
16) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Operations Orders (1 May - 20 November 2021)
17) NAVSUP Command Investigation Report Regarding 6 May 2021 JP-5 Spill
18) nterview Sunmary - CAPT Trent Kalp. SC. USN
19) Interview Summary -INET
20) Interview Summary - CHG
21) Wterview Summary -FTC
22) Tterview Summary -ICICI
23) PowerpointofRed Hill AFFF Retention Sketch Revision | (Created: 22 November

2021)
24). Interview Summary -EESEGTET
25) Taterview Summary -ICE
26). Interview Summary-SENN
27) Interview Summary-ENUTEIN
28) FLC Pearl Harbor Timeline of Incident and Action 6 May 2021
29) FEDFIRE Red Hill NFIRS for 6 May 2021 Spill
30) Interview Summary - FEDFIRE
31) Interview Summary -IEICE
32) CNRH 5750 - Desiguation as FOSC Representative, NOSC Representative. and QI 1CO

(12 February 2021)
33) CNRH Integrated Contingency Plan - Core Plan (May 2014)
34) Interview Summary ~ Ms. SSSERGINN (16 March 2022)
35). Interview Summary—Ms. SSUNGIN (21 March 2022)



36) Email from Hawaii News Now Reporter to CNRH PAO — Query on Spill 6 May 2021
37) Email from CNRH PAO to Hawaii News Now ~ Response to Query 6 May 2021
38) Federal Fire Dispatch Report6 May 2:21
39) CNRH Combined Integrated Contingency Plan (August 2018)
40) Interview Summary -INSCIGI
41) Interview Summary (21 March 2022)
42). Interview Summary - CAPTJESS. USN (22 March 2022)
43) Interview Summary ~ CAPT[SSOHGES, CEC, USN (21 March 2022)
44) Interview Summary ~EEE(23 March 2022)
45) Interview Summary-CAPT James “Gordie” Meyer, CEC, USN
46). Interview Summary ~SENET (17 March 2022)
47) Interview Summary ~INEGI (24 March 2022)
48) Interview Summary ~ LCDR[GIGI SC. USN
49) Fire Suppression Reclamation Sysiem Record Drawings
50) P-1551 Design Drawings, Change R, (Signed 22 June 2018) (flattened andhalf size)
51) Kinetix Engagement MER with Invoices
52) Three-Way Phonecall with FLC PH CO, Deputy Fuels Director, and Fuels Director (6

May 2021)
53) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Estimates of Fuel Recovered
54) Interview Summary ~IEEEEG—. USN
55) Interview Summary ~ RDML Timothy Kott, USN
56). Interview Summary ~EEEECICIN
57) CPF, COMNAVSUP, FLC Pearl Harbor CO Emails ICO 6 May 2021 JP-5 Spill
58). Interview Summary - CDR EEG, SC, USN
59). Interview Summary —LTEIGNSC. USN
60) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor XO with Reports (CCIRs and OPREPS) from 6 May 2021

spill
61) Email from NAVFAC HI Red Hill PMO to DOH Regarding Phonecall this Morning (7

May 2021)
62) Email from NAVFAC HI Red Hill PMO to DOH Regarding Red Hill StatusUpdate (7

May 2021)
63) Email from NAVFAC HI Red Hill PMO to DOH Regarding Tour of Red Hill Lower

Access Tunnel (8 May 2021)
64) Email fiom NAVFAC HI Red Hill PMO to DOH Regarding Facts for Red Hill (7 May

2021)
65) Email from FLC PH CO to COMNAVSUP- Red Hill Fuel Release (7 May 2021)
66) Interview Summary —ECC
67) SECNAV ORDER IMMEDIATE ACTIONS RED HILL UNDERGROUND

STORAGE TANKS 7 DEC
68) P-40 DFSP Pearl Harbor Red Hill Tank 20-001
69) FLC Pearl Harbor Training Timeline After 6 May 2021 Spill
70) Documentation Regarding Other Explanations For Missing 20.000 Gals (26 May 2021)
71) Inventory JP-5 MFR for 6 May 2021
72) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Estimated JP-5 Volume Release at Tanks 19 and 20

~7 May 2021
73) CNRH Media Release 21-03, Navy Contains Fuel Release at Red Hill Bulk Fuel



Storage Facility (7 May 2021)
74) Interview Summary -ECCI (21 March 2022)
75) Email from NAVFAC HI CO to NAVFAC HI Vice CO Regarding Investigation at Red

Hill (8 May 2021)
76) Email from CNRH to NAVSUP ICO Red Hill PipeFailure on 6 May 2021 (9 May

2021)
77) Email from NAVSUP to COMPACFLT Regarding Red Hill: NAVSUP Led

Investigation (12 May 2021)
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260) JBPHH Water Quality CAT Team Update 12-04
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2021)
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273) DOH Press Release, Petroleum Contamination in Aiea Halawa Shaft, 9 Dec 2021
274) EmailfromIEICE 'oMESSMCIGINRo: HDOH Split Sampling 127-21 (6

December 2021)
275) Initial Navy Sampling
276) QA Glossary | Environmental Monitoring & Assessment | US EPA
277) EmailfromEESCHEI 'o MESKCIN R:: Groundwater Sampling Plan for

the November 20, 2021 and May 6, 2021 Releases (7 December 2021)
278) Fed Fire NFIRS response to flood spill ADIT 3 (6 December 2021)
279) EmailfromSGI‘©ESSIEN Rc: Interview Request RHSI

(23 March 2021)
280) Joint Health Services JBPHH Water Guidance (5 December 2021)
281) EmailfromSETGIN ©IESSEIEMIN NO! Acknowledgment - Case No

20211120-2330 (5 December 2021)
282) CNRH Media Advisory 21-25, SECNAV and CNO Press Engagement (5 December

2021)
283) JBPHH Water Quality Update 12-6
284) DOH Defucling Emergency Order (6 December 2021)
285) Email from NAVFAC HI CO to CNRH ROC Fingerprint pintoffel (7 December 2021)



286) GSI Environmental Finger AnalysisofSamples from Sump (11-24-2021), Adit 3 (11-
242021) and Red Hill Shaft Water Gallery (12-2-2021) (20 December 2021)

287) Email fromSEINE MENG Subj: RESPONSE TO DOH FORMAL
REQUEST FOR RECORDS, RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY,
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288) JBPHH Claims Website Screen Shot
289) Code 1S claims packages (23 February 2022)
290) C700 Org Chart (complete) (4 April 2022)
291) Email from CDRSSIES to CAPTEEGIGINN Re: FLC-PH Mil Billets (7 April

14,2022)
292) Emil from CAPTJSUNGIN'o EESSSCTGINSNS Re: Approved FTE 2008-

present for FLC-PH Fucls Department (6 April 2022)
293) Interview Summary —ESIGN (5 April 2022)
294) Interview Summary —SGC(5 April 2022)
295) Interview Summary ~IGN(| April 2022)
296) Interview Summary —EIEN (29 March 2022)
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2022)
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301) EmailfromSESCGIN RE SMIRD RFI (6 April 2022)
302) CNO memo of 14 October 1986
303) OPNAVINST 1000.16 CH-3 ~Navy Total Force Manpower Policies and Procedures
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304) NAVMAC ltr $310 Ser 00051of 1 January 2021
305) Email from DLA Energy East Pacific COM to CAPT SUG Re: DLA-E

guidance on manning (13 April 2022)
306) DELETED
307) CCIMtof6Jan 2022 Subj: Pearl Harbor Fuels A-76Study Summary
308) EmailfromEEG©BENCICN k<: Manning Requests (4 April

2022)
309) Interview Summary -INEGI (23 March 2022)
310) High Performing Organization Business Process Reengineeringoubrief PPT (NAVSUP.

February 2009)
311) JB Hickam - FLCPH merger (3 February 2011)
312) Email fromEEG_—GTTEE EEEFc: Quick Question( 1

December 2021)
313) Interview Summary -INET(18 Mar 2022)
314) Rightsizing FLC-PH Background paper (12 March 2022)
315) C700 Org Chart (4 January 2021)
316) EmailfromSESHtoMESMUIG - Labor Overage Issue (13 January

2021)
317) Email fromSGC(©CAPTSECIENEN - NAVSUP approval process



for FTE increases (6 April 2022)
318) C700 Org Chart (22 November 2021)
319) Email from FLC PH COtoJSGFW: FLC Pearl Harbor SMRD Study (10

March 2022)
320) Email from NAVSUP HIXOto FLC PH CO Subj: UPDATE NAVSUP Enterprise Code

700 vacancy and manning information in support of NAVSUP Commander
Congressional Testimony (3SFTE) (31 December 2021)

321) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor Regarding SURD Response (7 January 2022)
322) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Manning Request (31 December 2021)
323) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor Regarding FLC Pearl Harbor Manpower Responses (9

January 2022)
324) NAVSUP FLC Fuels manning levels vacancies and proposed increases revised (27

January 2022)
325) CAPT Albert Homyak emails rc 17 36FTE increase
326) CAPT Albert Homyak Get Real Get Better brief
327) Email from NAVMAC CO toN13 re SMRD query
328) AFFF System Requirement (DD 1391)
329) Previous Fire Suppression System
330) Insynergy Inc. Basis of Design (October 2014)
331) EmailSII, P-1551 Red Hill - Additional Technical Information on PVC piping

and 1391 (23 June 2017)
332) Interview Summary -III(29 March 2022)
333) RFI 69.1 - Elevation Conflict at AFFF Waste Line Between Sump and Tank
334) AFFF Change Discussion#4 - DLA counter to NAVFAC PAC Concur
335) AFFF System Design Drawing#1
336) UFC 3-600-01 section 9-9
337) UFC 3460-01section 2-14
338) Questions&Answers(31 December 2014)
339) Section 21 13 13.00 20 WET PIPE SPRINKLER SYSTEM, FIRE PROTECTION
340) SECTION 21 13 24.00 10 AQUEOUS FILM FORMING FOAM (AFF) FIRE

PROTECTION SYSTEM (Amended)
341) AFFF Change Discussion #1 - Inital to NPO concur
342) Contract N62742-1 1-D-005 T.0. 0010, P-1151 Upgrade Fire Suppression and

Ventilation Systems (A-E contract with Insynergy Inc.)
343) Contract Award N62742-15.C-1308, FY15 MCON P-1551 UPGRADE FIRE

SUPPRESSION & VENTILATION SYSTEM, RED HILL, JBPHI, awarded to Hensel
Phelps Construction Company (HPCC)(25 August 2015)

344) HPCC construction schedule (31 May 2017)
345) RFL0006 Stainless Steel Jacket Containment Piping Clarification (28 October 2015)
346) Email: SUSIONNY fv: [PM_MAIL] [CONTRACT N62742-15- C-1308, FY 15 P-

1551 UPGRADES TO RED HILL FUEL STORAGE FACIL] Request For Information:
0006 Stainless Steel Jacket Containment Piping Clarification (15 December 2015)

347) Johnson Controls Field Service Report on Red Hill (21 December 2017)
348) Interview Summary —ENTE(13 June 2017)
349) Material Submittal 0001-22 00 00-0001-0 Plumbing, General Purpose
350) RFIO 119 AFEF Retention Line Clarifications (10 August 2016)



351) Emi]SCGfv N62742-15-C-1308 MILCON P-1551-RF1-0006
Stainless Steel Jacket Containment

352) EmailSCG re P-1551 SAES (22 June 2017)
353) HPCC leter to Government (13 March 2017)
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360) AFF Change Discussion #4 - DLA counter to NAVFAC PAC Concur
361) O&Mhandoffemail
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366) AFFF System Real Property Acceptance (DD 1354)
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368) B-1.6.11 NAVFAC Red Zone
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370) Only Red Zone Meeting Minutes
371) EPA PAS Risk Management
372) MIL-PRF-24385F(2)
373) DODD 5101.08E DOD EXECUTIVE AGENT (DOD EA) FOR BULK PETROLEUM
374) Interview Summary ~ BGen Jimmy Canlas (21 March 2022)
375) Interview Summary ~ CAPT NUENE ondEEC(23 March

2022)
376) DLA and NAVSUP MORA on Funding of Fuel Terminal Operations 22 December 2015
377) CNIC and NAVSUP MOA on Management of Navy Bulk Fuel Facilites 30 April 2015
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379) NAVEAC and NAVSUP MOA on RPE 23 August 2017
380) Interview Summary —UG23 March 2022
381) Interview Summary — LT[E31
382) DELETED
383) Emails from VADM Lindsey, RADM Stamatopoulos, and RADM Korka of March 2022
384) Interview Summary -ETC
385) Interview Summary —UCN
386) CNRH ICS training records
387) ELC does not have ICS training pdf
388) JBPHH Appendix For Spill Response EOC ~ Environmental Pollution or Contamination

of 23 August 2010
389) EmailfromSESE | April 2022
390) EmailfromSEEN [CO Red Hil Fire Suppression System Maintenance
391) Failed pump tests
392) JBPHH Contamination Appendix



393) PREP TRNG SCHED I-14
304) Red Hill Original Technical Drawing
308) Email fom ETE CPP upiac
396) Email fromPLC Pearl Harbor RegardingCCTV Footage — No video footage from 6

May 2021 or 20 November 2021
397) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor Regarding NIWC Pacific Statement of Workfor C700
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398) CNICINST 5090.44
309) OPNAVINST 3440.17
400) OPNAVINST 1132023G
401) OPNAVINST 110143
402) OPNAVINST 4020.27
403) U.S. Navy regulations
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405) OPNAV M-5090.1
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APPENDIX C (Updated 6 Apr 22)
Quantities of Fuel Spilled, Recovered, and Potentially Released to the Environment

Total Fuel Spilled, Recovered, and Missing on 6 May

On 6 May 2021, Red Hill operators improperly executed a fuel transfer procedure, resulting in
wo piping joint ruptures and a subsequent JP-S fuel spill. Although unknown at the ime, a fire
suppression systcm sump pump transferred most of thefu ino a retention line, where it
remained until 20 November 2021

+ Fuel lost from tank 12 between rupture and tank isolation 19,866 gal
* Fuel spilled from lateral pipes connecting tanks 17/18 and 19/20, based on 2.729 gal

pipe volumes"
+ Fuel “repacked” into the pipeline to il the void drawn prior to the rupture, (1.638) gal

equal to surge tank 2 level increase prio to the incident
Total quantityoffuel spilled on 6 May 20212 20.957gal

* Fuel recovered from sumps and recovery tank 311 1,230 gal
«Fuel absorbed in cleanup materials 350 gal
Total quantityoffuel recovered immediately after 6 May 2021 1,580 gal

The quantity of fuel released to the environment on 6 May 2021 cannot be calculated, but is
assessed to be small. In addition to some evaporation. potential pathways to the environment in
the area of the spill ar three Soil vapor monitoring ports in the upper tank gallery and
approximately six imperfections in the concrete. The following calculations assume all
unrecovered fuel from 6 May 2021 was transferred to the fire suppression system.

«Fuel spilled on 6 May 2021° 20,957 gal
* Fuel recovered immediately after 6 May2021 (1,580) gal
Maximum quantity of fuel transferred to thefre suppression system’ 19.377 gal

Total Fuel Spilled and Recovered Since 20 November
On 20 November 2021, the Red Ill rover inadvertently struck the fire suppression system
retention ine drain valve with the passenger cart ofa ain, cracking the PVC pipe near Adit 3.
Although not known at the time, this retention line contained JP-5 fuel from the 6 May 2021
spill. The following quantities of fuel were recovered immediately after 20 November 2021.

+ Fuel recovered by vacuum trucks 10757 gal
+ Fuel recovered from Adit 3 groundwater sump pump discharge line 1,134 gal
* Fuel recovered from flushing of fucl oil recovery facility sump line 420 gal
Total quantityof fuel recovered immediately after 20 Novemher2021 12,311 gal

* pd elt he acu tale eld messesfh JS ppc. Prins sls was 351 los, Updte elects atinct of2.378 gallon. Hatin Brokenough dds. 11. mdcpmden eid msaunon28 ir 23Updo reflect he tins 2.378 gallons desc in Foote | Updied to elt he acon) 278 alos denied moots |
“Clieet heaol 275 alos deed i Foie |
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Following the 20 November 2021 spill, FLC Pearl Harbor drained fuel remaining in the fire
suppression system retention line. At the timeof this report, the line has not been flushed, which
may recover some additional fuel,

* Fuel recovered from main sump following pumping from retention line 428 gal
+ Fuel recovered from retention line ow point drains 415 gal
«Fuel recovered from retention line manifolds* 146 gal
Total quantity of fuel recoveredfromfire suppression system retention line 989 gal

Beginning in December, FLC Pearl Harbor and other organizations continued to recover fuel as
it was discovered.

+ Fuel recovered from Adit 3 groundwater sump discharge holding tank 25 gal
+ Fuel recovered from Red Hill well water surface’ 152 gal
* Fuel recovered from CHT Sump’ 148 gal
Total quantityoffuel recoveredfrom additional locations $35 gal

‘Total Fuel Spilled, Recovered, and Unaccounted for Since 6 May
Below isa summaryofthe total quantities of fuel recovered since 6 May 2021 compared to the
quantity spilled. A totalof 5,542 gallons of fuel remain unaccounted for, and some or all ofthat
fuel contaminated the Red Hill well and Navy water distribution system.

+ Total quaniity of fuel recovered immediately afier6 May 2021 1,580 gal
+ Total quanityoffuel recovered immediately after 20 November 2021 1230 gal
+ Total quantityoffuel recovered from fire suppression system retention linc 989 gal
+ Total quantity of fuel recovered from additional locations” 535 gal
Total quanityoffuelrecoveredsince 6 May 2021 15.415 gal

+ Total fuel spilled on 6 May 2021 20957 gal
« Total fuel recovered since6May 2021 As415)gal

‘Total quantity offuel that remains unrecovered'! 5542 gal

© Amount added sce the Orga Appendix C of 14 Jen 22.Updo rfc mous covered om Red Hil wel wcsuc (Oris Appi C of14 on 22 sted 140 alos offul recovered from he Rod Hl wel shat vi himeput).(On 6.7 December, vy ain Roe he Rod Hill unl ne Ait 3. Ths sled na fe nd ter mites thatwsoldnthe CHT sump. Th CHT simp pump awrypmpeded0 hing ck side Ad. whet 3 va Subsearevered
updoct he afions 146 alos in Foote5.
Updated to refitthe addons12 flo i Fone6.
1 Upésted 0 elt atonal 15 ios in Fnac $d
Updated 1 reflect he difference betwen Foote3and Foote 10. This plats fst ot nese of 2220 gallons fomhe 3522 gallons 1 Orie AppendCof141m 33.
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APPENDIX E
Acronyms

ACRONYM FULL DESCRIPTION

ACE Amy Corps of Engineers
ADDU Additional Duties,
ADM Admiral
AFB Air Force Base
AFFE Aqueous Film Forming Foam
AFHE Automated Fuel Handling Equipment
AOC Administrative Order on Consent
AMR Aliamanu Miliary Reservation
ASD(S) Assistant SceretaryofDefense (Sustainment)
BEC Base Environmental Coordinator
BFSF Bulk Fuel Storage Facility
BOD ‘Beneficial Occupancy Date
BOS Base Operating Support
BWS Board of Water Supply
BSO Budget Submitting Office
a Command and Control
cart Capiain
CAT Crisis Action Team
CCR Commander's Critical Information Requirements
CCR Consumer Confidence Report
cctv Closed-Circuit Television
cnc Child Development Center
cpo Command Duty Officer
CDR Commander
CEC Civil Engineering Corps
CHINFO Navy Officeof Information
CHINFO CI NavyChiefof Information
CHT Collection, Holding, and Transfer
CIR Clean, Inspec, and Repair
cmp Centrally Managed Program
NIE Commander, Navy Installations Command
NO ChiefofNaval Operations
CNPC Commander, Navy Personnel Command
CNRH Commander, Navy Region Hawaii
co Commanding Officer
coco Contractor-owned, Contractor-operated
CODEL Congressional Delegation
com Commander
COMPACFLT Commander, US. Pacific Fleet
cos ChiefofStaff



CPE Commander, USS. Pacific Fleet
CRO Control Room Operator
CSG Component Steering Group
DCOM Deputy Commander

DFSP Defense Fuel Support Point
DOD Department of Defense
DOH Hawaii Departmentof Health
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DLAE Defense Logistics Agency - Energy
DMHQ Director. Maritime Headquarters
DIG Date Time Group
DWCF Defense Working Capital Fund
DWDSO Drinking Water Distribution System Operator
EA Executive Agent
ED Executive Director
EOC Emergency Operations Center
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
ERP Emergency Response Plan
ESAMS Enterprise Safety Applications Management System
EXORD Executive Order
EV Environmental
EXWC Expeditionary Warfare Center
F24 Aviation Tubine Fuel
£76 Diesel Marine Fuel

FFD Federal Fire Department
FISC Fleet Industrial Supply Center
FITREP Fitness Report
FLCPH Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor
FMD Fuels Manager Defense
FOF Finding of Fact
FOR Fuel Oil Reclaimed
FORFAC Fuel Oil Reclaimed Facility
FSD Facilites Sustainment Directorate
FTE Full Time Equivalent
GA Goverment Affairs
Goco Goverument-owned. Contractor-operated
GOGO Govenunent-owned. Goverument-operated
Gs General Schedule
Gwep Ground Water Protection Plan
HFFC Hawaii Fuel Facilities Corporation
icp Integrated Contingency Plan
IDWST Interagency Drinking Water System Team
EM Installation Ensergency Management
IEPD Installation Environmental Program Director
G1 Inspector General
INFADS  Infemet Navy Facilities Assets Data Store



INDOPACOM US. Indo-Pacific Command
INSURV Board of Inspection and Survey
1s1C Immediate Superior in Charge
JBPHH Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam
Ps Jet Propellant 5
LCDR Lieutenant Commander
INAPL Light Non-Aqueous-Phase Liquid
MAV Material Assist Visits
MBA Master of Business Administration
MCL Maximum Containment Level
MFR Memorandum for the Record
MILCON Military Consiruction
MOA Memorandum of Agreement
MSR Monthly Status Report
MUIC Maintenance Unit Identification Code
NAS Naval Air Station
NAVFAC Naval Facilites Engineering Systems Command
NAVMAC Navy Manpower Analysis Center
NAVSEA Naval Sca Systems Command
NAVSUP Naval Supply Systems Command
NEX Navy Exchange
NLEC Navy Leadership and Ethics Center
NMCPH Navy Marine Corps Public Health
Nor Notice of Intent
Nosc Navy On-Seene Coordinator
NOSC-R Navy On-Scenc Coordinator Representative:
NPO Naval Petroleum Office
O&M,N Operation and Maintenance, Navy
ons. Oil and Hazardous Substance
oic Officer in Charge
omB Office of Management and Budget
OPREP Operational Report
0D Officeof the Secretary of Defense:
or Over Time
PA Public Affairs
PAO Public Affairs Officer

PHEO Public Health Emergency Officer
PIT Pressure Indicating Transmitter
PM Preventive Maintenance
PMO Project Management Office
POL Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant
POM Plan of Management
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
PPM Parts Per Million
PPV Public Private Venture
PsP Product and Service Plan



PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
PWO Public Works Officer
RADM Rear Admiral Upper Half
RDML Rear Admiral Lower Half
REC Regional Environmental Coordinator

RFI Request for Information
RMMR Recurring Maintenance and Minor Repair
ROC Regional Operations Center
RPA Request Personnel Action

RPE Regional POL Engincer
RRA Risk andResilience Assessment

RTOP Regional Terminal Operations Program
SC Supply Corps
SECNAV Secretaryofthe Navy
SCBA Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SORM Standard Organizations and Regulations Manual
SMRD Shore Manpower Requirements Determination
SNDL Standard Naval Distribution Listing
SRM Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization
SUPO Supply Officer
swe Strategic Workforce Plan
TOC Total Organic Carbon
TF Task Force
TLA Temporary Lodging Allowance
TPH-O Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons- Oil
UEM Utilities and Encray Manager
UFC Unified Facilities Code
USD(A&S) Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Sustainment)
uM Uilities Management
usT Underground Storage Tank
VADM Vice Admiral
WG Wage Grade
x0 Excautive Officer
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